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weary bands! with toil borne down,
And grasping only leaves,
Willi eager search in stubble brown.
Where stand the golden sheaves,
Whate’er ye lose, this guerdon gain.
In Him, ye labor “not in vain.”

O laboring feet! returning late.
Though rougher grows the way.
Climb upward, where through glory’s gate
Soft shines the smile of day.
Its presage traced on hill ami plain.
In Him, ye labor “not in vain.”

instead of Nos. .'i and 1.
No. fi. Chloride of lime solution -Chlorate of lime of the best quality, 4 ounces;
soft, water, I gallon ; mix.
Thisisoneoif
the best and cheapest disinfectants.
No.
7
Foiling for half an hour is the
surest way to destroy infection.
Immersion in No.
1 or No. i•, will lessen the
danger from infected clothing until it can
he boiled, which should he done as soon

Ah, “not in vain” the secret prayers.
The sacrifice complete;
Before IIis face some angel bears
The rising incense sweet.
And unseen choirs repeat the strain.
In Him, ye labor “not iu vain.'*
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Trouble was expected in the Corning
district, between the old regulation min-

preis in the potato,
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..fleeted by disease will remain so ; this
.-aves the handling of rotten potatoes,
winch, to say the least, is very unpleasant

business.

potatoes are tub grown, amt
.-now no imlieations of disease,
they had
iietter he lull-vested and immediately
stored i:i a cool, dark place. The practice of spreading potatoes in the sun is a
tit poor one; it is unnatural, and tends
injure the quality, both lor seed and
for eating. A potato, to keep well, should
tie stored where it is a tritie moist, with
a
temperature not above oil degrees, and
where but little light penetrates.
It req tires but a few days to turn a potato a
een color w hen
placed in th. light, and
.in a! mi'.sphere soon dries it up so it is
unlit to eat.
Cotatues mi iow land should he liar'i -ii ■;
immediately after full grown, lest
a
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.it ighi .tbey v\... keep in the
a!"u:.d until coo! wiathet quite as well
;s m the cellar.
Many believe that if potatoes be ston-d ;
lin-ic ;< danger ot
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the cellar when damp
losing them by rot, hut
many experiments, it has been
when potatoes are dug and at
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stored in ihe cellar without expos’hem t" the light, they are made bettei ::i the spring than those left one day
sptead m die iield to tlrv in the sunshine.
NY I j i. potatoes are dug so early that
the top.- ate green, especial efforts should
bo made io keep the tops out of the
reach oi tin- cattle until they arc perfactI, dry. oi the i'aiis green may prove fatal to them.
Some gather up the tops
uni put. them
nto the pig pen, even
though Tatis green has been used on
them several times. As there is a chance
that this may prove fatal to pigs, it is
mu a practice to be ti.-commendcd : bettei gather them up and burn them if the
Held is to be used as a pasture. [Mass,
i lougbman.
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cures Piles, or no pay

ti-f

irauio-d to give perfect satislacei 11:idi;d.
Price 25 cents per box.
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t "infort. it probably was some-
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live in. This year I have half paid
with money which, before 1 used SulM'-rs in it v
mily, was paid to the doctor
drugei-t. They tired my wife of Female
IT. F. Sampson, Salem, Mass.
i.ise

H

ike Ice-cream he gave them.

to

gentleman discovered his servant help.
iun.sfii
to me former’s cigars.
“Sam, i am
“>o i- I. Bos.'.
I ’lowed you had done
11*; i-i
out inter dc country.”
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An

Knd

to

Bone

Scraping.
hi ward Shepherd, of Harrisburg, HI.,
says:
so
received
much
benefit
from Elcrtiic
“Hiving
Billers. 1 loci ii ivy duly to let suffering humanity
ki
ii
Have, had a running sore on my leg for
i_ut year.-, my doctors told me I would have to
iii'.. Hi.
bone scraped or the leg amputated. I
i-i, insh ad, three bottles oi Electric Bitters and
-even boxes Biirklen’s Arnica Salve, and my leg is
i»w sound and well.”
l.i'-ctiic Bitter arc -old at fifty cents a bottle.and
I'c klen’.- Ami
Salve at 25c. per box by It. It.

Moody.
The transformations of nature are wonderful.
Pul ;i herring in a tin box with some cotton-seed oil
and it immediately turns into a sardine.
An

Important Discovery.
The most important Discovery is that which brings
I
most good to the greatest number.
Dr. King’s
jW
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
"ill preserve the health and save life, and is a
prici-less boon to the afflicted. Not only does it
positively cure Consumption, but Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Hoarseness, and all affections
of the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
yield at once to
Hs wonderful curative powers. If
you doubt this
get a Trial Bottle Free, at Hichard H*. Moody’s drug
store.

If it can, on the one hand, lie called “cholera
In
fantum,” why can’t it, on the other hand, be refer
red bias “cholera adultum?” The in rants shouldn’t
have all advantage.

As soon as it is t> hi in 1 that a person
tins diphtheria 1 e should immediately be
eparaleo Iron. I he rest of the family and
put into a sunny and well ventilated
room, preferably "ii tin- upper door, and
as disconnected as possible trom other
rooms, especially the living and
sleeping

of children.
Before iim- ng the pa.a nt into the
room, ail needless arlicles. such as carpels. content'- or waidn hes. etc., which
catch the micci on, i,. aid In- removed.
No other pers : lie. h s tin* nurse oj
necessary at tel....ants and the physician
should be pcriijitlca in the room, and
they should take special p. ecautiolis not
to.
i y tiie inlc-ti in.
(heir communication w ith the rest oi tin; family should
In- as lestricted as possible.
id.'- local board of iieull h, or health ofrooms

•, should Ic.- immediately notified, and
liould co-operate with the physician to
keep the disease Iroin spieadmg. I'hildrcii and parents from other houses should
•r warned;
and it they needlessly and
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ti;ti*_.• io ir I.- m pri'-e- from those realize! one
Yvt-fk ago. There w a- a fair fail f«>r heeves, ami |
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I,, butcher- rahired Irom '>'3 •i.b.V F }t>,
weight liii' must'll the-ales elleetet. finite a
l.iiv im r' it ot
altle were -oi l to butchers on
M" it lay. TIm- .-a a. bn- e\port < at tie is lisrht, there
s
oiI'-w < -title -liippeil the pre-ent week to
tic 1/igli-li markf
sitKi-.p and Lwii-.s,
Tho-c from tin- West wen- |
.tii o\\ la '1 It.
mt' iif s, Shfep ci.sliiiir from la-lc,
ami I. mil’F li», liv u. iu<> 1, lauded at the
-laugIt.'i-r lion-.-.-.
nwi vt.. Wf-ti-rn 1- ;t II"irs are eo-tiiibr imtehers, ;
lai.-lel it he -laughter liou-f 1
F tl>. live weight.
In "i
hiiihln
tv infill.h
all the Fat liogs brought
In from tie- W. -t
ll.t several railioa-ls, all he- :
iim owiif'l I'Y bntoht r- and taken direel to the
slaughter houses from the ears.
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any other per
son should eat of drink
anything in the
sick room, or anything which lias been
l ood which the patient has left
there,
should be burned.
*' .!.- and dogs should I"'
kept iron) the
:ek

chamber,
tneir tin

1 imse

muse

or

animals,

nor

better,

can

out

of the house.

carry the infection.
well as sonic others,

sometimes have diphtheria, and communicate it to children.
I'h< dishes which the patient uses
should not he used or washed with other
dishes. They should he washed by themselves in boiling hot waiter. The utmost
rare should he taken that tile
discharges
from the mouth, throat and nose do not
soil the room or its furnishings.
Tin
discharges should he received on cloth
and then burned. If this cannot he done
they should he thoroughly disinfected
with disinfectant X p. 5, No. ii. No.
I'he discharges horn the kidneys and
bowels should he liberally treated with
d iiieetaut No
NT. li, or No. 2. and
not pouted into the privy vault, but buried, il possible gild feet or more from
dwelling houses aud water supply.
The bed and body clothing should not
he mixed with the family wash, hut
should he put into boiling hot disinfectant solution No. -1 or No. 5.
No person from the house where there
is diphtheria should go into public assemblies, such as schools, churches or
concerts.
Persons who Lave
had diphtheria
should not mingle with the public for
some time after the last trace of the disease has left the throat and nose, and
then not until they and their clothing
have been thoroughly washed and disinfected.
In ease of death the hotly should lie inclosed in a sheet thoroughly wet in disinfectant No. 4 or 5, and put into a tight
coffin, which should not afterwards lie
opened. 'Lite funeral should he strictly
private, and in no case should children
be permitted to lie present.
After recovery or death disinfect the
room with disinfectant No. I.
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in
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grown

slates that banana-equal (<> those
>aii'I\vi<h I -lands are raised at Y uma,
Yuma believe, ii <>r mu, a- you like.
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The motto of the proprietors of Dr. Henry 15.ix
t"- .Mandrake lJiiu r-, is, “the greatest good to the
great- -t number,” and so sell a large i-'tile of a
viiin .die remedy fur the small pri»*e of 2'» emits, and
warram e\ery b atle to give satisfaction or money
refunded.
■1
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x-troit -i-'tectn e i- -aid to have been very much
-in prise.| lereiith
He followed up a clew and dis\i-rrd when he had arr-'-ted the man that he had
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KNOW THYSELF by reading the “Science
a work ever published, for
men.
1 yti‘.»

of Life.” the be-j 111 -1 i
young an-1 middle-aged
A .Jersey <.it>
runs under the

young

lady lias

a

pet poodle which

parlor sofa every lime her sweetheart kisses her. Every other evening the envious
animal is constantly on a jump.
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\nold physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an Hast India missionar
tlie formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speed} and permanent cure of Consumption,
Uroneliitis, < atuirh, Asthma and ail throat and
Euug A Ifoetions, al-o a positive and radical cure
a
Nervous Debility and all Ner\--us Complaint-,
:dler having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of ease.-, lias felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive and a desire t-> relieve human suffering, 1
will send free of charge, to all who desire it, this
recipe., In Herman, 1- rem it or English, with full
directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail
by addressing with stamp, naming this paper, W.
A. Novi:s, 1 p.i Power's Block, Rochester, A. V.
-C-teowCi

“.No,” said Mrs. Homespun, “1 don’t care anything about climbing up mountains. I had enough
of such kin 1 of pleasure when 1 lived up four pairs
of stairs in a family hotel.”
\n mince of prevention worth a pound of cure,”
old adage hut true.
In view of predictions that this country is liable
to be visited by more Ilian an ordinary amount of
contagious diseases this year, it behooves all to inquire about and practice every sanitary measure,
especially cleanliness, which, as a preventive, offers one some means of escape at least; and in this
how important the article of Soap as to quality tit
for use; certainly all inferior grades, made so by
foreign substances and adulterations of n questionable character, should he rejected, that there may
be no taint left on the person or clothes which
might in any way invite the germs of these various
diseases. A first-class article, made by known reliable manufacturers, is the only kind that can lie
safely used or recommended. In the use of a standard soap, like the “Welcome,” made by Curtis
Davis A Co., there can lie no risk, being the goods
ol a firm whose name on soap is a sufficient guarantee of its purity.
is

an

DISINFECTANTS.

No. I. Sulphur Fumigation—To use
this effectively, two pounds of sulphur
should he burned in a room ten feet
square.
Every opening into the room,
(lues, doors, windows, cracks and crevices
must he closed, except the door hy which
the disinfector is to escape. The sulphur
is to he burned in an iron kettle or other
vessel set in a tub containing a little water to guard against fire. A little alcohol
or kerosene should he poured upon the
sulphur by which it may lie ignited.
Leave the room quickly, for the fumes
are highly poisonous when breathed, and
close the room tightly. Let the room remain closed twenty-four hours or more.
Then air thoroughly for several days.
No. 2. For the Discharges—Sulphate
of iron (copperas), 3 pounds; warm wa-

Church

and

State.

Rev. I)r. Edward Everett Ilale, of Boston,
lectured at Chatauqua, New York, yesterday
on
“Parish Work in cities.” Speaking especially of the use of the church for the improvement of public life, he said that at every
some fool declared that in this
country church and state were absolutely
separate, while the fact was that the same men
who controlled the church virtually controlled
the State also. Boston, he said, was an Irish
city. 05 per cent of the people being of that
blood. These and others of American blood
from the county should he reached by an open
free church with its educational, literary and
social as well as religious influences and priv-

commencement

ileges.

Does not the whole tenor of the divine law

positively require humility and meekness

ail men?
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ers. who had
been out on strike for
several weeks, and a lot of Hungarians,
whom the operators had imported to
work in the mines at the reduced rates, party.
'And just to think,’ put in Kennedy,
l'lic union minors had made threats of
violence to the foreigners, and a collision as lie drew on bis long boots, ‘that we’ve
got to wade around on these mountains
was almost hourly expected.
The party of newspaper men repre- in the snow and slush all day looking ior
new s, and precious little we’ll find —that’s
sented ditierent papers in Philadelphia
.tud Baltimore despatched to tin .-wrne my opinion.’
I hey were soon dressed and down in
of the expected outbreak by their reIt was about nine the nig dining loom, eating hot corn
spective journals.
o'clock at night when the party arrived cakes and sausage, while the roughat the village.
A furious norther had
looking men at the other tables eyed
them curiously and half suspiciously,
set in. and the wind whistled and roared
over the mountains and through the one
especially the friends of the striking
street of the town in a way that made miners, who appeared to think that the
the journalistic travelers hastily seek the well-dressed city chaps with boiled shirts
shelter ot the only apology for a hotel in could be none other than cohorts of the
hated capitalists and mine operators.
the place.
Breakfast over, the correspondent
Alter learning irom several i,t the leading miners that there were not likely to started out to learn the situation. Sevbe any eoniliet that night, the corre- eral of them went oil'singly, each taking
spondents li;iit slipper and proceeded up his own course, while the rest went tostairs to the big room where they were gether. Frank Norton and Will Kennedy
a!i compelled to make their quarters for were of the latter. They first visited the
the night.
A log tire made the room office of the coal company, and from one
cosy and cheerful.
Pipes, tobacco and of tite overseers of tlte mines learned that
cigars wer e produced l»y the boys, and al! was quiet ; some new imported labor
Will Kennedy drew a well-filled Mask had gone in to work, and more were exout of his overcoat pocket, had tin* trim pected from New York in a few days.
‘Of course, those fellows picture everylittle servant maid tiring up a kettle of
hot water, lemons and sugar, and in a thing calm and peaceful to the newsfew minutes Kennedy was passing around paper men,' said Kennedy, ‘hut if they
a steaming howl of
punch to his brother think reporters are going to lie gulled
into telegraphing to their papers that
scribes.
Well, this isn't such cold comfort after perfect harmony exists at the mines in
all,’ remarked Fred Pausing, a society the Corning district, they very much
reporter, who had never before worked mistake this crowd.’
•Bight you are,’ laughed Norton. ‘Two
any lough assignment like a miner's riot
sides of a story are always better than
or prize-light.
‘Nothing of a picnic, though,’ said one. We'll go up to the ‘Old l-’ort,’as
Frank Norton, one of the Baltimore cor- they call it, a place w here vile liquor is
It’s a mean job to send a dealed out to the dusky diggers, and
respondents.
fellow up in this wilderness a few days where the strikers form their plans.’
l lie Old Fort' was certainly a ricketybefore Christmas, and probably keep us
The boys enterhere until after the holidays; but we’ll looking establishment.
make the best of it.
So, here’s to the ed, and found some eight or ten miners
man who gets the first good ‘special.”
sitting on the benches ranged against the
The lloor was covered with a comThe word ‘special’ always brings joy wall.
bination of sand and tobacco juice.
The
to the mind of a newspaper man when it
refers to lus own good luck or enterprise bar-keeper, or ratliei proprietor, of the
in getting an exclusive piece of news, but
place, without asking the new-comers
sadness to his heart w hen it means his what they would have or whether they
loss and some other reporter’s gain. The wanted to drink, instinctively placed a
party, between their whitfsof smoke and black bottle on the bar, and tumblers or
sips of punch, talked over the adventures whiskey glasses, the bottoms of which
they had passed through in their news- were about two inches thick and afforded very little space for ‘the fiery.’
It
paper experiences.
Frank, you are the best man of us all was evident that Mr. Mulhaney. the ownin working up a mystery,’ said one of the er of the ‘Old Fort,’ had an eye to busiboys to Norton. ‘No wonder,’ chimed in ness; and did not want to deal out bis
Kennedy ; Frank is a born detective, lightning in too large bolts. His economy,
liis father was one of the best in that while it did not save the miner's dimes,
line in London. Norton, tell the boys no doubt prolong) d their lives. Norton
and his friends stepped up to the bar,
about the garter episode.’
After much persuasion, Norton, apolo- told Mr. Mulhaney who they were, anil
getically, remarked that ho could w rite he, calling the miners up, said :
a story better than he could tell one, and
‘Hoys, here’s some reporters who have
come all the way up from Philadelphia
proceeded ;
‘Well, hoys, there was great excite- and Baltimore to learn about your
ment in London—excuse the regulation
troubles.’
One of the miners, apparently a leader
newspaper phrase—when Nora Hastings,
the only child of Arthur Allen Hastings, among his class, extended his hand to
M. I’., and a wealthy retired ship-merNorton, who shook it warmly, and then
chant, eloped with Lemuel Merker, a invited them all to take, a drink. The
lawyer’s clerk, who, when he left with miners soon became sociable. Scowls
the girl, took with him ill,(MID of his gave way to smiles on the faces of several
employ er's money. Ho w as as handsome of the natives, w ho at first had not greetas lie was villainous, and easily fascined our friends’ visit with any pleasure,
ated old Hastings’daughter, she having and the miners were soon explaining
just entered into society lint a short time how they had been cut down by the
before the elopement, and being but operators, and when they struck for their
seventeen years of age.
Her father was old rates, foreign labor was put in their
beside himseit w ith grief for her and rage place in the mines.
at her lover,
lie employed the private
The strike had tints far been of short
detective linn of Norton, Sharp \ Co., duration, but they did not know how
ol which my father was the senior memlong it would last. They declared that
ber, to try to find them. The govern- they had been misrepresented in some of
ment detectives were also on the case.
the reports sent out, as they had no in1 have often heard my father toll of his tention of using violence with the new
untiring efforts to find the couple. They miners, unless the latter should, after
eloped at night, the girl leaving her having the matter fully explained to
father’s country-house, which was a few them, continue to work at the reduced
miles outside of London, in highly iv.
wages, and, as one of the minors remarkmanic style, (.‘limiting out of her bed- ed, ‘take the bread out of our mouths.
room window and dropping into the arms
If they do this, then they have got to
of her lover.
leave the district, or there will be trouble.
■
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brief memorandum explaining the case
with which it was connected. The curious collection fell into my possession,
including the dainty silken garter which
Miss Hastings had left behind her in her
midnight tlight with her lover.
By
Jove ! I believe I have it with mo now,
as (he other night 1 took it to show to a
friend and afterwards stuck it carelessly
in iny pocket.
I hope I haven’t lost it.
No ! here it is,’ and from the inside pocket of his coat Norton drew forth a tiny
paper bundle, which upon being opened
displayed to the curious gaze of the
newspaper boys that mysterious article
of ffininine apparel.
The ribbon was
faded, but the silver clasps were bright
as new.
After it had passed the round
of inspection, Norton tenderly folded it
up and placed it back in his pocket.
‘Bovs,’ said ho, ‘mv story is ended. If
any of you can find the match to that
trinket it may lead you to the best
‘special’ you ever struck.’
'Frank, I believe you’re in love with a
garter,’ said Kennedy. ‘Bovs, let’s have
a good night toast to .Sir Francis Norton,
tile gallant knight of the garter.'
The toast was drank with gusto, and
in a short time the little company of
newspaper correspondents were stowed
away under blankets and dreaming of
‘specials' and ‘genuine sensations.’
When our friends were awakened at
seven o’clock the next morning—a most
untimely hour for a worker on a morning
newspaper to rise—they found a regular
mountain blizzard raging.
It was not
quite light yet, but the shaking of the
windows by the furious gusts of wind
and the rattle of the hail on the glasspanes told the story of the clash ot elements w ithout.
‘Bail ! w hat a beastly place to be in
this kind of w eather,’ grow led one of the
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behind the Alleghanios, on a December
afternoon.
They were the only passengers that left the train at this point, and,
securing an old carryall, they jumped in,
and told the driver to hurry his team
over to the little mining town of 1!-,
about twelve miles distant.

measure

weather, then those that

it.

Halt a dozen newspaper correspondalighted from the Western express
train at the depot at Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
just as the sun was dropping from view

noted; lint the til- ■> ase
and it will show itself in a dry-rot to an
ex cut that renders the potato unlit to
As a rule, we have found when the
ca
lot has struck a held ot potatoes it is best
t--- iet them ten.am iii the ground until
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Tot mcrly no farmer thought of harvesting his potatoes until quite cool weather
in the autumn, hut now it is the practice
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unsanitary conditions which scent of laige numbers of tanners to harvest
to give rise to diphtheria may he in the
this crop as soon as possible after the
direction of the food or w a ter supply ; the
potatoes have stopped growing, believwell may be too near tin privy or cessing that to leave them in the ground insink
or
or
and
be
drain,
pool,
barnyard,
them ; and it is the opinion of some
jures
soak
the
age through
polluted by
tilth}
soil: or the something wrong may be it
that it potatoes are dug as soon as they
the direction of the air supply ; the sleepbegin to rot, it will stop the disease from
ing looms and living rooms arc perhaps
but experiments do not conspreading;
not ventilated and the ai is rebreathed
and re poisoned, or a wet and foul cellar linn this opinion: it is true, by digging
ts under the house, or sew er gas
goes into tlie potatoes that are affected by disease,

the rooms from defective water closets or
other fixtures, or from sink drains, or

ANNIE

Yain.

“Your labor is not iu vain in the Lord.”
patient hearts, that silent wait
Through weary, fruitless years,
For tardy recompense and late,—
A rainbow in the mist of tears.—
The blest, old promise shall remain.
In Him, ye labor “not in vain.”

dangerously poisonous qualities make
it unsafe for public use. It could he used
instead of No. 2, oronc-h .if this strength
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\\ lien unci' diphtheria has arisen, the
law of simple contagion carries it to the
rich and the pour, to the cleanly and the
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through the medium of the air. or it
be spread by means of infected
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Sn
generally is diphtheria regarded as
due to unsanitary conditions that by
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Tor Privies, Cess-pools, etc.-Sulphate of iron, 11 pounds: water I gallon ; mix.
No. I. For Clothing—Sulphate of zinc
(white vitriol), I ounces ; common salt, 2
ounces; water, I gallon; mix.
No. .V Corrosive Sublimate Solution
Corrosive Sublimate. dOj grains; permanganate of potassa, I grain ; water, 1
gallon ; mix.
Corrosive sublimate is one of the surest
dostt overs of di-ease germs known, hut

contagious and infectious disease, attacking persons of all
ages, but affecting children much more
frciiuentlj than it docs adults. It may
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\\ lien my hither was summoned
by
Mr. Hastings the next day to take charge
of the case he made an examination of

the girl’s room, selecting miniature portraits of her and her lover, which lie
lound in her jewel case, together with
several letters and other articles, which
he hoped would aid him in identifying
the parties. As he was leaving the house
lie picked up a fancy blue silk garter,
with silv er clasps, on which were engraved tlie initials of the girl’s name. The
match to it could not he found in the
house, and it was obvious that the young
woman had dropped it in her flight.
Well, though my father knew that the
fancy stocking-holder would not he likely to aid him in his search, lie, nevertheless, carried it away with him. lie followed the eloping couple to Liverpool,
but there lost all trace of them. He
came to tlie conclusion that they had
embarked for America, though it never
was learned on what steamer or vessel
they sailed. Search was also made in
America, hut without success.
Several years later old Hastings died,
and left a will placing the estate in the
care of trustees for liis daughter or her
children, if they should ever he found.
The estate was valued at about £d()(),1100.
Soon after llasting’s death my father came to America with his family,
lie started in business, but several years
later drifted hack into his old profession,
and became a member of a New York detective firm. He then was re-engaged
by the trustees of the Hastings estate to
continue his search for the now missing
heiress. Ho went to work again ; communicating with leading detectives in
every city in the country ; advertised in
the newspapers, and did everything
known to a detective’s art to fiud trace
of the couple, but all to no effect. Of
course, several enterprising detectives
claimed to have found the woman, and
in a couple of instances the claimant they
produced to the English fortune was
strikingly like the original Miss Hastings
in appearance, hut none of them could
thoroughly prove their identity. Finally,
my father virtually gave up the hunt,
though even after he had ceased to work
on tlie case, other detectives were employed from time to time in this country
and in Europe, but with no hotter success.

It is now ten years since my father’s
death. 1 was in my last year at college
when lie died. He left a large collection
of photographs and trinkets, which lie
had used to guide him in tracing criminals and ferreting out various mysterious
cases on which he had been employed.
Each of these articles was labeled with a

\

\Ve can stand the strike some

time; we
are supplied with enough funds by the
Knights ol Labor to hold out, and we are
going to hold out till we win.’
As to their tuture plans or meetings
the miners wouhi say nothing, lmt would
only talk of the situation in a general
way.
While the miners were talking, the
door of the tavern opened, and a young
girl entered. She was a saucv-iooking,
black-eyed lass, of an age ranging from
sixteen to twenty, and was clad in a
failed calico dioss and a dark gray shawl
protected her head and shoulders from
tlic cold and sleet.
lieforetlie reporters had time to further inspect this ‘rough diamond’ of tlie
coal regions she exclaimed : ‘Say, dad,
mother’s been waiting for you to come
home for some time. There’s a miner as
conics from Pittsburg who wants to see
you—something about the strike, I suppose. llow’re you, Mill f’ she said, as,
concluding the message to her father,
she addressed one of the other younger
miners.

‘How d’ye do, Jennie,’ returned the
mitier, as lie grasped her hand and gave
it a rough but kindly shake. ‘Getting
ready for Christmas -baking a cake and
boiling tally ?’
‘No, indeed, Mill. Now, what’s the
use of you talking that way ? You know
dad ain’t got no extra money. Not
much Christmas for us, Mill,’ and a sad
expression came over the girl’s face.
‘Come, my gal,’ said the miner she
had addressed as her father, and whom
his companions called Jim Clarkins, and
the two left the tavern.
An admiring, wistful gaze followed her
from the eyes of the reporters. ‘She’s a
daisy mountain girl, eh boys V chuckled
Kennedy as lie slapped Norton on the
shoulder.
‘That she is,’ answered Norton ; ‘she
looks like—’
•Who V said liis companions, in chorus.
‘Oh, I hardly remember, but I’vo seen
that face before.’
‘Going to stay up in the district long?’
asked the proprietor of the Old Port as
the boys started to leave.
‘For a few days, i reckon,’ replied
Norton.
‘Meeause if you are,’ continued Mr.
Mulhaney, T would like you to come
around Christmas Eve. Me and the old
woman is going to give the boys and gals
a dance, and if yon want a lark drop in,
and we’ll make it lively for you.’
‘Thank you; we’ll probably oetne and
see the fun,’ answered Kennedy, and the
correspondents left the tavern and proceeded to tlieir quarters.
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Their companions who had taken other
directions in their explorations had returned before them. They had not found
any news and indeed, failed worse than
Norton and Kennedy, for they did not
even meet a good looking girl to cheer
them up.
The afternoon and eveuing
were passed by our friends in reading old
papers and card playing, after they had
sent off their rather dull dispatches to
their respective papers. The next day
several of the boys wore called home by
the managing editors of their papers, but
Norton, Kennedy and Lansing remained,
having been requested by their journals
to stay over the holiday^, as reports had
been telegraphed from Pittsburg that the
Knights of Labor, were asking the leaders
of the miners’ unions to resist the importations of foreigners to the mines, at all
hazards.
Time hung heavily with the
correspondents all that day and the next,
which was Christmas Eve.
After supper on Christmas Eve, the
boys sauntered into the barroom to
watch the crowd of revelers there assembled.
A sorry looking turkey was being
raffiod, in which Will Kennedy took a
chance, won tho bird, and had to treat
the crowd, which cost him
‘I’ve got enough of this,’ said he as he
handed the turkey over to a miner for a
Christmas present.
‘Let's go down to
the dance at Mulhaney’s and see what
it’s like.
Our friend Lansing may get a
good society item while we shake a foot,
and steal a squeeze from some of the
miners’ girls.’
11 is companions wore in for it, and in a
few minutes they were on their way down
the road.

title. Tho lady—for she looked like a
born lady—never made any friends with
the neighbors ; stayed in the house nearly all the time, though once or twice a
week she would take the little
girl out
walking. They boarded with the grocery storekeeper’s family. The man got
work as a clerk for one of the
companies, but his health was bad and he was a
hard drinker.
Whenever a stranger
came to the town he
always seemed
frightened like, and 1 kind of suspected
1
that his
vein
was
not altogether
straight. One night he had been drinking heavily, and as he was staggering
homo he fell, struck his head against a
stone and 1 found him unconscious.
Ale
and a couple of the boys carried him to
his quarters, lie never recovered. Brain
fever set in, and in a few days lie died.
Ilis poor widow took his death awful
hard, for sho was mighty fond of him,
although he hail treated her so roughly.
After his death sho became sickly. Why
didn’t she leave here ? 1 don’t know,
unless ’twas because she was too poor
to pay her way and too proud to take
money from us, though there was not a
man in the village who would not have
helped her. For a while she did sewing
for some of the folks near Wilkesbarre,
but, poor thing, she got consumption,
and got weaker and weaker, and it soon
became certain that she could not live

long.
One day 1 went up to the house to
take her a little jelly my old woman had
made. She was very weak, but called

me into tho room as 1 was about to
hand the tumbler of jelly to the little
girl at the door. 1 went over to her
bedside. She told the child to bring her
a paper tied with ribbon from a bureau
The Old Fort presented a merry rough drawer. She then gave me the paper.
and tumble scene that Christmas Eve, On it was written a marriage certificate.
and from the sound of the jingling glasses Sho was about to tell me something when
and discordant string instruments, the she was seized with a hemorrhage. As
outsider would not imagine that the min- she tried hard to speak to me the blood
from her mouth. 1 ran for a
ers were on a strike, and had little
money gushed
to spare for fun.
No doubt the nickles doctor, leaving her in charge of the groand dimes that went over the bar were cery man’s wife, but when I returned
with the doctor she was
more needed at home to buy bread. Just
dying. She
back of the barroom in the Old Fort was tried again to speak to me, but was too
and
in
a
few minutes sho was
a large
apartment, which Mulhaney call- weak,
ed his parlor. For this occasion, how- dead. \\ ell, the boys put in and raised
to buy a coffin and
bury her,
ever, its time honored furniture and enough
threadbare carpet had been removed. and, being as 1 had no children, and we
did not know how to find the little one's
Huge branches of green [ iue ornamented
the four corners of the whitewashed friends, 1 took charge of her. This is
the gal, Alister,’ and the old miner put
walls, while festoons of evergreens hung
about in no very artistic designs, never- his arm around Jennie’s waist and drew
her to him.
theless, adding an air of Christmas to the
out tilt) garter,
lie continued; ‘1
scene.
Fetched upon three Hour barrels
must tell you about the garter no, no
at the rear end of the room was the orchestra, as Mr. .Mulhaney proudly named Jennie must tell you.’
In a hesitating* voice the girl then rethe trio of miners, two of w hom scratched
lated how her mother, when first taken
away on fiddles that for age ought to
have sold for a fortune, while the third ill, had given her the garter and told her
musician (ricked and sawed away by never to part with it.
‘Yes; and 1 would never let the lass
turns on a eery bass viol.
When Norton
and his friends entered, escorted by Mr. wear it,’ said the old man, ‘excepting on
and holidays; because
I
Mulhaney, who had put on a big red high days
necktie and a clean white apron for the thought it might bring her good luck
occasion, the ‘orchestra’ was playing some day.’
Clarkins then showed Norton the marMollie Darling in waltz time, and a score
of couples were pirouetting around the riage eertilicate, which contained the
record ol' the marriage of Lemuel
room in more or less graceful
style. At proper
Merker and Nora Hastings in Liverpool.
sight of the strangers, the tiddlers rested The
miner also had photographs of the
their bows, and there was a halt in the
couple, which corresponded exactly to
dance.
'Time for refreshments !' called one of those in possession of Norton.
The young correspondent then told
the young miners, and he gave his partthe minor and his adopted
ner a regular mountain smack on her bill
daughter of
the death of Jennie’s grandfather and his
ready' lips. Several other couples followto
will, leaving
her mother or to her
ed suit.
‘Ladies and gentlemen,’ interrupted children all of his fortune. After cauill'. Mulhaney, ‘allow me to introduce to tioning the young heiress and the old
miner to keep secret what had passed
you three gentlemen from the city. They
between them until he had consulted a
are reporters.’
(This remark made the
crowd gaze at our friends as though thqy lawyer, and could make arrangements to
take them to Baltimore, Norton left the
were museum monstrosities.)
‘This gentleman, touching Lansing on the should- house in a delirium of joy.
lie had been away from the Old Fort
er, is a society reporter, and he’s come to
write up our party and do you girls all about two hours or more, hut though ii
was near three in the
morning, the revup line in the papers.’
had not yet ended. On entering lie
elry
here
turned
all
colors
and
Lansing
touuil
his companions in a very worried
looked daggers at Norton and Kennedy,
who had put up the joke on him. A condition of mind over his sudden denumber of the miners shook our friends parture and mysterious absence. They
by tiie hands, as did also the girls, and plagued him about the miner’s daughter,
all were soon acquainted.
The most hut he made some excuses for his abnovel feature of the party was the ap- sence, and they knew Frank Norton too
well to try to pump him.
The next
The girls
pearance of the company.
Christmas Day, Frank slipped
were done up in all sorts of
fancy rigs. morning,
tlie hoys again, caught an early train,
They had their heads banged and frizzed
in true city belle style.
Most of them reached Baltimore in the evening, and
the next day the paper with which he
wore worsted dresses of bright colors.
was connected
published ail account ol
ribbons
adorned
their
necks
and
Fancy
the finding of the young heiress, under a
their
waists.
of
the girls
girdled
Many
big display head, the tirst line of which,
were quite fresh looking and
pretty. The in
big letters was
boys were dressed in their best Sunday
clothes, though some of the nobbiest
‘‘HOW a oAim-ai roi M> an iuuukss.” I
among them wore dark blue sailor shirts,
with rolling collars and black ribbon
Norton returned to \Yilkesbarre and
bows.
the mining village a couple of days later.
Norton soon espied Jennie (Markins, the The news of his
big ‘special’ ha<f already
miner’s pert little daughter, in the merry reached his fellow
scribes. The managShe
even
and
throng.
appeared
brighter
ing editors of their papers had telethan
when
he
lirst met her in the graphed them an idea of what it
prettier
was,
saloon a few days before. Norton sought and a
had not
query as to why
her hand for a waltz, and found that she heard of the item. In thethey
of
the
copy
was as light on her feet as a deer.
paper which Norton brought with him
Following this dance was the quadrille they read tilt* story, and declared that
Tucker, ami never was it danced in a Norton had struck the biggest sensation
more rollicking way. Both girls and boys
ol
the time.
Young Norton, Miner
popped up and down, round and round, Clarkins and Miss Jennie a few days
like wild, to the furious music. Norton later left the
village never to return to it
w as standing apart from the
d mcern, again, as the old man’s wife was dead,
their
enjoying
capers, when suddenly he and he had tjo ties to bind him to the
gave a start, uttered a cry of surprise, place. Besides, he needed to
go to
and, darting into the midst of a set of England and tell his story in the courts
dancers, stooped and picked up a glitter- ol the deaths of Jennie’s father and
ing trinket that some one ot the dancers mother, and how he h id adopted her.
had dropped, llts action had not been Norton took them
directly to New York,
noticed; and, hurrying over to a corner and they were passengers on the next
of the room, he drew from his pocket the steamer for
Liverpool.
blue silk garter with the silver clasps.
m tno early spring Norton returned
‘Yes: Yes! they match, ho muttered iunne.
lie brought the good news that
iu a quick undertone. The article he had .Jennie’s elaiins to her
grandfather’s esso eagerly picked up from the floor was a
tate had been proven clearly.
She had
One of the been sent to a
garter, worn and faded.
young ladies' seminary,
clasps had been substituted by an ordi- that the rough diamond might be polishnary buckle; but on the remaining silver ed for London society.
Norton made
clasp were the initials ; ‘N. II.’ Hut who rapid strides in his profession alter the
was the owner of the silken band f Nor‘big special’ he secured in tho mining
ton, partly recovered from his sut prise, village. A couple of years later he beturned and looked at the crowd. The came managing editor of a New York
dance was over.
The company were daily, and not long afterwards the tblmarching out in couples to the kitchen to ovving appeared in a London newsindulge in the substantial refreshments of paper :
hot coffee and sandwiches. A thought
‘Cards are out for the wedding of Mr.
struck Norton, and he did not join the
Frank Norton, the American journalist,
throng, but waited in the dancing room. and Miss Jennie Hastings, the heiress to
Soon all were gone, but in a minute one the Hastings estate, and whom Mr. Norof the girls returned.
ton had the good fortune to find after
She was Jennie Clarkins. Norton pro- England's best detectives had
given up
tended not to see her, and walked tow- the search.’
ards the door leading to the bar.
lie
noticed the girl, however, scan the lloor
A Ship Kailroad Project.
anxiously in every direction. Then she
hurried into the barroom, called her
A ship railroad project of great interest, is
father; and when he came to her side in absorbing tbe attention of men away down
the doorway, Norton overheard her re- East. The
scheme is intended to revolutionize
mark : ‘Oh, Dad 1 I’ve lost my good luck tbe
coasting traffic of the maritime provinces
garter.’
and develop tbe resources of tbe north shore of
The miner at once became as agitated New Brunswick and Prince Edward island.
Tbe railway is designed to connect Northumas she was, and, striding into the room
berland basin, at the head of tbe Bay of Fundy,
and up to Norton, he said :
with the Bay Yerte, an arm of Northumber‘Mister, did you see anything of my land strait. Gulf of St. Lawrence. Tbe isthmus
little girl’s garter? I know it’s a funny which it is lo span lies between Westmoreland
Nova Scotia, and is the boundary bequestion to ask you, sir, but she has ask- county,
tween these two provinces.
ed her girl friends.
None of them have
The isthmus is
about a dozen miles
found it, and I wouldn’t have had her wide, and if, as is only
asserted, it is practicable to
lose it for all the coal in the mines.’
transport vessels over it. a saving of over IKX)
Jennie stood behind her father, her face miles eau be effected in the voyage from the
north shore of Prince Edward Island to Boston
suffused with blushes, but her

anxiety

her embarrassment.
‘Miss Jennie, excuse me,’ said Norton ;
‘but here is the article you lost, and also
the match to it.’
Both the miner and the girl uttered
exclamations of delight when Norton
placed the gaters in her hand, though
he felt his cheeks turning as red as the
even overcame

girl’s.

‘Who are you?’ anxiously inquired the
miner of Norton.
‘Simply Frank Norton,’ was the reply;
‘but come, he continued, let us leave
here at once and go to your home.
There we can explain.’
Norton did not pause to say good bye
to the company nor his companions, but,
with old Clarkins and tbo young girl,
left the building, and in a few minutes
they were seated at a fire iu the miner’s

shanty.
‘Now, to plain talk,’ said Norton to
Clarkins, ‘how did your daughter come
in possession of this garter ?’
‘Well, Mister, it’s a long story, but I’ll
cut it as close as I can.

About eleven
years ago, a strange city chap and his
wife and little daughter came to this
town.
He passed under the name of
Hallup, though that wasn’t his right

other United States ports. Bv the natural
vessels from the Gulf of St. Lawrence
obliged to make a circuit of Nova Scotia,
which is a great obstacle, not only by reason of
the distance, but ou account of ihe dangers of
navigation along its rocky coast. Work has
already been begun on the railway.

or

route
are

Fish and Fishing. The salmon fishermen
have bad had luck at Bangor for some time
past. Not a salmou has been taken there for
three weeks. There are large numbers of the
fish and their refusal to bite cannot lie accounted for by the anglers.Kennedy Smith, of
Tim Pond (Dead River) fame, writes that bis
business of entertaining sportsmen and tourists
has been more Ilian double that of last season
during June and July. Trout fishing has been
excellent.Mr. S. E. Page, of Oidtown. recently caught u trout on Wavenukeuuk stream.
pounds.Tbe run of herring
an is very large, and tbe fisherimen are reaping a rich harvest.The American Sardine Exchange will have
finely furnished headquarters at Eastport, to be kept open
to
every day
members.Congressman Dingley was in Port Clyde, Thursday, ascertaining
the wishes and wants of the coast fishermen in
regard to tbe actlou that may be taken by our
next Congress relative lo a removal of the
treaty with tbe Canadian government.
fishery
.The Phillips Phonograph reports the caption by Mr. Gladly of Ct., in Mooselucineguntic
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SUCCESSFUL RAILROAD MEN FROM MAINE.

There are three natives of Maine, each one
of whom is president of a prominent railroad
having headquarters at Cincinnati, and offices
in the Union Depot in that city.
Col. Orland Smith, president of the Cincinnati, Washington & Baltimore railroad, and
third vice-president of the Baltimore A Ohio
railroad, is a native of Lewiston, and the first
station agent of the Maine Central at the upper
depot. Col. Smith lias been a resident of Ohio
for nearly thirty-five years, but frequently runs
down to Lewiston, where he has many warm
friends.
M. E. lugal Is, president of the Cincinnati,
St. Louis A Chicago railroad, is a native of Harrison.
In his early days a schoolmaster, he
afterward opened a law office at Cray Corner,
in the days when wood was two dollars a cord,
and Ingalls, thrifty Yankee as he was, instead
of hiring his wood sawed did the job himself,
lie afterwards went to Boston and'buugout his
sign there. In a few years he went t<» Cincinnati on business connected with the railway of
which he has since become president, and quite
likely a large stockholder. Mr. Ingalls is u
Yankee all over and is a marked success as a
railway manager.
Col. W. W. Peabody, president and general
manager of the Ohio and Mississippi railway,
is a native of Gorham, and for a long time connected with the management of this important
railroad. Col. Peabody is a man of wonderful
energy, who means business every day in the
week and every hour in the day. and his administration of the ail airs of the Ohio ami Mississippi is fully appreciated by those most inter-

minds back into the remote

for devotion. The old .South still lives, but was
saved by hard lighting, and stands, a relic of the
past, in one of the busiest parts of the city.
What is gained by its preservation, it is hard
to tell. There is nothing to admire about it
but its historical associations.
There arc
abundant

ways of preserving records and
history without making it a fetish and keeping
it where it Is no longer in harmony with its
surroundings. This will doubtless be criticised,
but let me remind my critic that we should
worship <>od and not brick ami stone.
Another of the ancient churches that lias
preserved its orlgiual character, is Christ church
at the North end.
I’ is the oldest church
edifice now
standiugjn the city, and disputes
with the Old North Church, which has been
demolished, the honor of being the one in
whose steeple the lights were hung that warned
Paul Revere of the march of the British on
Concord and Lexington, in this church was

Another Ohio railway president, though not
located at Cincinnati, is Milbury M. Grecue, of
Columbus. Mr. Greene is president of the Columbus, Hocking Valley A Toledo railway, and
is a native of Auburn, and his father, David
Greene, was the first shoe manufacturer of our
sister city. Milbury went to school at the old
Lewiston Falls Academy; was afterwards a
clerk in one or more of the Auburn stores, but
soon struck “out West,’* and lias been eminently successful in business. Jle has an ample fortune, most of which has been acquired in rail-

placed the first chiim "f bells ever bung In
America. They arc eight, in number, each
bearing a motto or historical Inscription.

operations.

MAIXK

ARTISTS.

King's Chapel i>, perhaps, the greatest of
these ancient structures. It wa- first built of
wood, the present, structure of dark colored
granite having been tiuished in 1 T-"»t. The front
Is ornamented with Ionic columns supporting a
square tower. It was the lirst Episcopal church
In New England.
Before its erection the few
members of the English church worshipped In
the town house, and later hy the arbitrary order
of (iov. Andros, the < >ld .South was given up to
them for the. hr>t half of the day. This act did

Miss Abby Cba*e of Augusta, daughter of
Mr. John \V. C hase, treasurer of the Maine
Insane Hospital, is a young artist, of much

promise

and rare versatility, says a correspondthe Portland Press. Her paintings in
excellent—particularly those of familiar
scenery in North Conway, such as the old tree
near the McMillan House, and a glimpse of
Artists' Brook.
In landscape, water, cattle
and ligure scenes Mi*s Chase displays truthfulness of method, vigor and faithfulness of color
and perspective that is most commendable.
She is also gifted in the art of crockery decoration.
Among her work is a -et of eighty pieces,
most delicately and tastefully ornamented by
ent of
oil are

her brush in colors. Flower*, berries, mosses,
ferns, etc., are portrayed with exquisite fidelity,
each piece a gem and no two alike. Many of
them were painted from nature, and those are
the best, if any distinction could he drawn.
A very interesting exhibition of the drawings
of Mr. Alger N. Currier was made last week
at tne rooms of the Portland Art Club. The
Advertiser says: “Mr. Currier is a native of
Hallowed and is hut twenty-three years of age.
He shows great genius with the’ pencil and
brush, and eminent art critics predict a brilHunt future for him. Ills art training was begun with Mr. A. F. Moore, whose studio i- in
the First National hank building in this city.
Mr. Currier lias been a student, at the l'».
Art Museum for the past two and one halt
This fall he intends to start for Europe
years.
to enter on a thorough course of training occupying several year-. He i* a son of Mr. A.
C. Currier of Hallowed, the architect who
designed the Washburn Memorial L brary.jusl
dedicated at the “Norland-."
He has also
handed in a design for the Portland Soldier-'
and Sailors' Monument." The exhibition consists of water color-, pen and ink sketches ami
oil paintings, all of which show great promise.

MAIXK

not tend to allay the unfriendly feeling existing
among the Congregatioiialists toward the Episcopalians. In 17*2, pastor and people professed
a new
came

:

ganized, an l in Is2d there were but two priests
in the city. Now there are over thirty churches
attended by a hundred prie-ts. Tneir number
of worshippers, churches, clergy and amount

Methodist Church hasju-t dosed, its grow th
is vigorous and it has a great future before i*.
Boston illustrate- in its History the various

phases

of religious toleration.
< has. W
here and preached upon tin* < ummon. Th
police and court records eoutaiu nothing to

was

show that they

!

wen arrested or titled.
A -jugular episode in recent Bo-lon hi-tory had a
di tic re lit termination, as the nader- <>f this
article will remember. When the tir-; Metimdist preacher came to organ;/* a church lie
was denied acre-- to tiic regular
pulpits, but

that sect is powerful in uuinbt r- and intUiem*
In lsU a moh burned I in* 1’rselitn*
con\.*nt at Ml. Benedict,
ml in 1**4 thre*eight hs of the population w. U mini Cat ho lie.
i he nrie-ts arc an active, aggre-sivc fon «• ami
the perfection of their organization enables

to-day.

them, by perseveram •■, to gain am dr-ired * mi.
Boston i- ruled by a U*>mi*h mayor ami the
of the church i- felt i every part of the
pow.
city government.
Saxon liberty was piante* on Ameri an soil
many a long vear ago, but th* Saxon, (hough
loving liberty himself, did not -corn to bt a
oppressor,
and
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several important books, together with the
usual departments, close the number.
Houghton, Mitllin & Co., Boston.
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Price. £2.i'U.
i’he hm.k ha- had a
remarkable -ah ; in six w ecks ii has run through
tt n edition'*, ami then -«• in- to be no failing
off in the demand for it. It is being translated
into Gcrmag. l-'p-neh and llaiim.

-el’iption.

“Grant’s Memorial: xvhat -ball it be?' i-discussed in tin September number id the North
American Review, by l.aunt rhomp-on, Karl
Gerhardt, o. U. Warner, and Wilson M«D,,nald, sculptors; W. H. Beard, ainter; ( alvert
Yaiix ami Henry Van Brunt, architect-; ami
Clarence Cook, art critic.
This symposium isure to attract wide attention at thi- time, when
the desire is so general to erect a monument to
that shall he worthy of the man, the nation, and American art. The ame number of
the Review eoutains a consideration of tin
Grant

>

question, “Shall

National Banking System
S. Boutxvell, F. J.
Horton, and Kdxvurd II. G.
Clark. “Ouidii” contribute- an essay on ••The
Tendencies of Knglish Fiction,” and Kiiz.abeth
Stuart Phelps w iite- on “'I’he Great Phv.-ieal
Opportunity.” But the most readable article
in the number is ex-Sergeant-at-Arms French’s
“Reminiscences of Famous Americans,” which
is a series of delightful anecdote- about the
famous war senators. Mr. French Is writing
a book of these reminiscence-*.
If it equaltliis forestallmenl in the Review, it will be one
of the famous works of modern literature.
bt* Abolished?’’
Scott, S. Dana

The Biddeford 'Times says that a eat belongto Otlicer A. A. Scavey, of Saco, a day or
ago gave birth to live fully developed kittens, all attached to one another in a manner
somewhat after the Siamese twins. 'Their headaud fore feet seem «n their natural positions,
but otherwise they look like a mass of reptiles.
The mother cat tenderly cares for them, seemingly cognizant of the fact that her little family
is living under peculiar circumstances; she
feeds them one at a time turning them over
each time to favor those upon the bottom.

prose paper, by Edith M. Thomas, “Mining for
Mastodon,” a story, and a careful consideration of “The Poetic Klemeut in the Mediaeval
Drama,” three good poems, and reviews of

>r\

Subscription Ivliihm

will

two

a

:u:i.

Belli. A. Burr, primer. !..

illustrated, and

ing

and Modern Greek*’—on the “Greek question”
in colleges, by William Cranston Lawton, and
under the title of “A Diplomatic Episode”
Rev. S. J. Barrows narrates the attempted
seizure of the island of Alto Velo by the
United States government. “Momlamin,” a

\

book«»

.STORY.

and “The New Portfolio.” Mr. Howells has a
critical and biographical notice of the Italian
poet Leopardi, and Mr. Scudder contributes a
paper on “Childhood in English Literature ami
Art.” There Is a thoughtful article—“Ancient

tli«• humor 11 .-'erir-i!

r <»i

appears tiiat tin- whoh sal hoot and -hot tra !•
was founded 0\ a late < d/ei'.'f Bangor. Mr.

CANNON.

Henry James begins a new' story, The Princess Casamasslmu,” in the September Atlantic,
and the reader will tind it totally unlike anything he has previously written. Mrs. oiiphant’s serial is remarkably interesting just
now, and Mr. Warner and Dr. Holmes give
entertaining installments of “On Horseback’’

August mnni.M

Magazine contain*
p lating to the hi-

The cannon which vva- lately taken fror the
river by tin* dreilger may have belonged to
Salstonstall’s tleet which was blown up in the
river near the ferry way when pursue«i- i>\ the
British in 1771k Among the vessels of the fleet
were the ships Monmouth of 22 guns, the Sally
of 22 guns, Black Prim e of Is. Hazard of pi.
Diligence of 14. Tyrannicide of 14. Providence
of 14. Spring Bird of 12, and The Rover of p»;
or nine vessels of war carrying in all 1.72 gun-.
It is stated that adventure rs come to the mouth
of the Kemluskeag forty years after, equipped
with a diving hell ami took from the wreck a
great number of cannon and other material.
There is a prospect that more guns will be
found by the dredger.
[Bangor Whig.
LA
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'I lie sutlragists in Maine are arranging for a
convention in September, to reorganize their
State AsMM'iation an*l ; inis -eeiuv etli el i e vv.uk
an a—i.-t
Editors in Maim
in future.
cry
much if they will note the fact of the coming
I’o
convention ami -ay a friendly word for it.
wlio are willing p.
secure concert of action, al
wi
ll
eoiumuni.-aie
Mi>.
D.
should
co-operate
I'lie t» mperW O’Brien, of Cornish, Maine.
aucc sentiment is very large ;u tiie Pine Tree
is
v
State, 'fids
generali friendly to -mirage,
and, added to llm "\i-ting sutVrage sentim- nl.
with the Governor friendly, and Senator Reed
always speaking and voting right fn Congre--.
with Rev. .1. W. Bash ford and ot her clergy men
co-operating, Maine should take the lead in the
good work for woman. [Woman’s Journal.
Ill AT

m

'ltin-h

(.o\ernor.
Wha! tin luture ha- in -h-;*
no man tail tell.
I >i.-miegrat ioll is the law
f
* in
the [*h>s.*-al world, and ha- proved
In
>.■
in
the spirilual.
doubtless it will n
past
tin future, ami our oun11 > adopting wh.it*
is In -! ill each, shall. VV
III-, llioulti tin 111 :*•
get her into a more universal iailii vvhii'h -ha
unit' ns a- a people and a--i-i in ele\ a'in. otn
race.
iv
y.

tie he-t 'a.ent
of itistrm i:oti.

-ir- d
all the other adv an! age- that I\■ t
The fall term began Aug. J.'iili.
m:p»

sect- ftirmsh B-;
Idle torn, riy de-pi-* I

religious

went y

Worships

dew

and having a distinct
occupy mg separate
corps of teachers. It- student- will have ueess
-i-

in

with her spiritual food.

a department «»* 'lie -e!i>"h
-quipped '*u-inc>- college,

ela-se-

by tin

rim*

mother

see-

rooms

seminary

th*-

him into e\i!<■

parts of this lair mvhi ;anu.
church ri-ing triumphant ov*
every obstacle, far ain-ad of ever\ oilier
on tin- road to supremacy.
lie

commercial college and short hand in-Mur",
with an able and experier.eed t:i»-1111y of 'i:nr
teach. rs, is this year opened to tin* pu hie. I'lil-

to such

felt in ins green
am -- tin*
stern ironv of fat* tin

driving

imvv.

elt bears

opposed

ii*-

inland home,

A

college is not merely
hut I- a thoroughly

eds any other. The

Catholics in church atten lance, the former
being one third of tin* iatUr. Tin Melhooi.-ts
have nearly as m.iny churches and chape!they, I,in only om- fifth a- mauy worshipper-.
The lirst century of lie organization of the

The fall term of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female College promise- to l?e very
fully attended. It has entered upon it- -ixiyrifth year, and lias ranked for more Ilian half a
century among the !>e-t educational institution'
of New England.
I rnler the elliej. r»t management of President Smith it i- n< mg organized
The courses
for still greater n--fnluess.

study have he; u rearranged and
possible, secured for the board

exrt

Congregational Trinitarian is next in number of
’hurcli organizations, having nearly as many as
die C at holies, but loss than one third as many
worshippers. Th.* Baptists stand next to th

rue.
KIN IS

church property far

of

The following have been elected ollieers of
the (lymnasiuin Association : President. 1. B.
Bay, 'so; Vice Pr<-*ident. -I. II. Burleigh,'*7.
Secretary. « T. Mason, *7; Treasurer. F. I
Thompson, V.»; Collector, W.J. Hancock. On
account of the increasing number of -indents a:
the college, Lieut. Phillips, tin new military instructor. has deemed it advisable to divide tin
Coburn Cadet* info two companies.
This wadone on Friday and the follow ing ollieers wt p
appointed: Company A—-Captain. B. K.done*,
Jr.; Lieutenant-, B. d. Allen, l B. Bay, L.
Lenfest, ranking in the order given ; S. rgeant*.
L. V. Collin. A. B. Saunders, J. I>. La/.eile, B.
L. Clark, ranking in the above order; Corporals. 11. Butler, <». >. Baehelder. A. II. Buk-r
1>. W. Colby.
Company B—Captain. O. L.
Black: Lieutenant*, d. I>. Blagdeii.i A. Soar*.
H. S. French; Sergeants. L. P. Ciilcy. C. T.
Vose, F. L. 1 iask. d. S. William*; Corporal*.
(
L. Howe*. <
B. Could, T. B. Lord. d. S.
'I

as representatives of the past ecclesiastical
history of Boston. Could one of the early
Puritan dwellers in the city return and look
upon il now, we can imagine his wouder, ami
fancy, loo, that he would deny his ancient
dwelling place. In hi- day a liomanist was
unknown, while to-day their many and inag-

nitieent churches attest their wonderful growth
and power. In 17$) their lirst church was or-

cut,I.rail:.

ma 11

faith and the lirst Episcopal church bethe lirst l un arian.
'hose three churches

stand

historians.

maim:

In Maine, as is wed known, there
much /«-ai
in local historical studio*, fostered and -linni! tied by the Maine Historical Society. The ;.11*■ I\
published lTelawney Papers." edited by da-.
P. Baxter, L*q„ of Portland, i* not only a valuable contribution to knowledge >t the beginnings of our I istory, but a tine example <>i
patient, thorough, scholarly work on the par'
of the editor. The Hon. William Coold. of
Windham, Me., will soon publish a work whi* h
has been long in j reparation,entitled P -i:; md
in the Past, with Historical Note* of old Falmouth." Mr. (iaold has been a diligent and
careful student of the history of Portland during his long life, seeking information not only
from books and old records, but by eliciting the
remembrances of men of a form- r g<-n* ration,
and making memoranda of them with a view to
this work.
No man living surpass* s him in
the fullness, minuteness and accuracy of hi-antiquarian lore on this subject, and there ievery reason to expect that the work which lie
has prepared will not only be a rich t rea-ury of
facts, which the son* of Maine will especially
appreciate, but which will also he valuable to
all students of American local history
[Boston Advertiser.

1 traditional

an

period of colonial history, before the commercial spirit, promoting the onward march of
business, had demanded their removal to give
place to palaces of trade. The new gods of the
American people cannot be worshipped in the
old temples, but demand more modern places

ested.

way

Churches.

Correspondence of tlie Journal.
One of the most interesting subjects for an
earnest student of the tendency of the times, is
the growth of the American churches.
As
Illustrating the various religious changes that
the country has undergone since tlie days of its
early history, Boston is a typical city. Some
churches there are which are landmarks, pointing the busy present back to the days that are
V step over tin’ threshold carries our
gone.

our

by George

The Art Amateur for September contains
eharmiug tigure designs, suitable for
sketching on linen, outline embroidery or
sachet decoration; a page of monograms in g.
another of designs for metal work, and three
pages of designs for altar-cloth- borders, wall
pockets and a photograph frame, besides china

some

j
,

painting designs for a dessert plate (primroses), and a cup and saucer (azaleas). The
frontispiece is an attractive pen sketch by
James Symington, “The Duet,” and there arc
other interesting examples of pen work bx
Boughton, Bridgman, Moran and Knight. The
valuable series of articles

on

“Amateur Photo-

graphy” concludes xvilh some excellent directions for portrait groups, and the practical
topics of scene painting and embroidery stitches

receive continued attention.

The number i-

especially rich in needlework, both in

text

and illustrations, and the three admirable linen
altar-cloth borders are the first of a series of
ecclesiastical designs to be continued steadilv
during the next eighteen months. Other articles of special interest arc those on the
Greatorcx sisters, and the Villard Mansion.
The dramatic feuilletou is revived, and “My
Note-Book” is as spicy as ever. Price 35 cents.
Montague Marks, publisher, 23 Union Square,
New York.

the year. The spring and fall were the busy |
Decision in the Railroad Case.
and not much business was transacted
M 'Vs AND iiOSSIl* I'KO.M Al l.
OVER THE STATE.
during the hot mouths. Now it is different, the THE OLD BOARD OF DIRECTORS SUSTAINED IN
summer is the best season of the year. Several
EVERY PARTICULAR.
of the largest wholesale grocery houses state
HIE SIM>AY LAW AT OLD ORCHARD.
that their trade was never so good as at the
Belfast & Moosehead Lake It. It. Co. in EquiThere is trouble at Old Orchard. For some
time. As every one knows the past ty Ts. City of Belfast et als.
time the traders of that town have been accus- present
winter and spring were the dullest known for
Drummond <fc Drummond, and Dunton. City
tomed to keep their stores open on Sunday.
Since that time business has steadily in- Solicitor, for Complainants and City of Belfast.
About six years ago the Methodist", not liking years.
creased until at the present time it mav be said
Strout, Gage & Strout for Preferred Stocksuch practices at their favorite resort, request- 1
to be better than at any time for several years, holders.
ed that the traders, if they must buy and sell
and it is the opinion of the most reliable merA railroad corporation, at its organization,
on Sunday, would keep their wares
inside, and chants that the cause of this most gratifying adopted a
by-law, that its net earnings should \
make no display.
1'hls was done, and for four
is
the
and
he
of
western
numbers
divided semi-annually amongst its stockchange
great
> ears the Methodists and publicans dwelt side by southern
who
flock
to our seaside resorts
first
holders,
people
paying upon the preferred stock i
•■id<‘ in concord. Hut Old < trehard meanwhile has
and mountain retreats.
an amount per annum not
[Industrial Journal.
exceeding six per
become a town by itself, and in the course of
cent., and then, if a surplus, as much upon I
its affairs has come under the care of a hoard i
FROM TEXAS TO MAINE.
stock—and
non-preferred
dividing
any remain- j
of town fathers who do not reiish the establishPassengers in one of the cars of the s o'clock Ing surplus amongst all stockholders alike. Afed way of compounding with the devil. 'There
train, last evening, saw a bright, active boy ter this, preferred stock was subscribed for in j
is a law in the He vised Statutes of the State
playing about the aisle in childish glee. Few general terms. Held: That the subscribers
which says that,—
were
acquainted with the story. His name for preferred stock took their shares upon the
Whoever, on the Lord’s Day. keeps open his was Albert Crowell, he was but 7 years of age, conditions named in the by-law as a contract
shop, work-house, warehouse, or place of business, an orphan and traveling alone as the ward of between themselves and the
corporation.
travels, or does any work, labor or business on Ivanhoe
There was a stipulation in tiic contract of
Lodge, No. 7, K. T.. San Antonio,
that <lay, except works of necessity or charity; 1
Texas, which place he had started from, hav- subscription that there should be no assessuses any sport, game 01 recreation; or is present
j ing been seven days and nights on the road. ment on shares until the full amount be subat any dancing, public diversion, show, nr entertainment, encouraging the same, shall he punished Attached to his coat was a printed tag com- scribed sufficient to build the road, thereby
tine
not
ten
dollars.
exceeding
by
mending him to the care and attention of all avoiding tin- necessity of ever placing mortThis law the selectmen liav* been enforcing. good Masons. Conductor M. F. Heady kindly gage upon it.
But, without dissent by any
took him in charge at Portland last (‘veiling,
Hut the results have not bet u the happiest.
party, debts were incurred and the road morthim
furnished
him
with
and
refreshments
took
'The ollieers have been called
gaged to obtaiu funds for its completion.
logit's” and
otlu r hard names, and it has even been assert- to Waterville, where he committed him to the Held: That this change in the policy of the
care of a kind friend.
ed that they eiitoreed tue Sunday law as an
To-day the youngster company did not require that all such indebt“arbitrary act.” Yesterday afternoon there will be taken to North Vassal boro, his destina- edness should be paid before preferred divition. where he has a sister residing, j Augusta dends be declared.
was an indignation met ling to protest against
The preferred stockholder is not a creditor;
tin course t»i tin selectmen. There was once i Journal. Aug. 21.
nor is a dividend guaranteed to him; he is ena t me in tin
A SHARP PIECE OF KNAVERY.
history of New Tngiaud wlieu
titled
thereto by the by-law, provided there are
1Midi a meeting would have
eu considered an
The exploit ofWanzer in so nearly victimizing
Iniquitous innovation, but yesterday “a large a Farmington bank to the tune of -$5000 is one net t amings; a deficiency of dividend for one
is
number of the elliz •«)" and prominent men of of the
year, for want of net earnings for that
sharpest pieces of knavery on record. I not to be made up from the net earningsyear,
of anOld Orchard” gathered at Music Hall, and;
The
of a telegraphic message ; other
“without a dissenting voice, amid tremendous seemscounterfeiting
year; the by-law implies that all net
to have been the chief clement of the
earnings are to be wholly distributed each year.
applause adopted it soiui.ioiis condemning the trick, and to do this
successfully he listened j The term net earnings, in the by-law, means
selectin' u for “enforcing a law framed at the for a
considerable time to the transinisMon of j such as are
date
of
applicable to dividends. These
IT'd.and
not
enforced
early
by any [
on top of a telegraph
pole to catch would be the gross receipts less the expensesof
other suinni'-' r* "ort in tin I'niled States.” messages*
the peculiar style of the operators at f armingthe
The preamble to this resolution recites that,
operating
road, and less also interest on
ton and Portland, and to learn the proper numsuch of the company’s indebtedness as it is pru“while believing in a proper observance of the ber of the
which he submitted dent and
bogus
message
proper t » keep in a permanent form,
Sabbath, " condemn tij« ads f the municipal for a
genuine telegram on its wav from Port- and less also
any floating or temporary liabiliollieers of Hid Oidiard as tending to not only land to
The early discovery of ties which
Farmington.
good judgment would require to he
our
to
hut
business,
hold ti* up to the ; the fraud is
injure
likely to frustrate i:. as the check presently
and less also au annual contriburidicule ot all oilier summer resorts, and as! cannot now be
paid,
negotiated.
tion to a sin kiiifr fund for the payment of debts,
sanctioned by neither usage nor experience.” j
M A IN K’S PENSION KRS.
whenever expedient and proper to provide such
I <> a citizen who knows i. -thing of any private i
interests or spites which may he at the bottom
The number of pensioners on the roll of the a fund.
As a rule, officers of the corporation are the
of th s eoiitlict between the town ollieers and
Cnited States pension agency at Augusta for
publii seutiment at Old Orchard, it seems the State of Maine at tie close of the fiscal year sole judges of the propriety of declaring diviBut they are not allowed to act illegalstrange that a law. the right of which to a place ending .June 30, ISSo. was 12,540. classed as dends.
ly, wantonly or oppressively. And when the
oil our statute books lias never been seriously
follows:
to
a
dividend is clear, and there are funds
right
e..m« sted. and which, in its essential feature7.250
Invalids,.
is g« nerally approved by public opinion, should : Minors and dependent relatives,.3,03*2 ! from which it can properly be made, a court of
be discredited by the description.
framed at Survivor of the war of 1 si2. 330 equity will compel the company to declare it.
The company was incorporated in 1*117: comtin early date uf iT'.d. arul net eiitoreed by any
\\ idows of the war of 1M2,.1,422 !
other summer resort on the r idled Mates.”'
pleted the construction of its road in 1*70, the
The gain and loss to the roll in the year was: same
le ss remarkable, perhaps is the reluctance of
costing one million dollars; the stock subInvalids, gain 907, loss 231; widows, etc., scriptions
were about
the good people of Old On. hard to undergo \
$(150,000: it leased its
gain 229. loss 201 ; survivors of the w ar of 1S12. j road, in W0, for fifty years,
for $.'50,000 per anfor
eoiiset-pee’s
sake.
be“While
martyrdom
gain 1, loss 93: widows of the warof 1M2. gain j num, lessees
assuming all expenses, taxes
Iii vmg in a proper ob.se rv anee of the ."abbatli,” !
22. loss 170. Total net gain, 404. The amount
ami
j
risks
at
date of tins bill,
tue
term:
ti.* y are yet forced !<• eonilemn an adherence j of disbursements in
during
the vear is 8*2,148,097.3f.
November. 1882. the company from its receipts
iw w hich
business, h Is them- ;
KK(
LM
T
ION AI RKl N ION.
of rent had paid off £ loti ,000 of floating indebtselves up to tin
ridicule of ail other summer
resorts.” and i> sain-tionet;
About 250 persons of the 1st, 10th and 20th ! edness; owed £150,000 of bonded mortgage
by neither usage
hoi experience.”
The private quarrel of the Maine Regimental Association, with Indies, debt, contracted in 1870, maturing in 1800: owed
people of old < ha-bard with their selectmen is held their annual reunion at Long Island, i the city of Belfast its principal stockholder,
matt "of small moment, hut the light vvhi -h ; Portland. Harbor, Aug. 10.
Among the ullicers £ss.000 (about) for money borrowed in 1870,
i> she-u
»n “Usage and experience” at popular ; present were Gen. Geo. L. Beal of Norway. | payable in November, 1885; and, after payresorts m
ilford sub;of thought to many j Gen. Geo. 11. Ny of Massachusetts. Col. Em- i ment of all interest due on its obligations, had
about £.‘*7,000 money in hand. The road has
erson of Auburn, Majors Gould and Jordan of
aeli year select some place ii.
people who
which to spi ui ib-ir vacations. Many of Portland. Captains A. L. Turner. John Beal. not the prospect of earning more than its opertics* people si.
ating expenses after its lease expires in 1020.
t lie old law “framed1 B. F. Kedlon. 11. R. Millett. A. E. Kingsley and
believ
at tbearly da of I7'l.”a w iv- regulation. I C. Mayo. I'pon arriving at the island the party Held: That the directors would be justified
and may prefer some watering place where, proceeded to the building of the association I in refusing to declare a dividend until there are
that law can be c»u>erved without fear of ridi- where lunch was served. A business meeting | means enough on hand with which to pay the
eiile from other summer resorts,
[Portland followed, at which ( apt. A. I Turner of Port- ! debt to Belfast. And it is the opinion of the
Adv ertis- r.
land. { resided. Dinner was held at 2 JO o'clock. court that, after that, some reasonable proviTilt remainder of the stay on the island was I sion should be made for the tinal extinguishI Hi: SIAIK (.i: \NHl —si-.M1-.WM AI. REPORT.
happily enjoyed by the veterans and their fam- ment of I lie mortgage debt by reserving for
Hj» Mai!ii Stat' Grange continue- to enjoy ilies.
such purpose, in a sinking fund, a portion of
its usuai prosperity—\\v are nol able to hold
the rent to be received, and dividing the balFIRST MK. HEAVY ARTILLERY REl'NTON.
all our initiate*! members, but such losses anance among stockholders; renewing the debt or
At the reunion of the l-t Maine Heavy Anil- some portion of it when it becomes due in
more than made up by new additions. and the
j
character of t li<-uialci .ai widen vv* are receiv- lery Association. Friday, about 2oo m*emhers ! 1M»|); but assuring the paymeut of all indebted1
ing to our organization. 1 lind that our y oung w ere present, i hese llicers were chosen : Col. ness by or before the expiration of the lease.
l’l.i els. ('. ,1. The plaintiff* were incorpopeople on the farm are becoming more inter- /. A. Smith of Boston, president; W. li. ( amp- I
ested it the Grange, and there ha> been quite beli of Ellsworth and G. P. Smith of Harring- ; rated as a railroad company in H(i7. the charter
an increase in membership from this da-.-. The
ton, vice-presidents; A. C. Sawyer of Bangor. ; authorizing the
issuing of*preferred and noucounty, or Pomona Granges are increasing in secretary : ( apt. F. A. Cummings of Bangor, Ureferred stock. The company was organized
numlx‘1 and interest, ami 1 consider these or- treasurer; 11. 11. Shaw. .). A. Dole. B. T. Ath- j and by-laws were established prior to opening
ganization* important auxi.iaiie* to our Grange erton, G. 11. Collin. Harrison Smith, executive th<' bo-.hs for the subscription of shares. The
work.
1 think tie- im-rea.-e of members this committee. There was a dinner at Hancock ! l*th by-law was this:
Dividends on the preHall, and a public meeting was held in the I ferred stock shall first be made
year has already rea< lied our demand. There
semi-annually
has been built and dedicated several new afternoon, with addresses by President J. A. from the net earnings of said road, not exceedGrange hails which creates a permanency, and Dole. Mayor Redman. Senator llale, Coi. /. A. 1 ing six per centum per annum, after which
gives more life and inter■« st to til* Subordinate Smith. Rev. Dr. Tenney Representative Milli- dividend, if there shall remain a surplus, a
dividend shall be made upon the non-preferred
Grange wh r*- located. There has been more ken. Gen. Charles Hamlin and others.
effort made among the Patrons than formerly
stock up to a like per cent, per annum: and
IN GENERAL.
to purchase farm im 1 >li im-nts, seed*, feitiiizeis,
should a surplus then remain of net earnings,
The excursion season i- at it- height
and other farm necessities at first cost, with
after both of said dividends, in any one year,
An Augusta drug store keeps live eat-.
result.*.
We had in our H..ii** of
the same shall be divided j/ru rata on all* the
satisfactory
R< vival meetings at Ea.-t Strong have awak- j
dal ves G*! session at Augusta tiftvstock.”
Re]
in «l much interest.
four faro er*; quit* a go*»*l proportion w- re P.
Th- first
is, whether those who subMargaret Freeman, colored, died in Bath i scribed for question
of II.
A just proportion should have given u>
preferred stock became entitled to
P>4 year- and three months.
aged
Monuay.
to
members
our
class.
Tie
farmit
to
the
sev-nty-liv•according
terms of the by-laws.
We
At Kenuebunkport there is a larger number i
ers were also ivpre*cnted in the Senate by six
have no doubt of it. There was nothing else
of \ i-itors than last y ear.
N-hators. oue-liflb ol’ tin wh':ie number. This
where to indicate what the preferred stock
F.
W. Davis of the famous Bowdoin crew ! an}
i* better than in former day*. By acting toSubscribers merely agreed to take
ha- been ehetcd principal of the G uhain High was to be.
gether. the farmer- were enabled to secure the School.
preterred stock, others subscribing for common stock.
passage of every important measure for the
The by-law. or the terms stated in
'i’he sum of Si.501) lia- been subscribed for
interests of agriculture that they advocated.
it. must be regarded as a part of the contract
the centennial
celebration of l’aisonslield.
(>ur Agricultural < oilege which educates our
entered
into
by the corporation and the subwhich i- to occur on the 2‘uh in-t.
farmer’s boy*. received all the appropriations
scriber*. The by-laws describes and identifies
The rate of taxation in the «-it\ of Portland
it- fri* mis asked for.
The sale of oleomargarfor the coming year will be £21 on si.ooo. R the stock. Davis v. Proprietors, S Met. 321.
ine and other opprobrious dairying products
Other questions iti the case arc involved in
wa- £20.50 on si.ooo last year.
were
the following facts: It appears that in the
entirely prohibited, and last, but not
Slieritl Roberts, ol Spriogvale, while irre-tthe
made
an
La*t,
legislature
ample appropriaearly days of the enterprise a policy was retion for our State agricultural experimental ing Frank Bodwell for liquor selling, was se- solved upon to build the road
wholly from substation for the next two year-. Our success i* verely beaieii by Frank and his brother M. ;\ in. ! scriptions to stock. In the lirst place the city
lMictive True wanted a
of
of Belfast, through its government, expressed
largely due to the effort* mail* by the worthy Wood, bio he w'uUid not consentphotograph
to be “took," i
members of the Grange, and the lessons which
its view that the construction of tin* road
f"i’ he said somebody wanted to make money :
should not be commenced until stock enougn
many had re ived in the Grange Hall in par- out of the sale
of his picture-.
should be subscribed to secure its completion,
liamentary iaw. and the lessons which they
Dr. Georg* E. Brickeit has been removed
bail there a* quired on debate were among the
and that no mortgage should ever be pul upon
from the board ol examining surgeon- for the
j the road. After that, the railroad company
cause* which secured a victory.
by
«»f Augusta, and Dr. W. B. Lip!.am has i
city
Til** Subordinate Giaiure* in the State are
its vote committed itself to tie* same policy.
been appointed to till the vacancy.
And after that vote the company adopted tbi*
nearly .Jl doing well and 1 fe. t that our farmidle grand iury in the Sagadahoc suprem*
ers and aii our material interest* are reaping
by-law: “Nor shall any assessment whatever
and t xpt rit nee. judicial eourrldim-day, returned Hie l'o low-i be made upon any shares, or any portion theregr*
ing indieirnents: Murder, 1: manslaughter,!; of, until tne full amount, of the estimated cost
1- KEiuiiiicK Porik. Master.
a—ault w ith intent to kill, 1 : larceny. 1.
*
*
of the road *
shall have been subscribSHOOT1N*; IN ROCKl.A N I>.
Maj. Win. M. Graham of the -iih artillery ed
by responsible parties in accordance! with
In Ro* k!aud Monday three shot- were tired will visit llie tamp of volunteer militia ot the 1
the rules and regulations of the
by Joseph K. Clinton at I B. S< \ el atiee, land- Mate of Maine, at Augusta, during the four iVc.” One of those rule s, madeDirectors,
a part of the
lord at tht Lindsey Hulls*
dntou ha- been day-, commencing Aug. 25;h. for the purpo-e
subscription
paper, reiterated the* idea before
acting as assistant to A. 1>. Orne. liquor con- ol inspecting the troops taking pari in the en- , expies-cd. with
these words added thereto,
stable. but i- nut an officer. Toe first known of eampment.
“thereby avoiding the necessity of any mortA steamer of fifty ton-, ow ned by the
the <li*tu: bane* j-.-verance and (_ linton vv* pTrop- ! gage or incumbrance being ever contracted
by
passing :* 1 <■ 11_i Main -tr* et indulging in loud taili. ieal Product- < o. of Boston, was launched j this
corporation."
In front of Havener's store, n venuri' struck
Thursday morning at the N't w England ship
If wa- built to run < n
Thereupon subscriptions were made for both
Clinton, who then dr*-w
revolver and lire*! Buie mg Co's yard.
kinds of stock. Without wading through tlie
the shot*, wounding
verai.er
Tin- machinery was
ami then at- tie river in Gualamala.
historical details which caused the departure, il
tack* tl i*im. punim- ding niiu -curdy about th« btiiii by the Go-s Marine Iron Works.
Ill the supreme judicial court at Bangor. : is enough to say that the original theory of the
laei
Att'-rth'
bird -hot :1c revolver. a .“»s
Without the
eaiiber. -cil-eoekd.g. tiv* -*lio«iier. wa* vvr* -P <1 Aug. 22, James Newcomb, who wa- convicted company was not adhered to.
from ( linton
Th officers took < linton into ef ar-on one year ago. and whose attorneys fault of the company, unforeseen exigencies
arose
a
have
used
all
amount of
while
Sim;
vv
aij.ee
means
carried
to
a
new
imperatively
requiring
large
to his
possible legal
eii-tody.
gel
holm
LIh
xam-mHi m showed two Wounds trial, was sentenced to the State prison for life ind« btedness to be created. The collected subill
In
scriptions amounted to £t 48,100; while the
iglit tiiigi. and "i.i very dangerous iti 111•
by Judge Danforth.
cost of the road exceeded a million dollars,
An Augusta lawy er invited a quarreling man
gr* in. lie surgeon probed as L.i as tin- pelvis,
stork was issued for those shares in 1870, after
and wife into in- ollice one day this week to
bu'. 11 i* 1 not lind tin bu !• !.
>■ v* ranee lias a
make peace between them, and when they deeli.in
forn -own w;'l, tli mid-against him.
full} paid for. and no other shares were ever
There w< re ihn at- of i\ m limg and t linton w a* parted they carried oil' hi- tobacco and liieers- issued. To avert the lisaster that would have
tak n to tli" t aur; 1L o*« jai. for .-ale-keeping. eliaum Pipe.
The latter he now designates a- fallen upon them without it. the corporation
was compelled to obtain means, to finish the
111- “pipe of peace.”
II- *av* S'Verance was th- aggressor and tiled
tin- lir-t shot.
Early Friday morning, the boarding hou-« construction of the toad, in several wavs. On
a ponded indebtedness for §1 :>(),Clinton hail a pn Urninary h* firing Tuesday and building- of Fred Irish at Blackington*- -'lay j.».
morning. 11* was eliarg-d with assault vvitii Corner were burned to the ground with their i*oo was created, payable in twenty years, with
inlt
st
n
inti ni t*. kih. IL plead not guilty and was contents, the occupants narrowly escaping.
setni-anuually, secured bv mortgage
T;h insurance on the hou-e is £1,4'»0; out-build- upon tin* road. Tbe company also borrowed
lc i*i in
.000 hail to appear at t h*- fall n rm of
of the city of Belfast, it- principal stockholder,
ii
the >. J. Court,
lb will not try to procure
£000: furniture, £500.
< m u- u ulkcr ami
bail. lie was taken to W i--a-*«T jail Tuesday
James Chapman of Mau- and gave its note therefor, dated Nov. 1(5, 1871,
the sum of *101,900, payable, with annual in>* v< ranee. the wound* d man. i* -tiil in a critiri*! met a b« ar in that town a f<*\\ days >inee.
l>rnin «*oni« si**.! tin* right of way, hut though terest, on November Hi*, 1885. Besides these
cal I'ondilmn with the
hanc* s slightly inor**
favorabh
Then* wa* no disturoam-e around their only weapons wen- an a.v and knife they amounts the company incurred a miscellaneous
the tail Monday nig!,:, although a number of came oil' victorious, and now display his biuek floating indebtedness of about §150,000 more.
It being admitted that those debts were all
'kin to neighbors and friends.
men were seen skulking around the
vicinity.
Manager Tucker has recently issued an order legally incurred, a discussion of the difficulties
1IIE .-l M.MJ.U VISITORS.
which
were encountered in obtaining the credto train men of his road that will he
appreciated
An nilu.x I Bosom sport-men is soon ex- by the traveling public. It is relative to the it-. would not he material to the issue.
In April, 1870, the company leased its road
pond in !ln Northern part of this Stale. They distinct calling of names of stations as the train
are already
corre-ponding with guides and approach* s them. He says to the brakemeii to the Maine Central Railroad Company, fora
term
of fifty years from May 10,1870, at a rent
t
hat
t
he
clear
to
t
of
hese
them
stations
in
distinct
from place to place.
calling
parties
Man-port
Mr.
illium H. Vanderbilt i- lia\ ing a buck- Knglisb l anguage is a* important as any of their of §30,000 per annum, probably one-half thereof
on
the tenth days of May and November in
board made at the w» II known manufactory of labors.
each year during said term, the lessee to operate
W
11. A- 11. E. Davis of Ellsworth. The trimthe road, keep it in repair, and pay all taxes
Generalities.
mings are to be heavily plated with silver and
assessed thereon. The road has been possessed
when completed it will be the finest turnout
and
at Bar Harbor.
operated by the lessee ever since. When
Huron Tennyson I. 70.
this lease terminates, it is not probable that the
A Bar llarbwi correspondent of the Bangor
Mr.
Jiu-kin
is
now out of danger.
road
will be able to earn much more, if anyCommercial -ay- that Win. II. Vanderbilt
thing. than its operating expenses. By means
walks nearly a miie to bis dinner, pa}s $lo<M)
Canon Farrar will visit this country in
Sepof the rent received, the company had’paid off
week
Mrs.
Bowler
for
the
he
per
cottage
tember.
all of its floating or miscellaneous liabilities,
occupies and $*J5 jier day for the only four-in'I'll** hay crop of New York is a verv abund- and something on the city debt, so that on
hand buekboard Bar Harbor contains.
November 10. 1882, after receiving the NovemThere are now about non people on Squirrel ant one.
ber rent, the financial standing of the company
Island. Beal estate there is quite active, and
Ohio
Democrats
have
renominated
was
Goodw
in
lots that could be bought for $150 a lew veal s
substantially as follows : It owed $150,006
in bonds, maturing in May, 1890. It owed the
ago. are now held at prices ranging from $500 lioadiey.
to $500.
The Squirrel Island Association is in
city of Belfast §87,900. Its sinking fund
Mr. George \V. Child- savs that Gen. Grant
amounted to §2(5,033.24. And it had in its
a very prosperous condition, being wholly out
left a will.
of debt.
possession §10,8(53, remaining after paying
Splendid crop reports come from al! sections inte rest then due upon tbe note and bonds.
Some Maine resorts do possess very long
of
the
L nion.
Out of tin* payments of rent received from
names, so long that Bill Aye was lately moved
to remark that they ought to be cut up iu sec1878, to May, 1882, both inclusive,
John Cheney, one of the famous silk manu- November,
the company paid semi-annual dividends, of
tions in order to provide for some poor little
is dead.
facturers,
two
and one-quarter per cent, each, to the
towns out west that haven’t got any name at
The population of Boston does not, it is now holders of the preferred stock, but paid nothing
all, but this from an exchange rather exaggerthe common stock, and has refused to
ate- things- “Wissipepiseogorapatalicidilos" is
upon
exceed
390,000.
thought,
declare any further dividends. A dispute aristhe name of a Maine summer hotel. The name
The
hotels
between
the two classes of stockholders
will
not
earn any diviing
runs out into the woods for about three
Saratoga
miles, dends this
whether the preferred stockholders were enseason, it is said.
and is used for a lover’s lane.
titled to any dividend from the surplus on
EASTERN MAIM: FAIR.
Mrs. A. T. Stewart lias contributed
§1900 to hand of §10,8(53, this bill was tiled in order to
One of the conditions of becoming a member the (.rant monument fund.
determine the question.
of tbe Eastern State Fair Association i* as folI pon these facts,
affected somewhat by
It i* estimated tliat 30,000 Southerners settled
lows: “Any person may become a member of
other incidental facts which will appear, the
in New York after the war.
this association for life upon the payment to its
position is taken, by the counsel for the city,
treasurer of twenty dollars, which ’shall entitle
The New Hampshire House of Bepre.-euta- that the preferred stockholders, as between
him to a vote at all meetings of the corpora- tives rejected the Ten-hour law.
themselves and the common stockholders, are
tion. and a season ticket each year, which shall
not entitled to any dividends until the entire
'l
hc
of
San
admit himself and wife to the annual exhibitions,
honey crop
Diego couuty, Cal., indebtedness of the company is paid; that, inand he shall also be entitled to members’ admis- this year is estimated at 2,177,099 pounds,
asmuch as the subscriptions* to both classes of
sion tickets for his minor children at one half the
Dos
lias a watermelon weigh- stock were made when the declared policy of
the
regular price, to ail iis exhibitions.” Among ing 178Angeles, Cal.,
was uot to create a
corporate
pounds, which is to he sent to Loudon. debt,corporation
the members of tin association are: Edward
with the then full expectation by all
B. NValley. T. l\ < »e. Henry A. Wood. EdHon. Charles L. Whitney has been nominated parties that none would be created, and inasward Vonners, J. it. Foster. j. S. Wboelrigbt, as Democratic candidate for Governor of Iowa. much as tlie debts were
unavoidably incurred
J. G. Clark, H. Hamlin, N. C. Ayer, A. L.
for the common benefit of all stockholders, the
A Scotch cattle company is said to have
burden of removing the debts should be borne
Simpson, Thomas While, J. A. Peters, W. S.
Dennett, Silas D. Jones, Henry Boardman, W. fi t.. in over 1,000,009 acres of public laud- in by all the shares alike, and not fall
exclusively
B. Hayford, Charles H. Ward, Charles E. Hill. Colorado.
upon the common stock. The City contends
T. Lyford, John F. ( olby. P. A. Strickland, S.
A woman at San Angelo, Mexico, 72 years that the favored class were to be preferred
stockholders only upon the condition that there
Sterns, Charles Hayward, J. 'J'. Bines, C. W. of age, has
birth to a child. Her
should be no debts; that there was an implied
Coffin, J. 11. Bowler, E. A. Wilson, J E. Chap- husbaud is 84.just given
man. J. P. Bass, K. <). Beal, Ezra E. Sterns,
contract to that effect; or, if not a contract,
M. E. Mudgett, of Bangor: John Morison. E.
According to the Minnesota State census, that such a result is demanded by a natural
II. Hunting, Corinth; F. W. Hill, Exeter; Eu- Minneapolis has a population of 129,200 and St. an*l necessary equity which flows from the
E.
II.
Hale,
I’aul
of 111,397.
relation of the parties.
gene
Greeley. Ellsworth; L. PowWe think such a position is uot tenable as a
ers, Parker P. Burleigh, Moulton.
Persons deSenator
Flat!
of
Connecticut recently shot the claim either in iaw or equity. The subscribers
siring to join the association can do so bv condeer
that
lias
been
killed
largest
In
the
the
Adirousecretary.
Mr.
Ezra
L. Sterns, or
must have known, if they reflected at all about
sulting
dacks iu some time.
Mr. Beal or Mr. Bass.
it, that corporate indebtedness might become
8FJNING A SHARK.
In Wyoming Territory there are said lobe necessary, in spite of the strongest pledges to
the contrary. In fact, the twelfth by-law imThe schooner Allen Lewis, ( apt. Fernald. I.70 large cattle companies in possession of
plies that debts might be incurred. It is said
(fenced) public lands.
had quite an adventure recently. The vessel
that the holders of the preferred stock favored
was lying ofi' Ml. Desert and the crew was
The Democratic convention of Mississippi, a bonded debt. But it was not upon any conseining mackerel. Suddenly there was a great renominated Governor
dition
that they should surrender any right
Dowry, and endorsed
commotion in the seine and it was hauled to Cleveland's
administration.
thereby. All stockholders favored it. If A
the vessel as soon as possible. Three crews of
lias the first and B the second mortgage on a
men took hold of the seine and tried to
There were 1,174,835 shad taken from the
pull it
vessel, taking their securities at the same time,
on hoard, but they were unable to do so. While
Hudson river this season, which sold at au
anticipating no disaster to the vessel, and a
this was going on the sea monster iu the net average price of §15 per 190.
disaster comes, requiring a bottomry bond
was thrashing about and finally wound himself
The first arrest under the new English crimi- upon tbe property, the payment of such bond
up so much in the net that he was held fast.
is not a burden common to the two mortgages.
The captain and crew lashed the seine and con- nal law was made last week fur the abduction The illustration
may uot be inapt.
tents up to the vessel, and set sail for South- of a youug girl under 13 years of age.
The main question of the case is whether, in
west Harbor, the captain’s home. 45 miles disThe commission that has been investigating November, 1882, the financial condition of the
tant. Ou arrival there they hauled the monster
the Boston Custom House management has company was such that the preferred stockashore and killed him. Then they discovered made a
holder was then legally entitled to a dividend.
very favorable report, It Is said.
they had caught a genuine man eater shark,
No such claim could have been made upon
which is rarely seen away from the tropics!
Georgia’s corn crop this year will he 4,000.- the ground that he is a creditor of the comThe shark was twenty-seven feet long and 000 bushels greater than that of 1.880, which
pany; he is not such. Preferred stockholders,
seventeen feet in circumference. The crew
was the largest in the
history of the Stale.
ordinarily, are not creditors. That is the comobtained almost six barrels of liver from him,
Sir Frauds H lucks died In Montreal last week mon doctrine of the authorities. Chaffee v.
which netted them $50. The seine was conRailroad, 55 Vt. 110, and numerous cases cited.
siderably torn by the shark, hut the damage of small-pox. He was al one time Minister of
It was not intended in the present instance to
Finance and was also l’rime Minister under
was more thau repaired by the
money they ob- Lord
a dividend.
If a dividend is preguarantee
Elgin.
tained.
vented in any one year by a deficit of earnings,
it
be
The
man known as “Maxwell,” who is suscannot
made
from
tbe earnings of sucup
THE WELCOME SUMMER VISITOR.
of murdering Preller at St. Louis. Is now ceeding years. A six per centum dividend is
The great importance to Maine of the summer pected
believed to he 11. M. Brooks of Cheshire Coun- not assured by the contract of subscription. It
travel is manifest iu many ways. The Portland
ty, Eugiaud.
may be less. Tbe Implication of the by-law is
Express notes the efleet ou the wdolesale trade
clear that there is to be no surplus of profits to
of this notable increase iu population during
In building the main drainage works iu Bosbe carried from one year to another. The net
the summer. Usually during the hot weather tou 60,000,000,000 bricks and 180,000 casks of
are to be
wholly distributed each
the wholesale grocery aud provision business cement were used. The total cost of these earnings
year. The language of the by-law is really the
has been very dull, in fact the dullest season of works was §5,213,000.
language of the general law. It promises’divi-
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dends whenever there are net earnings from
which to make them.
The difficulty is in deciding what should be
considered as net earnings; that is, net earnings
such as are applicable to dividends. In a general sense, net earnings are the
gross receipts
less the expenses of operating the road to earn
such receipts, llut several kinds of charges
must first come out of net earnings before
dividend, are declared. The creditor comes in
for consideration before the stockholder. The
property of a corporation is a trust fund pledged for the payment of its debts. Therefore, if
there is a bonded, funded, permanent or standing debt, the interest on it must be reckoned
out of net earnings.
If there is a floating debt,
which it Is not wise and prudent to place in the
form of a funded debt, or to postpone for later
payment, that should also he paid, if the
financial situation of the company is such as to
render It expedient to commence or continue
the scheme of a sinking fund for the extinguishment of lhe company’s indebtedness some
day or other, an annual contribution out of the
net earnings for that purpose would be reasonable. These deductions made from the net
earnings, the balance will be the profits of the
company distributable among stockholders. In
Pierce ou Railroads 125, it is said: “The dividends oil preferred stock are payable only out
of net earnings which are applicable to the' payment of dividends; and the interest
on the
bonded or other interest-hearing debt, even
though contracted after the issue of tl.e preferred stock, and the rent upon leases made after
the issue thereof, should he first paid.” The
definition of net earnings, "above given, is supported by tlie authorities. Chalice v. Railroad,
suprn, and cases cited. Taft v. Railroad. 8 II.
1. fill). St. John v. Erie Railway Co.. 10
Hlatch. 271. S. C. 22 Wall. IfiO. Unlou l’ac.
li. II. v. United States, bb U. S. 102.
Hut it does not necessarily follow that debts
should tie first wholly paid, before a declaration
of dividends, merely because lliev are of h
floating character. It maybe that it would be
reasonable and proper to" convert such liabilities into a funded debt. Nor does It follow
that all of the income of a road mav not lie
needed for the payment of its funded or standing debt. All depeuds upon the financial resources and abilities of tlie
corporation and the
prospects of its road. Where it can lie safely
done, considering tlie interests of tlie company's creditors and of all persons concerned,
tlie general practice of railroads has been to include with expenses chargeable to capital I hose
which arc incurred in th>. original construction
of the road.
And tlie courts have admitted
the reasonableness of the rule. The idea is
that tlie capital paid in ami tile capital borrowed unitedly pr*juee the earnings, and that a
share of the same should he accorded to each.
The distinction between expenses for construction and ord'narv expenses is maintained
ii: tlie leading cii*. -. See cases snpf •. Corn- v.
Railway Co., 2b lieav. 2i;;i. Roueli v. Railway
to., I.. R. 4 Ex. I)iv. lfifi. Mills v. Northern li.
Co., 1,. It. 5 Ch. App. (121. Pierce R. R.. 125,
and cases in notes, in tlie case last cited (Mills
v.
said.
Kallvyav bo.), Lord JIntherly, L.
“Mr. Dickinson started a very curious theory,
which. 1 apprehend, never found its way into
any mercantile arrangement—that there never
can be any available
income, or any profit, so
long as there is any debt remaining unpaid. If
that be so, I suppose there is hardly a rail wavin the kingdom which could pay auy dividends
at
all to their stockholders.” “Tin
whole
scheme of railway arrangements, as I understand them, has always been this, that the companies are authorized to raise part of their
capital by shares, and to raise further capital
by means of borrowing to the amount of onethird of the whole capital.”
In the case before us the
company has no ordinal'} expenses beyond a small sum necessary
to support its organization.
What sum then
shall be taken from its earnings to be paid to or
be set aside for its creditors? One side
says,
ab its earnings; and the other side says, set
aside annually a sum which with accumulations
will insure the payment of ail the
corporate
indebtedness by 1**20, the date of the end of the
lease.
A* a general rule, the officers of a
corporation
are the sole judges as to the
propriety of declaring dividi nds, and the courts will not interfere with a proper exercise of their discretion.
The company usually establishes its financial
policy for itself. Yet when the rielit to a div idend is clear, and there are funds' from which
it can properly he made, a court of
equity will
interfere to compel the company to declare it.
Directors are not allowed to use their power

illegally, wantonly

or

oppressively.

See

cases

Also Williston v. Railroad Co., 13 Alien
400. Hoardtuan v. Railroad. S4 N. Y. 157. Jerinain v. Railroad, 01 N. Y. 4*3. In the
present
cas( we are by all the
parties invited to accept
jurisdiction; the facts are agreed: and all technicalities are waived. We may adopt such a
standard of judgment, in determining the
question. as we think would and should regulate the
exercise of the sound discretion of directors,
acting in good faith, in deciding the same question.
Barnard v. Railroad, 7 Alleu 512, 521.
Two facts arc very much relied upon
by the
preferred stockholders as favoring their* contention. One is an amendment to the l*th
bylaw', passed by the corporation in July, 1*7:*,
which is thi-: “The words ‘net
as
earnings.’
used in this section
(by-law), shall he construed
to mean all the
after
the
surplus remaining
payment of the necessary incidental charges
and expenses, the interest on the
mortgage and
funded debt, and such provision for payment
of the maturing obligations of the
corporation
av in the
judgment ot the directors mav be
necessary; and for this latter purpose, the directors shall establish a sinking fund, to he
maintained in such form and manner as
they
may deem for tin- best interest and safety of the
corporation.” This in 1**2 was repealed.
The other fact is, that when the subscribers
for preferred stock, not including the eitv of
Belfast, paid their subscriptions, not being* under strict legal obligation to do so. thev were
induced to make the payment, bv the corporation securing to them semi-annual six
per cent,
dividends, and tin* final payment of their stock,
means
of
bonds
with
by
coupons, covered by a
second mortgage on tie road.—which bonds and
coupons were taken as collateral to the stock
and dividends. TliD mortgage was, however,
alter wards cancelled for prudential reasons and
with the consent of all parties interested.
J lie counsel for the city contends that those
proceedings, afterwards annulled, are to have
no more effect upon the
present question than
if never existing.
We do not concur in that
We think as admissions, as
position fully.

expressions of a policy inaugurated and for a
long time acted upon by the company, they
serve to impress
upon the claim of the prefer-

red stockholders at least an
appearance of
equity.
After a full consideration of ail the evidence
and theories presented to us, we incline to [lie
conclusion ttial (lie directors would he justified
in refusing to make any further dividends,
until enough money lias been accumulated,
from the rent and tiie sinking fund, to
pav the
note to tiie city of Belfast. When tiie
company
receives from iis lessee the rent due in
May,
lss.i, jt will have money
enough with which to
pay the note, and a few thousands more.
1 lu re are quite significant reasons for drawing a line at the point indicated. The note
may well be considered as given for temporary
purposes, in anticipation of rents receivable.
I he company really lias no credit which would
enable it in renew the note, inasmuch as its
outstanding mortgage covers all its property,
it looks as if tiie note represents a sort of
forced loan from I he City, and as given for
money that could not have been obtained trout
any other source, the city borrowing it for the
purpose of loaning it, being induced to do so
on account of her immense interests
involved
as a shareholder,
.she now asks for her money,
being unwilling to renew the note, and she'is
entitled to iis payment.
T'iie corporation
would find it difficult to borrow it elsewhere.
It would look like borrowing money to pay
dividends.
There are much more forcible reasons for
the corporation to hold its
moneyed resources
in reserve until the note to the
city is paid than
there are for afterwards continuing tiie same
policy until tiie debt of $130,001), due in 1800, is
paid. The two debts stand upon a different
fooling. The latter is a bonded mortgage debt,
no part of which is due, and which undoubtedly call he wholly or partiallv renewed when it
becomes due. It fairly represents a part of
the original cost of
constructing the road. The
company lias thirty-live years or more of
assured rent with which it can pay the amount.
It has no other debt, after paying tiie note to
tiie city, presenter prospective, ii has evidently regarded that amount as a permanent or
standing, interest-hearing indebtedness. To
renew the mortgage or a portion of ii. when It
becomes due, we think would he regarded in a
mercantile sense as a reasonable, safe and conservative calculation. The preferred stockholders were to have semi-annual dividends,
if earned. They should have them, if
they can
he declared without the least peril to the
company or any of its creditors. Belfast herself owns id! tin- preferred stock hut about
$100,000, there being over $380,000 of ii in all.
We think that, after the note is paid, the
directors may well make some reasonable provision for the final extinguishment of the mortgage debt by reserving therefor a portion of
tiie rent to lie received under the
lease, and
divide the balance among stockholders.
A scheme could lie perfected by an expert in
such matters, by which there may lie a vcarlv
contribution to a sinking fund, which, with it’s
accumulations, will discharge all tiie indebtedness within a reasonable time before the lease
expires, and pay more or less dividends in tiie
meantime; or, before or by tiie year 18110, a
new bond could be put upon tin;
market, a certain portion lo lie paid aunually, such purtion
to he designated by lot or in some oilier
way,
which might accomplish the same etui as ef-

A mysterious and terrific explosion occurred
on tiie excursion sleamboat Samuel M. Felton
just after she left her wharf at Philadelphia,
Aug. 18. She had on board a large number of
passengers, several of whom were injured. It
is believed that the disaster was caused by dynamite or some other powerful explosive plaeed
on board for the purpose.
Hereafter all monuments erected on the
of the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial
Association must have historical inscriptions
approved by the board, and the flanks of tiie
regiment indicated. The association has granted
the Second Maryland Confederate Regiment
permission to erect a monument on Culp’s Hill.

grounds

In Tulare county, Cal., recently, the therreached 120 in the shade, aud at
Calico, in San Bernardino county, 125 in the
shade.
mometer
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A Tribute to Maine.

565,918 sheep, and that In point of
stock was unparalleled.
They
produced on their farms, he told them, 1,107.7*8 tons of hay annually, 7,909,625 bushels of
potatoes, and 2,265,575 bushels of oats; that
tlie value of their live stock in 1880 was $10,499,376; and that the estimated value of all the
farm products for 1879, was $21,945,489.
They
were making 14,000,000 pounds of blitter a
year,
and 150,000 pounds of cheese. He told them
they ought to Increase their cattle to 100,060
and their milch cows to 300,01X1. Seacoast, valley, atul mountain all combine lo place Maine
this

try to change the personnel of his party aud
Deering matter is a move in that direction.
1 see that a mass meeting has been held in Biddeford and resolutions passed and a petition is
this

agriculturally

in the lead at the East.
Such is the Stale that, through the New lingland Society, invites her sister States of New
England lo visit her in the fairest and richest
of her valleys and freely compete with her in
an exhibition of the products of
farming industry. It is both an invitation and appeal
that will not fall on unatteutive or indifferent
ears.
Tile display is certain to be a notable
one, and Its results will not fail to extend their
beneficent influence into the years that are to

to

lx*

presented

to

Secretary Bayard asking

our

government to interfere in the matter of Riel
the Canadian murderer.
We trust our government will do nothing of the kind.
Go never
was a citizen of our
country and It would be a

piece

of the

gros>est impertinence for our government to meddle with the matter.
If there
1> an unhung scoundrel who deserves a halter
this Riel is one. It is poor taste on the part of

come.

3
5
Williamson, 21). <5
Pendleton, J. B., c. 7
Pendleton, G., p. 7
Pratt, 3b .7
Ward, 1. f. 4
Tuttle, c. f.4

Total.51

34

A.B.

White, 8.8.5
Eaton, p.4
McLaughlin, c. 4
Howes, c. f.4
Bobbins, 1. f.4
4
Sturtivant, lb
Taylor, 2b
4
Judkins, 3b. 5
French, r. f.4
Total.38
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bed, and just the bigness of the bed, fell,
weighing 300 pounds. Had it occurred in
the night time the result might have been serious.
over a

the

s*eam
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QUEEN

very

promising.

a riny card was received by the
bearing tlie following inscription:
“Willie A. Hill, Born Aug. la, 1
Weight II
lbs.’’ As the letter .va*
postmarks i W interport’*
we suppose the
happy parents to be Mr. and Mrs.
Charles It. Hill. The Journal sends
“ngraiuln

editor

**

Carter iV: Co.
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but the heart of the

Camp Meetings. The regular session of the
Methodist campmeeting began at North port last,
Sunday and will continue through the week.. .The
Church of God campmccting will begin at Maple
Drove, West searsport, Aug
and continue to
>ept. 7-The Spiritual campuienting at Noitbporl

The remains of Mrs. Marla Clark, wife of the
late William Clark, arrived in this
city, fur burial
last Thursday.
Mrs. Clark was 7b years of age
ami died at Catnbridgeport. The
family ll\> d in
Belfast many years ago.

—

1

The

crew

of the

fishing

this port, last week report
up at sea a tin wash basin,

1

closed last week.

schooner Lizzie Poor, at
that recently they picked
ten

miles fr..m land

F> m>h's M M.i s Tin niH im! >. > picnic took plaec
s*aturday in F. \V. shepherd’s grove... .Rev. T N
Ford of Biddeford, M
preaehed here xindav for
Uev. (. K. Tufts, also four received thcordinnne. of
and
united
with
toe Baptist chureh in
baptism,

ami

eight miles from any other vessel, it Is remarkable
that the basin should have floated so long without
filling with water.

CITY8.

Friday the Queen Citys came to Belfast on steamBnlph Boss, accompanied by an excursion of [
The schooner rharlcs J. Willard, <’npt. Wallace,
about 150 people. The fact that John L. Sullivan, the :
arrived at Belfast .Saturday with 10,000 bu-dnds of
world’s champion pugilist, was to umpire the game
| salt from Turks island, fur Swan .1 slidey Bros.
was sufficient to draw a large crowd.
The game 1 The
vessel sailed July 3o and has bad a long pas
was tin seventh and iast in the series and
op.-ned sace. The
captain reports light winds. Fur the
with the visitors at bat. Belfast played a loose
| first ten days be madcumy four degrees of latUwic
Inning and the visitors made three runs. Belfast ;
^ >ung italph Howard, of Belfast, (be bov whose
follow ed w ith one score. On the second inning the
!
eye was put out here by a shut a few weeks sinetables were turned and Belfast made three runs to i "'a- discharged from the
hospital on Thur-da\ and
has gone to Nashua New Hampshire, fur
the visitors nothing. The Queen Citys were white
few
weeks The ight of the otli< eye !- preserve
v.
| washed in every inning except the first and fid
( the nen c* of the Injured <-v< an Irdart. The
The earlier Innings were not marked with fine
tors-ay he ran have a gla«s rovr pur >r ir a fmonths which win effectively conceal no disfigurel be ft>1
playing, but the later ones were better
i'M.
[ lturkland, Ma.-.v, standard.
lowing 1* the detailed score
Utile laddie Lilia, son of Setli Fills, of thi«
BELFAST.
ag( I nine years was sent to the knitter-.’
A. It. It. Hi. T.n. I\<>. A. E.
Orphan
j
o
2
2
2
3
Home at Bath, on Thursday of last week. His
II
Knowlton, c.
1 Parsons, 2.4
o
o
n
o
4
-j 1
Mr. Charles
guardian,
Haney, pia.-.-d film in
o
S
0
0
0
0 j
Edwards, lb.4
! F.
o
E Cottrell, 3b. 4
charge of the conductor- with a idler of iustru.
2
J
:t
1
I
i j lions and the little fellow started on his
j F. V. Cottrell, s. s. 4 o 0 0
journey
o
<■
0
n !
0
0
1 Thompson, 1. f.4
I. M. Cottrell, r. f.3
n
2
2
o
1
if alone, hut arrived at the Home in safety.
o
n
u
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Dilworth, p. 3
In regard to a steam fire engine Mr. Button
0
0
3
0
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0
Colburn, e. f. 3
writes, reiterating the statement that he can play

Bc’fast... Mr. Allle K. Jivkson has recently
ugl ;
Miller pift'-p and is repairing the building- wit:
view ..eupying tnem.

er
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CIIL KCH V I us. I: V. T. N I.onl preai'ic" 1 at tin
Baptist ehurch in this city, on Sunday. The pastor,
Mr. Tuft.-,, was at I’oor's Mill-, where he
ui.lu< t« d
"* bapiism
..Ile\ I', li. (.regory will pn a< h at the
B-'V-li. Unrolnvilic, next Sunday morriintr at in. >n
o’clock, and at Stockton !n the afternoon_Tnc
subjeef of Fev. J. A. Rons’ Sunday morning .-or
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gentleman and
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wife

riding

were

out.

a house on North
•■>’,.pp- j
l»-ri avenue and asked f-r 4 drink of milk. Tim
y 'uug la ly Informed him that they had only skim
mod milk, which Inc gentleman said would do.

1

who profess to he law abiding to agitate
such a question.
We have in the past taken
Struck by Bust.
more interest in conspirators and disturbers in
There is still another chapter to the Centre i other countries than we would be
willing to
Lilneolnville post office story, and it Is not the put up with it we were
questioned in such
least interesting in the series. We are informed matters. When men become citizens of the
that in March last W. M. Rust,of the l*rog. Age, i nited States
u
6
6
fi
Total.--.32
27 22
they should attend to the duties
j from the harbor and "end two streams over tintook c harge of Dunton’s case.endorsed his appliol a citizen and let the affairs of other countries
Ql KEN Cins.
post ofli<v -r one over the spire of the I’nitarian
K. 1 li. r.U. 1.0. A. E.
cation for the postoffice at Centre Lincolnville, alone. \\ c arc. as
ciuirch, and says if hr cannot do this he asks no
Americans, interested in every 1 Donahue, lb.A.B.
5
2
l
‘2
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!
1 1
sale for his engine. He will bring hi- pr«• |-mi.• n
and prepared and sent the (tapers to Washingmovement that promises a larger amount of
<>
o
6
1
4 I
Donovan, r..4
3
o
s. *.
1
1
1
2
2
I I before the city council at it? next me* ling.
ton himself. This was, of course, before I run- 1 powt r t:> each individual in other lands.
But 1 Ray,
1
1
1
3
2
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Lynch, 2b. I
ton's wrong doing was found out, but it does | such
A
W aTi'.i; Srrri.v.
Mr. Frank !:• u >i-1of
1
U
o
sympathy i* not for burners of buildings I Hull, 1. f.4 0 I 1
o
2
2
1
11
not appear that since then Mr. Rust has made
Bangor, lias a pr«je« ; f, bringing a .-upply of waand murderers of innoceut people on account ! Oxley, p. t
3b. 4
0
0
0
3
1
'2
Kirmes,
ter into the -ity of Belfast, which will be
any effort to relieve the department or to with>
vehq
of religious animosities,or blowing upof build0
I
2
4
2
1 I
Kiley, r. f
(
ed later,
He represents a private company whbu
e. f. 4
0
0
0
0
draw his endorsement, while on the other hand
ings. This half-breed Kiel was but a very i Dearth,
will only mg till? l;y to give licm the right l"
he is now saddling all the blame for this ap- small remove from an
lay
i) 10
5
24 20 15 j
Total..37
Apache savage In the
water pipes and then f. pay f >r the water used.
If
SCORE BY lNM.Mri.
pointment uimn Chairman Brown of the Dem- West. If those rascals professed to be victims
thi? plan is carried out it will >b?late the
necessity
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 0
ocratic State Committee. This, of course, is of persecution no doubt certain
for fir- engines. We hop*- something may c d- nc
people would Belfast.13 0 1 0 1 0 0 —6
thoroughly characteristic and will occasion no be sympathizing with them. One thing Is cer- Queen Citys.3 0 0 o 2 0 0 0 o—5 in tld« direction.
Time of game, 2 hours. First base on errorsurprise where Rust and his methods are tain if flic British government appealed to us
I in schools in the Belfast central
.is!"
wll
known, but these facts must relieve Chairman in behalf of the leader of those western atroci- Belfast,!*; Queen Citys, 4. First base onbnil*In on-*.,Mating u hterm
Belfast, 3; Conceit citys, j. Total called balls- Bel- open next Mom;a\
Brown in some degree of the blame bestowed ties we would resent it, and our
(
Striie.R
out—b\ Dilworth,
if
fast,
68,
Queen
dime
is
our
ity*,
schools
one
.•*•!
hope
teacher, Mis* Bat--. :m«
11; Oxley. *..
Left on bases—Belfast, 5; <t>..<
upon him, and hut for the defence he lias put
Stall department interfere in behalf of this
...There will
a -[•*•
al meet! *g
to*
City*, 6. Two base hits—Queen Citys, 1. Wild ; dropped
forth through interviews with a newspaper wretch, they will be plainly told to attend to pilches— Belfast,2—Queen Citys, 1. Cmplre, John j F'-’br.al sciiooi district at the High -'moo
ri
L. .Sullivan. Scorers—Belfast, ueo. I Keating;
Saturday afternoon, next, at 1 o’clock, t -cc wi.ai
correspondent would place him in a much bet- our own murderers.
Queen Citys, John Davis.
course the district will take in regard to the com
ter light before the public than he has of late
The actions of the lion. Simon S. Brown,
This game was the seventh Belfast has played
minces action in consolidating the interim- date
occupied. Evidently he accepted Rust's en- tin- otliee broker, have made the Democrats with the Queen Citys, the home team winning four. !
schools....Mr. B. .J. Hines, of Fairfield, has t-con
dorsement, on Dunton's papers without giving in this section ill at ease.
He is making The following are the dates and scores: The lirst ;
a? principal of the Fpper Grammar school
the matter further examination, and was thus it pay, we hear, and that is the secret of Dun- was at Bangor July 14—Belfast 6, Queen City* 7; engaged
]! In this city-Pupils who failed to
pass an ex tmtin* victim of misplaced eontidence.
Had Mr. ton's appointment. We expect such develop- Belfast. July 24—Belfast 10, Queen Citys 11; Ban- limtion for admission to ttie
High sch*»d and *
Brown been as fully posted as he ought to be, ments after the boodle lias been passed. The gor, July 28—Belfast L*, Queen Cites 1; Belfast, others mot
previously examined are. requested ’*>
such an endorsement would on the contrary howl of the dupes will lie savage. Then will July 31—Belfast !>, Queen Citys 0. This was the meet at me Fpper Grammar school, Monday morn
have been regarded as proof positive that come an exodus: men who have licked the forfeited game when Bangor refused to play after ing for examination.
their catcher was injured, although they had sub- j
something was rotten, and have prompted a political platter clean in every party will be- Btltutes
It was mentioned last week that Jerry Hunt; and
present. The umpire gave the game to Belthe backer of Paddy Ryan came to this city Pm tne
come convinced that they were deceived by the
special investigation of the case.
fast. At Belfast, Aug. 7—Belfast 7. Queen City*
profession* of reform on the part of Pillsbury 14, at Bangor, Aug. 18—Belfast s, Queen Citys 2; purpose of interviewing John I. Sullivan in n
and other pure exponents of that kind, and will at Belfast, Aug. 21 —Belfast '-.Queen Citys 5. Total gard to a mill between these two pugilists. 1
The Railroad Decision.
went out to Searsmont ami on their return to Bo?
be haunting the corridors of Republican con- —65 scores for Belfast, 4u for Queen Citys.
We publish in other columns the full text of
tun tol*i a Globe reporter that,
The Bangor Whig gave the following account of
ventions
as
with
the
look
of
again
same hungry
the recent decision in the railroad case and
John L., whom they found actively at work «>:,
Friday’s
game
san ! dags preparat- ry to hi- corning fig hr
wltr
trust it will have a careful reading.
It will be yore. They are all over the State and are as
About one hundred of the friend-of the Queen
Met afirev- at Cincinnati, was at first
little Mr
a set of political demirips as can
seen that it fully sustains the
Citys accompanied the nine upon Us excursion t>> wlien Mi. y nc.piainied him with t: 1.•
e<d «,f tnetr
policy of the old disreputable
cud, and wanted t- kn >w if Paddv tl
;i
board of directors, and is thus the best auswer be found on earth. How such soldiers of for- Belfast yesterday forenoon, and were greatlv dl*
meant business.
appointed at seeing them defeated in an exceeding
that could be made to the un< ailed for abuse tune came to the front of the Democratic party ingly close game of six to five. There was a great
J'Miii L. was assured on this point, and more
with which they were assailed. Now let us see is more than we can understand. They appear crowd to see the game, some estimating the number than that, that Rvan wished to have the uue-ti. r.
at 1,500, and there were without doubt l,2u0.
Tic
of superiority settled forever in a fight wrd -i
to guide it' councils and the old faithful memwhat the policy of the present directors is to he.
umpire was the pugilist John L ^uillvan, and he should i.e to a finish, with hard gloves. >ui!\ n
bers of the party have to take a back seat. Long gave very good satisfaction to both nines, being said this would suit him to a T. and then a-kco
very lucky In making the close derisions. The iiii"iit the stakes. Ryan’s friend* lntirm.;-:
The demoralization in the Mail service con- unselfish devotion to Democracy counts for Queen Citys outbntled the Belfast*, making ten hit-* Paddv would tight for a couple «»f tin
.1
with a total of eleven, to six for their opponents,
I
\\ inner to take two thlr-is of the gate r. p
hr
man
who
comes
last
is
first
and
the
tinues. A part of the newspaper mail due nothing.
but they were outfielded. Donahue niad« a very
the io.-er one-third. Sullivan i*■ I.- ■;
here Saturday night was received Monday first arc last. From what we see in the paper* costly error, and Ktrmes, the *>rilliant third base
proposition with favor, provided tat
man on the Melrose team, made -v-vera! and these
should he lost in having tlic >n;:I*•
.if
night—fS hours behind time from near Maine* of the day we judge that the Mugwumps are j aided the Be I fasts greatly. Oxley pitched a mag g"i
Rvan wa- igru
through with McCnfl'r.
to mis. -id hi.- amuas-nd r- ret in u. !
cities—part Tuesday night, and the remainder not happy at the course of tilings. We shall nificent game and was well supported In D<mov
11 mnde a very difficult lly -ateh aim Ray got Li
ac.jiinint ineir favorite with the ;ininp
will probably get here by the lime tin* Centre see and hear of strange doings on their part De- Hu
his usual two base lilt.
The Belfast-* placed
sires.
Lincolnville post office ease i-. settled, of fore we are many years older. The entrance of a good game in the field. Par-'-ns, -f Pittsfield.
s arrived t•
t
The
jm•• at
covered
second.
Queen
ft;B.
F.
Bottler, button hole bouquet and squint, is
'I'll.- Mft rmi Mu: <.-!■ of
course no on**, unless it was a deluded Mugeleven o’clock last evening. Tbo\ think that hey
..not of the fluid at Hampton R.-ads •-1.%
not raiculutc-1 to promote Mugwump digestion.
had very bad bmk in losing the game, but report
wump. b?iie\ed the Democrats meant anything
on
<>f
We
the part
the Belfast*.
were
the Rebel M. arm r Merrima-- a- 1 th. I-. u
good usage
i- !’■
by their civil service reform professions, hut it Butler i' an epitome of the Democratic party. unable to obtain a detailed score of the game.
I'be frigate ( ougre**, under
inman
F.i
is remarkable that the lirst place they struck He cares for nothing but power and has no.
BELFAST vs. Ml II \LS.
Smith, formerly f Belfast, as- durr.-d an
senn it s about its attainment.
He will be a
to provide for their very hungry and very
About 200 people witnessed the game in thi- city
g-iiunit commander killed. In the Ar.gu-M cnr.irv
candidate of that party for governor in the near
thirsty was the postal service, the efficiency
Tuesday afternoon, between the Belfast and tlm Medical Hirer-tor F Uvard "inppei, r-dure- t
future and they will support him. The heft of
of which has been greatly impaired by the
Mutuals, "f Boston. The game proved an Interest- f -iiowinir which wi.i interc-i ur readers :
1 new
“After Limb <milh wa- killed, it i:
f
appointees and which bids fair to go from the party believe in him and he knows it, hence ing one and resulted in a >ei>re of a to <> in fa >r of
his
in
dare
We
live
in
deviltry
politics.
strange ti»e home team. While the Mutual* were white- alicr ladder, on the gun-deck-d P.t > -r*_r<■ -•*.
I had to worse.
writer took from Ills body Id- watm, ar,
times. The Prohibitory party are laboring to washed they played a good game, and hut fora id and one shoulder
oeinu
rn
J
strap, t hr otln
muff of Lawton, in the right field, the game would
the shell which kiile-l him. 1w. r-The San Francisco (Cal.) Journal of Com- build up the Democratic party with the hope
time
t
sent
ids
father.
When
w
u
am
of destroying the Republican.
Then they ex- have been 1 to 0. The Belfast* played their usual burning
,1
snip Smith’- body was pi.a.v
merce, speaking of the “Nationality of the
good game. Colburn, centre-field, made one of the and |owere*i out of the Mil-port, -lir u«,-i.
to add the entire Republican party to their
Wheat Fleet,” says “the number of wheat ves- pect
it wa? one of the wo 1.1 tided
F Ml ring r no I
-wlittle side show and extend the Maine system handsomest running llv catches ever seen on a ball lug slimmer \ hiiiral Smith’s l.ousr
lug
U'a-nii-.u.'on
sels for the harvest year of lssl-o exceeded
-if
field. The Mutual* did riot make a single
was entered by
ali over the country. This is a rosy view to
urglars, and, armm_ *f i.* ;• mg-,
those of 1SS3-4 by 7-S or over 30 per cent. There
Dilworth, and the home team made but four if tiie inm-li valued watch of h;s dea I
was -arrb
take. Can it succeed? We think not. There
.T by them. The newspapers, ’.n r«•.• vmthe
was an increase of 2o per cent, in the number
Kerrigan. Dilworth struck out 16 umu. and Kerri\ r-i th-dwelt upon the il.-tre-s ..c.-a*; *t
arc thousands of good Republicans
robbery,
will
who
of vessels sailing under the British flag, and
gan 5. The following i* tin- detailed -••ore
".
Admiral by the b-s of tiie iiiemcu
nt'B
never follow such a lead.
There
are no Demoto
BELFAST.
surprise of the family, thev
one of (JO per ct nt. in those under the American
j WHOthe :.\
.-x press, with a .rttu !• f f-.,11 tillcrats to recruit for a prohibitory party.
We
A.B. 1C. IK 1 K. 1'.O. A. K.
flag, showing a much greater increase numerid.-i- a: mg it tinhad known tne hif
<•.
2
never met a believer in
who had Knowlton,
w aid. ihev had taken,
prohibition
:m
nothing iv«"! 1 uh-.
n
l
cally and proportionately in the latter than 1u
Edwards, IK. 1
I them to touch it.”
in that party. There are temper- F. E. Cottrell, .. 1
any
o
2
standing
the former. So far as San Francisco is conF. V. Cottrell, s. s. 4
1
aim- Democrats who arc abstainers, but they
Ml' 'II if..
Mr. K. '.. 1 **■!!< ;!♦•!• i'. of this nly,
cerned the question of an American mercantile
o
1
0
1
0
Thompson, 1. f.. 3
are not in favor of sumptuary laws.
The pro- Walker, 2b. 4
0
0
0
j mittco suicide last Friday nw-rri.iiu, kdlin. ;:::;!•»«•
marine is solving itself as well as In other di1.
r.
2
M.
f.3
I
1
Cottrell,
hibitionist who wishes to destroy the Republiab.i
| instantly. Ilf wa-an unmarried man,
rections.”
;
l>il worth, i'.
id.' years, a native of
I:
anideu. and has *>• .m
can party is simply killing the goose that laid
2
0
Colburn, e. l!. 1 0 o 0
fast about three years, driving im trt.cn ii-am -.f
Friday, with u stiff breeze blowing, the Bos- the golden eggs. No party during this century
i»
4
1
27 24
Totals.35
1.. A. Kiiowlton, ami living in Mr l\
t.m.'
and for a long period after will do what the
ton sloop beat tlie New Yorker over the New
Ml II AI.S.
I'emlleton was of a nervous teinperame'
and «.\
t
York Yacht Club course, 20 miles to windward Republican party has for the suppression of inA.B. K. IB. T.B. I'.Ci. Y. 1.
•.
trouble l with sleeplessness, wl -m mad.- hi'
0
and return, 11 m. 12 •*., with time allowance. temperance. The Democratic party cannot do Bresnanan, s. s.
o
e
0
o
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pomlcnt at llnms. Friday morning Mr. Frick K
Batsman, c. f.. 3
Iu Saturday’s race, with alight breeze, the Pris- anything. It is built upon a brewery and dis- Wise, 3b. 3
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p*-' ear',
tiray, w no also bve** at Mr. kn<>w M m
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2
cilla beat the Puritan .*> minutes and l i seconds, tillery. It has the solid support of a people Kerrigan, p.3
and says Pendleton railed him an i ,-v I. "1 feel
1
n
o
0
0
1
Ahern, 1. f.
and Monday, with more wind, the Puritan was who were raised upon beer and whiskey. No Sullivan, c.
"
o
o
5
l
7 badly this morning 1 wish v-m w<ml t
"
0
o
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3
room avrnb"
again the winner. She has won two of the power upon earth can change this at present. Callahan, 2b.
Mr. lira/ stopped with !'•
0
0
0
3
1
Brennan, lb.
Our foreign born people are in favor of unre- Lawton, r. funtil the latter got up. Pendleton performed tm
three races.
3
o
u
0
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1
stricted sale of drinks. You cannot revulutionmorning chores an.mi. the house and -t.a'
b
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Totals.
The Bridgeton News says of Gen. Neal i/e those
not come to breakfast. A out seven •Vjo.-k Mr
habits by a statute. We must educate
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Dow: “It is no doubt now the deliberate and
ii I f *••
n
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Mutuals.i
tloor,
ithe St. John movement, and he is quite likely
century before our people will become in favor
Time of game 1.45.
First base on error.-, Belfast
side. Coroner Wilsou was -.unm.,•..
to be found in the next Presidential campaign
First bn-e on callo'l Kails, Belfast
11; Mutuals ;.
ot extirpating this terrible curse. As long as
the
remains
and
tic
cirmmnaming
l
Mutual- 1. Tidal ailed nails, Belfa-t h', Mutu | viewing
supporting Senator Colquitt of Georgia as the tin1 Democratic party can profit by evil it will 2;
! stances, deemed an in-1 .m-t ut re- -.—ary. The
a Is BO.
struek out. b> Kerrigan 5. Kv hEwn-iii
P:i«-cd bailProhibitory candidate for President.”
do so. W hen it is for their interest to open their Left on bases, Belfast 7; Mutual- t
hie was deliberate: planned
lb na
ashe : w
Mutualsi;. Wild pilehes, Belfast 1. Mutuals I. <n.r
primaries with prayer they will hire a chaplain. on bases, Belfast 3; Mutuals 13. Empire > A. sticks upon either *1 le. of me barrels, tic cn i- proThe Boston Journal in a recent controversy,
We say these things without intending any Parker. Scorer Con. I. Keating.
jecting two im lies beyond the imt/.zle of riu- iw.
as in former ones, proved too
CATGUT ON THE FLY.
many guns for sneer against that
ver.
The eu Is of the -tick- even place
Its leaders will never
party.
i the Herald. The election of Col. Z. A. Smith,
Belfast lias played seventeen games this season,
right eyebrow when the rev -Ivor was -ii-*- harg< i.
The trouble with
go beyond the rank and tile.
of the Journal, as president of the First Maine
the bullet entering the innei '■orner ->t i.'c ri_ 1.r.
eleven and losing six.
the Republican party N their will.
That winning
tie
.end
eye, passing
•mp'"trly
Heavy Artillery Association thus seems pecul- has
Considerable money changed hands Frida r.
brought defeat upon It. Votes count,
breaking the skull at the rear. The bullet did not
After the first Inning, when the game stood 3 to : in
iarly appropriate.
not sentiment.
But for this third prohibitory
The body wa« taken in < amden \>;;;rfavor of the Queen Eltys, the Bangor men put out pass mt
Mr. Pendleton was a young Mian
Ex-Treasurer Adams, of the Framingham, party the Republicans would have elected their money freely.
day for nuria.
of good habits, of a kindly disposition and u as ,vi
Mass., Savings Bank, whose accounts are under- Blaine. But for it they would carry nearly if
|
of
Belfast
while
not
a
the
nine,
Colburn,
good
eked, d ue family have the sympathy -f ,i
going examination, committed suicide at the not all tlie free .States. It may accomplish the hatter. Is the best base runner on the team. In | orally
I in their sad afillctiou.
bank Monday afternoon.
Domestic troubles ruin of the Republican party, hut it will not Friday’s game he made liirce of the six runs and
are thought to have had
NINE Feet Oxen.
An Enterpri*it /
something to do with build up its own in a way to control a nation.
played without an error.
men

are

local

cent has

one

worms

Monday evening

been received.

1
0

0
First base on errors—Belfast Juniors, 19, Liver
3.
First base on balls— li. J.’s, In; Llverpads,
pads,
1. ‘Struck out—By G. S. Pendleton, 7; Eaton, 0.
Wild pilches—(4. S, Pendleton, 1. Eaton 3. Passed
balls—J. B. Pendleton, 3; McLaughlin, 7
Two
base hits—Gilmore, J. B Pendleton, Ward, French,
Howe*. Three base hits—Linbv. Home run—Tavlor. Balls called—Off Pendleton. 76; off Eaton, I3>.
Strikes called—Pendleton, 12; Eaton, lo.
Time—2
h. 25 m. Empire, I. M. Cottrell.

effect, but up to this time not

Fierce, in this city, has completely subdued

the

that have heretofore infested his grap
cry. Twice per week this season he has burned
tobacco in his green house, which has completely
destroyed all insect life. His grape vines and fruit

posted

t<» that

mass

David

In

The Western Union Telegraph
company is ready
to receive subscriptions to the (.rant .Monument
fund and the office In this city has a notice

j

a

A. D. Bean’s

A queer accident occurred at a house in this
city
day last week. The plastering of the ceiling

yacht Juno, with a Bath party on
our harbor Inst
week, and sailed for
Bar Harbor on Saturday for a week’s cruise. .Mr.
Balpli Finery of Belfast, accompanied the pariv to

E.
6

Capt.

one

Bar Harbor.
IB. T.B.
11
1
1
2
2
i
2
2
2
u
0
2
5
0
0
2
3

R.

present bids fair to be

Some trees In

were

was

carriage. Fortunately

Injured.

good pear season.
orchard, in this
city, have to be propped up to support the great
weight of the fruit. David Fierce also reports a
large yield of pears in his orchard.

people drove to the
Sunday.

our

on

eighteen vessels in this port on Saturday,—one ship, one brig, eight three masted
and
the balance two masters. Thirteen
schooners,
of the number were built In Belfast.

2
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14 1
4 0 2
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ground and vicinity

wheel from bis

one

no one was

1
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0
4
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6
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0
1
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0
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4
4
2
1
4
3
0
3
1

0
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meeting.

T.B. P.O. A. E.

BY INNINGS.

1
Belfast Juniors-0

attract attention and our Mayor will
strong candidate before the people. Our
opinion is that he will have the sympathy of
the President. He will be the administration
candidate. It will be a strange night to see the

Dana Southworth collided at the ball grounds
Friday with a team containing several young ladles

i

The grounds about the North Primary school
house have been drained and
graded agreeable to a
vote passed at the last school

LIVERPAD8.

a

to

are patterning after
following is the score in detail ;

4
4
5
4
4
4
1
4
4

Campground”

It is estimated th.it 400 of

The Juniors

s. ..
Parker, r. f.

to

part\ in Maine rallying to enforce the Maine
law. But we may sen ft. It does not require
much sagacity to see that the President means

The

Libby,

paign will

be

runs.

Seniors.

A.B. R.

the Democracy. In any
prize
precious
event a row is on the hands of our brethren.
The movement to make Mayor Deering the
Democratic candidate upon a platform of enforcement of the prohibitory law is being quietly pushed. Gen. Dow lias this matter near his
heart and will direct the movement on the part
of the extreme temperance men.
This cam-

cows.

camp

Gilmore, lb. 5

settled. Mr. Cleaves has become,
question
we hear, a positive candidate and the friends of
Bradbury and Anderson are loud In their complaints against him. Anderson's friends charge
Cleaves with being the author of certain attacks upon their chief, and vow vengeance.
Kither profess to prefer the other to the Judge
and this may lead to a dark horse.
If so, our
genial friend, John B. liedman, may get the

Boring recited to them, last year at Bangor,
that their population of 650,060 possessed 64.480 farms with a value of $102,357,000: that
they had 87,S4.H horses, 43,000 oxen. 150,845

Juniors, and were defeated In a score of 34 to 7. In
the third Inning the Juniors gave them a
rattling

BELFAST JUNIORS.

to

so

“All aboard for the
cry about the streets.

the

is not

New England States, Maine boasts bv far the
most extensive agricultural area. Her territory
is all but imperial in this respect. President

of

of fourteen

every year and will be a
our people.
Politics are quiet. The
President has lied to the Adirondacks and any
office-seeker who would dare seek him there
would feel that an ice bath was his fortune.
The harvest is at hand but the Custom House
enue

NEWS OF BELFAST AND VICINITY.

OP THE l'AST WEEK.

Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 19th, the Llverpads,
Northport, came to Belfast ami engaged the

The numIt will Insource of rev-

crease

The Massachusetts Ploughman, after enumerating the complete arrangements made for the
coming New England Fair at Bangor, says:
“The fotegoing statements, almost wholly in
detail as they are, will prove more efficient than
any other form of appeal to New England outside of Maine, to come over In positive numerical force to this great exhibition of the agricultural wealth of this entire section. Of all the

milch

RIEL,

THE GAMES

A

the cool haunts of our good State.
ber is larger this year than before.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.

quality

Base Ball.

DEERING AS

[Correspondence of the Journal.]
Portland, Aug. 24, 1885. The heat and
lethargy of dog days has driven thousands to

Republican Journai Publishing Co.
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When

Sigma.

read that

million eggs
imported into this country during the three
mouths ending March 31,1SS5, we feel like exhorting the American hen, in the words of the
immortal bard to “lay on.”
we

over

one

Fish

were

says:

Fishing. The St. Croix Courier
The herring and line fisheries of Grand
and

Manati

are being interfered with by the
presschools of dog fish in the island waters.
The fishermen are beginning to feel discouraged
and the prospects of reaping a good harvest is
not encouraging—A mackerel lately seined
off the coast of Grand Manan had a galvanized
tack measuring three quarters of an inch in
length embedded in its body immediately behind the left ear. How it came there is a mystery. It is proposed to send the fish to the
Nnitbsonian Institute.One of the State
Fish Commissioners recently placed forty black
bass in Washington pond, a tributary’of the
Medomak river.
ence

After careful weighing of the facts, the conclusion seems inevitable that the President has
made a mistake iu pardoning the Cincinnati
police officer Mullen, says the Portland Advertiser. That is correct.
A very fishy story comes from Bar Harbor.
Mr. A. K. Coukiing, a nephew of Roscoe, is re-

of

ported to have challenged an officer of the flag
ship Tennessee lor speaking disrespectfully of

j

Widow to medium—Is my husband happy in
| the spirit land?
Gen. Grant.
“Yes, perfectly so, madam. He has everything his soul desires.”
Mr. and Mrs. Blaine attended a reception on
“Then, thank heaven, he's got it at last.”
“Got what, madam?”
board the flag ship Tennessee at Bar Harbor,
“A post office.” [Chicago Ledger.
Monday. Mr. Blaine was received with great
Here is a hint to very hungry and very thirsty
enthusiasm and a salute of 12 guns was tired iu
Democrats. Let them emigrate to the spirit
Ids honor.
land.
In his oration at the Chautauqua commencement Rev. E. E. Hale, of Boston, pronounced
the narrative English of Gen. Grant the best
narrative English that has been produced in this

The so-called mad-stone cures that are so
often reported are fallacious. There is uo
efficacy in stones of any sort when applied to
the bite of a rabid dog.” [Philadelphia Times.
If a stone is judiciously applied to the dog at
the right time it will, however, prove the ounce

country.
A correspondent of the Boston Transcript has
discovered “an earthly paradise almost within a half days ride of Boston.” Probably the

neighbors do

not

Courtney has
he

saw

of

last

won

a race.

the boats of bis rivals behind him.

Calais envies the enterprising spirit of Mouland other places may well do so.

ton

The appointment of

new and inexperienced
positions of trust in the Internal Revenue Department is yielding its legitimate fruit
in the shape of expensive blunders and frauds
on the Government by sharpers, who take advantage of the inexperience of the new officials

This is muster week at Augusta. The gallant
militia went into camp Tuesday.

men

Mrs. Hall, the alleged Bath murderess, has
been cleared.
There was

a

killing

frost

in the Northwest

The Boston “brick sloop” takes the cuke.

pound of

Bankers, brokers, merchants and representative men of various other classes agree that the
continued coinage of silver is detrimental to the
best interests of the country, and that it behooves the government to repeal the Blaud act,
which authorizes the coinage of $24,000,000
annually, without further delay.

This time

Monday.

a

cure.

keep bens.

at

prevention that is better than

to

to

carry out their schemes.

Henry M. Stanley denies the charges recently
published as to the extreme unhealthfulness of
the Congo country and its worthlessness for
I commercial purposes or as a place of residence.

I

1 hi* other

Knowlton, the Belfast catcher, goes to Andover Academy Sept, sth, when the season for the
Belfast team will end. If games are played after
that date It will doubtless be with a hired pitcher
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Arrangeineiu- i'.»r tin- ».ramie fe-ihai ai N'orlhport
Tliey are looking smooth as calves and as they an* '*ri' in
the hands «»f a local eommiltee consisting of
nicely matched are a very attractive l...»kl
pair T Howard
Murpiiy. » >s<ar Hill-and Arthur 1. Brown
cattle, ns well as being of mammoth prop..rti-m-.
and althfiigli the programme is not «juite ready fur
re j
They are red in color with w hite faces, an
| puhlieation, the indications arc that a good and
good representatives of the grade Hereford st--k.
p!c;i-ant .ccasion will l*e the result. The date has
They are without doubt the nicest pair of ,>w. b, open lixed for
Sept. 15, In, and 17 This is part
Waldo county. Mr. Cates also has a nice pah that
t
a c
1111; 111> 11 a I «■ Mr. Hiram Buggies, Supcrintondgiri something over eight feet. Tin* four have been ant of the ground-, in- lining an
engagement that
sold to A. J. Libby, of Oakland, for ?7 .a, and wi
ink. s him away the second week in s.-pt. and as he
probably be exhibited at the State fair- tin-- dab ha-- kindly furni-hc: the grounds free and tender
...

were

advertised to

play in Belfast

Monday, but failed to pul in an appearance.
The manager telegraphed (lint all their catchers
were disabled and they would come to Belfast on

on

The Belfasts consider the
dishonorably broken.

another date.

we

of James II. Cates, of Jackson, n> again
nine feet oven of which so much has

and catcher.
The Portlands

day

I’i

j
,

—

much

In two separate cases in Chicago, Wednesday, bills for divorce were filed, tiie evidence
heard, and the decrees granted in just 30 minutes apiece for each suit. One was obtained
by the wife of cx-County Commissioner Coburn;
and the other by a man named Jackson. A
decree within 30 minutes of filing a bill is believed lo be the fastest time ever made, and
heats all previous records iu that city.

THIS CUSTOM HOUSE CONTEST.
PROHIBITION CANDIDATE.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 27, 18S5.

fectually.

We need not lie minute in any details inasas our observations in this respect are not
Intended ns anything more than illustration or
argument. The bill commits to us power over
only the sum of $10,863, which came from a
payment of rent in November, 1882, and that
sum, as already indicated, mav properly be
applied by the company upon its debt.
Under the circumstances of tiie case, no
costs to he recovered by any party.
Decree according to the opinion.
Walton, Virgin, Libbey, Foster and llaskell,
J. J., concurred.

Letter from Portland.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

(.

contract

The receipts of Friday’s game were .*272. About
1,200 people were Inside the fence and from 200 to ami then will be turned Into oeef. Tin -\• ■:.
3oo were In trees and on the fence looking over. It
i been before noticed in the Journal, out they atis safe to say that 1,500 people witnessed the game, !
really worth more than a passing mention. It r<
a
larger number than ever before witnessed a ! quires capital, skill, perseverance, ami de-<•: n p
game of ball in Belfast.
! the object in view, to raise such cattle. Of cour-c
Belfast probably has more hoodlums in it than | it is necessary to have good bloodt d stock to begin
in
the
or
entire
small,
any city, large
country.
with. Mr. Cates lias another pair started. They
The nine, of course, should not be held responsible
for the disgraceful conduct of the above element. ; are grade Hereford- and arc beautic-. One, •> mo-.
| Bangor Commercial.
I old, girls 4 ft. s in., the other, t mo,-, old, girts 4 ft.
The Bangor crowd which came here on Friday
2 in. If feed and care amount to anything he will
j
were accompanied by two policemen in uniform.
have a big pair to show in four years from now.
They fought among themselves and it was the He also lias a Hereford bull J years old, got
by one
drunkest crowd that ever struck Belfast.
of the animals imported by Mr. Burleigh.
Mr.
|
The Bangor crowd did not have an opportunity Cates lias for years furnished parties in Belfast
to use the tin horns they brought to tills city last with beef and he
highly prizes the Hereford stock
Friday. We understand they came provided with : for this purpose. He usually has several pairs of
horns
and
had
the
won
Queen Cit>s
sixty
they ! oxen of various kinds and qualities on band. He
they would have raised the town. After the defeat ; also usually lias a number of horses suitable for the
they compromised on a different kind of a horn and ; different needs of work and driving, but ha- nothgot jolly drunk. On the way to the boat some fell j lug particularly valuable just now. He has made
off the sidewalk, while others made sorry exhibia specialty of sheep in past years, wintering from
tions of themselves.
one to two hundred each winter. He recently made
Belfast people ought to he very proud of their
| quite an addition to his barn, which is now seveutyapologies for police officers. Tiie men on duty
feet in length. He has a tub constantly tilled
Friilay were so full of rum that instead of having five
a tendency to keep good order they only made mat- ! with pure running water in ills yard, and with his
worse.
is
ters
It
said that one of the guardians of the
various sheds and outbuildings has everything arpeace (?) carried a large, old fashioned horse pistol, and the other a huge billy which he was as like- ranged to do his work comfortably ami well. Ills
farm Is well located in a compact body and Is under
ly to use on a peaceable as a warlike person. [ Ban
gor Commercial.
good cultivation and easily carried on. ills land
The above Is a lie.
being highly dressed produces large quantities of
The Boston Post of Friday said
hay and forage crops. His slaughter house is a
valuable adjunct to the farm ami the hogs make
John L. Sullivan Is to umpire a game of base ball
at Belfast to-day. John don’t know much of any- themselves valuable In their
place. We have writ
the
about
we’ll
bet
but
the
lemonade
rules,
thing
I ton this article because we believe that the man
there won’t be any kicking over Ids decisions.
There was no kicking.
When the Post says who invests his capital with the desire to make the
John L. don’t know much about the rules of the j most of that line which he may represent, and thus
i
him elf but bis lowu, county
game it does so evidently to give point to a joke, to beuelit not only
but the assertion is untrue. John L.’s umpiring and State, deserves to be encouraged in bis effort.
him in this particular case as in many others,
gave universal satisfaction and he conducted him- { With
self lu a gentlemanly manner, winning applause it has been a financial success which we hope may
from all.
I be his good fortune In the future also. [Brusque.

j

<

1 nth'

u'.'o

a-

tii

f

.vimrtosie- and faeilities it I- hut due to
Him and conform to hi- wishes and pleasiiuj. h as possible.
Another reason is that
week in

Septi-uh er the N.-w Kngland fair
Bangor and many patrons will wish iattend both this and the festival, and by having an
j
intervening week they will he enabled t-> get their
work along and he in better trim to leave home
again. Admission to the grounds and ground for
tenting will be free, the railroad and boat ar
rangements are nearly completed, and it would
seem that with good weather the affair must lie a
grand success. The Maine fVntral railroad will
’.s

s.t

held at

-ell ticket- overall their lines
for

road

one
can

member
!

j

grounds.

Belfast and

return

Somerset

\\
Lang,
Committee, on the
Similar arrangements, It l- hoped, may

of

the

Kxecutive

he had with the Knox A
Tim

to

Those coming over tinobtain free return tickets of
fare.

Lincoln It. It. and others.

Portland, Ml. Desert A

Marhias steamboat

j

line will carry and return passengers h> Rockland
i for one fare. The Bangor A Boston boats will
Bangor,
carry for less than half fare rates, vi/
Hampden, Winterport, Rr.cksport and return $1;

Searsport, 50 ets.; Camden,

05

ets.,

Rockland, 75

I

ets.

;

hoped the local committee may arrange

The Cobb and ttie lb-well boats will carry and
i return for one fare the round (rip, touching at all
the landings between Bangor and Northport. It Is

]

to

have

a

boat connect close with the trains and take out oxeursions In the Intervals. Perhaps a clam bake
may be provided for those who desire to partake
of this accessory to picnic and festival occasions
Remember, the date for the annual festival of the
Maine Stale Grange is September 15, 1*5, 17, the

local arrangements for which will bo under the
auspices of the Waldo County Grange. Among
the speakers already secured are state Master
Robb* ami lion. /.. A. Gilbert, Slate Lecturer D.
j II. Thing, Howard Owen and others, beside the
| local talent of Waldo ami adjoining counties.

Tuesday

County Teachers Institute will be
Oct. 20 and 21.

The Waldo
held

ported

at

.tin

Ellingwood, of Belfast, lias been npinted a member of the medical board of pension
a miners for Waldo county.
We do not learn that
third appointment lias been made.

!>r. A. C.

The late arrival from

Boston

the hurricane deck of the steamer Penobscot between Camden and Rockland. Her clothes buoyed
her up until a boat reached and rescued her in an
exhausted condition. She belongs to a respected
family. Insanity is supposed to be the cause of

Saturday of the

steamer Penobscot and the unsettled appearance
of the weather caused a postponement of theBooth

Atwood, of Wintcrport, will sell the impleexhibition at his building at the Fair
»,i
'.-.'is, Bangor, to he delivered after the fair and
invites tanners and others to call and Inspect
Fr>

iii.-

F., daughter of F. W. Smith, of Rockland,
attempted suicide Monday night by jumping from
(Jena

the act.
Those who wish to attend the
To Bangor.
Eastern and New England Fairs at Bangor, next
week, will have an excellent opportunity to do so

hay excursion, to the great disappointment of
happened, Saturday night and Sunday
was exceptionally tine.

on

many. As it.
the weather

Drowning

them.

Quantebacook.

at

Little

steamer

on

Deer,

May Field.

The boat will leave Hara-

dan’s wharf, in this city, on Wednesday and ThursIndian, who with others has been selling medday mornings at 7.30 o’clock, and return same day
at Searsmout, was drowned in (Juantehaconk
after the trotting. Fare $L for the
Pond Friday, by the capsizing of a boat In which immediately
round trip.
he was sailing alone. lie was a good swimmer,
The Steamer CamMoonlight Exclusion.
but was encumbered by a pair of leather breeches
and becoming entangled in the lily pads was un- j bridge was one hour late in arriving here on Tuesable to reach the shore. The body w as recovered ; day on her moonlight excursion. Quite a number
an

Thomas B. Severance, who was shot at Rockland
Mon ;a\, an account of which may be found in the
1-

Maine

news,

and

brother

a

native of

a

a*t

Knox, in this county,
Severance, of Searsmout,

dame.-

ot

dacoh Severanc

!

!,

al

icine

of Montana.

e,

He

alive

was

count-.

a'

and buried.

1111";; >ers of
the ( hataqua Seaside Circle
linliy invite all persons visiting or stopping in
who are members ot the General Class, to
1 m evening with them at their rooms in the
-i church parlors, High st.
Meetings every
W. .nesday, half past seven P. M.

Tutlie,

of mis
of

ii.

itv, who is

and

the

advertising
Norwalk, Ohio, claims that it

Mrs. E. O. Field.W.

for tin

i- an

■

a

his house and

to

in

■

inspect the in-

F\ut:s. Tickets to Bangor by the B
will !>e sold in Belfast and Sears
■o,i for the round

the fair
I-_-in

II

i\

1,
v\

v

Bagiev,

writes:
the 11th

on

some

chilly

fine music.

Campmeeting at Maple Drove, West Searsport, begins tin- evening of the 27th, and continues
A large force of workmen
over tw * Sundays.
have been putting the ground in shape. This
•
nmpmecting i- rapidlv growing In favor with
dose who like a real old fashioned Camp-meeting.
U. B. swan will deliver during the meetings his
great lecture on the Orient, aided by a pair of
Btcrcoptieans. Prominent speakers have been cnc iged and a good time Is expected.

Capt
Inst.,

A, *suiMaster of tlie Chapman
was here this week, the guest of
1- hrolher-in-law, in Irondale.
1
one,her, <K*org<- IV Kelly, of
no G Master Moulder in an
\.
n
i.u f-of.police.
-tin office of
\ arren, 1 W'. H. K( I i v, a thrivon«|ness, and winning the.
-rI
grandsons of the late
v\
r\ ille Mai!.

cleared the fa
death.
niid

hen

an w

he lived

at

the time

ever

l

.Hi

vl.

Fred A.

in full for this year’s tax.
usual.’’ This is the third

his

f

honest in his business relations,
commanded the respect of the comtnuui

He

as

was

You take the lead

been the first collector to pay the state l
a Bo paid the county tax In full, £4,41U.

!i

as

that Mr. Carle

season

x

Hr has

ty. He leaves a widow and one son and many
friends and acquaintances to mourn hi* loss.

of Connecticut,

I) I., ll. 1 .ii-by, Mule
who is encamped on the shore of Penobscot Bay
e.'itagers and tenter- have been very much
tsiicd a letter in the (dispel Banner to
annoy e*l several nights lately hy a noisy crowd 01 } ii
roughs who perambulate th.- grounds, and not sat j .me portions of which wc lake exceptions. Alter
tirified with making late night hideous, have been
describing the beautiful surroundings of the bay
defacing, injuring ami destroying property, such
;t
breaking. down and carrying off signs, gates,
and writing of the Methodist and spiritual camp\*., and ohstr«icilii_ toad-and park-. We are a!i
grounds lie says:
inquiring whether me town lias a constable her'
Belfast wears the air of a quiet country village.
Ii
-o why
he fnils to attend to hi- duty.
•.o 1 if
mi’-'
a city although It numbers <>nh about
hv
sendmake
an
a
be
to
in!-:
a good plan
example
ere the waning of the shipbuilding
mu i-eople.
more of these royslerers up to Belfast (
ing one
has ceased. The people appear
pv
o
growth
>ra
Breeze.
la.
N->rthport
,k there is no need of haste. Kvcryone moves
The scenes both Inside and outside the grounds
tsurely, no one seems to h« in a hurry unless U is
If there he a picnic .-r a party organ,
-:
t. -ician.
i.
iay wert simply disgraceful. Dninkemn-s
the merchants and business men will close
abounded and drunken men displayed bottle- in
and
their stores
shops and go away for the day.
Then ought to be
f Hie Waverly House.
fMH.it
Ste-h is the quiet and easy life of the people. Ke1
is liheral There are tw o churches
Belfast
such
and
iuiouslv,
of
demonstrations
-onie way
stopping
of this class, the I'uitnrian and fniversalist. The
the most effectual way would be to stop the sale ol
|.,rmei contains people of wealth and a congregation of about *J'iu Ti'c latter ha> men of means and
liquor.
Ilev. Mr. Dregory, the. pasa larger congregation.
Tin. New Knulam) Faih. Next week the New
tor -»! our church. m:* been here two years ami lias
He i> a very talented young man
Fngland and Kastern State l airs will be held at
iii-t resigned.
doubt soon lie called to an important
Maplewood Park, Bangor. The following notes of :,,„i will no
liel-i. Ii-1 is a native of North Carolina.
local interest are from the Bangor \\ big
Mr. Libby evidently does not write from person
.Jamc- A., the fast horse owned by Dr. Pierce.
No one
ai knowledge, and has been misinformed.
<.f -tockton, hn- arrived at Maplewood Park P*
trail for the Fair-Mr. A. <*. Hunt, of Belfast.
cv-w -aw our merchants and business men close up
will
assist
till"'
Far
-dd
an
man,
Superintendent 11n ir ,-tores and
shops to go off for a day’s picnic.
Beal it, the horse department. Mr. Hunt's xten
and
-i\c
knowledge of horses ; \\ m n Mr. Libby describes the scenery in this vi
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wlli re'.-ter him m lnvnlunblc aid in this depart
meni.Hon. Fred Atwood's new building at
Maplew *,! is fast approaching emiipbllor,. Mr.
Atw.. with ids usual liu**iiiess energy and enterprise i- pushing the work and also making ready
his exhibit, which will eclipse anything ever be
fun show n by him. The building will In* connect
rd with Hie Tei* plpme FArhange, and it is hope'!
that tin
Western t idon Telegraph ( ompany may
he also indue* ! to run "lie of their wire- into ilic
great ace. unmodaiimi
building, as It would b*
the publi* gem rally and vvouhl In- mu**h us- I. A.i
Hi
am•
•th**r large F’air grmttnls have telegraph
tiler*' should surely ne one lo re.
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was

in town last

this town, and Misses Jennie Davis and Lottie L.
Staples, of Belfast, were at the Northport <*amp
ground last week. They occupied No. Searsport

he

|

"•

—

handled

structive

in a

to our

manner

both

Interesting

farmers-Misses Hattie

and in>.

Nick-

and Lena Wallis left for Bar Harbor Tues-

erson

Herbert
day morning for one week’s recreation
Sanders, of Lowell, Mass., is in town for a few
—

weeks.

••

Home.

liiglit after a a* alt'»n : -w-ra! weeks. There
<
good ai:. mlaiiee of members
unity Dep-

town.

’hove

Ben.j. Hi"wit, Lme.oln\ille. Lstate of K. I, Howard, Montville, to Luge tie 1.. Pearson, same town
Kdward I
Hatch. ls;e*iior<>, to .Maria Hatch, same

■

vh'e

an.

iig

were

sisters

ami

bert,

present, :n well as other
Tne ev ening was very

tin’< and profitably passed, remarks 1 »y visitpatrons, select readings, declamation and
i.-ic mnking up the literary programme.
Union

ing

t"\vn.

v ail.-*, and >iher Harvest afford*
harmony ■,
farmer' and Jlicir \vive< <>f Waldo exeelleni

•ppoviiinjiu
I;

lor

—u

iti|

and

ntcMectual culture....

l.a-i lvn*»\, re-organized three
;ves, and tnougli not a
~prmg, .-i.
.*ge in numbers, yet is strong in the
Grange faith and seems to prize tne privileges
'•'•taint"* at
little e*»st.itrothers and sisters
ini

».range,

asi

a”'

•:ii

|
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|

l’.ej

'■ci

A

propose after UaiupUu ir weekly meeting-

i.vsi.

resume

-iievved energy .ami zenI strive to make
<«r;M.y a place vv.'ierc farmers and their
will love Jo
eri.
Rising Miu an'! sea-
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ai.
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llieir
vvivi

liave

heeii
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recent
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by
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K'izpbctli K.

Geo

Knowib»ii, l»*iia.*t,
Heirs

ol

to

Rossel!

Henri-

G.,

s.

S.,
Inhabitants of

v\

Parker. Belfast, to I nl.abiiants of same. Alfred
M. Plummer, M ntviile, t- * War 1 Ma-on, same town.
Ldw u K. Roberts, Fully. t< Nancy I. Bickford,
V.

Burnnam.
1

Kmma HerGould, Stillwater,
Mary F.. Herrick, seaysmont, to j

Bate-. Brook.-villt
Hattie 1*. I-cwis,

Beltnst.

j

town.

Belfast, to
Leonard, Belfast, to Inhabitants
(jM. 1,. McKinney, Lincolnville, to Benj.
-ante.
It. Maddoeks, Belfast, to
Brown, same town. v.
i icabiLnnts ol same.. Alfred K. Nickerson, SivanHeirs of
viilc, t< Wesley 1. Georye. >ear8port.
Michael O’Connell, Belfast, to Inhabitants of same.

an

-•

m-'eiii._

la

■

.Tame* II.
-nine

Caro

Wentworth,
Lowell.
•John

t<*

L

Rice,

Se.usport,

to

L.

W.

town. Frances II. shales itc als.,
Freu A. Harm, -ame town. Kstate of
une

Mcvens, Mary L Shute,
Robert Merle, Mr*. Ti*del 1*. Shaw, Belfast, to inhabitants of tiu! *ame. Nelson \ iekery & ais., Pitts-

v

!)

Steven-, Frank

-I.

only-The Grange excursion last week i>*
ips Uomi oassed oil pleasantly t^aite a num |
of (.ranger-* vveid
field, ; Susanna A. Cookson, -ame town. .Jane
from Prospect. Philip,U".
:• i-miles
i, the
Hu-T.sport »V K 11s worth K. M. Vales, Islesboro, !«• /.. \ Preble, same ti'wn.
>. •.•••iiteen
i:
ars loaded with Grangers started
Suit nil*' >K I C'AMI* Mkktino. The annua! *< don
1 si -•
two engines were required to
opened on Monday with about the usual attend
ii
1>. H. Thing, Mr. Gregory and other
ance, although many think the crowd is not so
-•
were proem
m-vi*ii star Grange,
-p- dvr
large as formerly. Oil Tuesday a •Journal rep
I
n.v mg Interesting meetings.
The busy
rcsentalive visited the grounds and had an interhaying is over mid the number will soon view w ith Superintendent Ruggles. He said there

I’m

■

o

•'“

••

••

i" termer

•'

Tne sociable last

Thursday

building this year, but every
w.a- wen attended :it»i a good time is re
thing about the grounds had been kept up to the
d
U
:
me* ling
Aug. 22d. Two pniposals usual standard. The roads are in good condition,
-nip were accepted. It was voted to well
repaired, and a look of thrift and cleanliness
o
1 nursday eve. Aug. 27th. The Grange
pervades the entire grounds. Twelve years ago
d
pro-,:, i\ !,.• hu<y conferring degrees for some I
when Mr. Ituggles was made superintendent the
:i
um
r of petitions were taken out for
society was in debt. He put a fence around the
1
f _• 'Milg names.Union Harvest
:
grounds, built a wharf and began improvement'
•’
i;t':!•< Vutiv,entertained WrtHo (.'<■.
which at one time involved an indebtedness of £10,-’1 ■’-■',l
I lie day was cool and although | 000. The interest has been met
promptly, beside keep
Ilooke. :lir iteuing quite two hundred
j ing up the general improvements. Mr. R. said

|.atn

w.-r

]>n

i‘
’’

limes

1

1,1
1

f 11

:>fe.-«

nt.

Fifteen granges in Waldo

\>y delegate.*; also Albion in
Mu r the opening exercises the
pievi<» is meeting were read and ap

-<

tins been but little

I

what is

needed is

more revenue.

About all the

income is from the ten cents admission, and this
after paying the interest account leaves but little

Cami*kn

The horse trot

riiursdav did

not

.at

West Camden last

amount to much.

Out "f twenty

night entries, only four horses put In an appear*
mii-e.
Only three minute class for a purse of $75
was trotted. The starters were Lucy M. hy Charles
Burkett. Dockland: Nellie B., by the Mudgett Bros.,
Be:List; Prince A., IL S. Moor, Rockland, and May
Lucy M. won
C»iie« n, Mr. Yates, of Yassalboro.
-t money, Nellie B. -coond, and Prince A. third.
Time. -1 41Knmvlton Brothers have just eonipleted ami shipped a very nicely finished* set of
blocks for a non ton yacht, being built for W. T.
Bush, of New York. The blocks are while ash
shells, lignumvitac bridges, brass rivets with brass
pin stops, and galvanized bindings... .The Amateur
Dramatic Company from Vinalliaven gave an entertainment at Meguntieook hall last Friday evening,
playing the “Octoroon.” They were greeted hy a
full house and all were well pleased with the play.
...Last Monday morning Mr. Edward Chapin,
recently a resident ot Swanville, and Mr. David
Co.tins, were out catching mackerel when Mr.
Chapin fell dead In the boat. lie was brought
home and Coroner lien. Bust of Bockport summoned. An impost was held and a verdict rendered that the cause of death was paralysis <>f the
heart. Mr. C. had been troubled for a long time
with an affect ion of the heart. He was aged sixty
seven, and leaves a widow too sons and a daughter.
_Our village schools all begin their fall and
winter terms on Monday the 14th day of .sept,
next with the follow lug corps of teachers: High
school, Henry < >. Dorr; Craminar, Clarence Chase,
Miss Carry Craw ford, Assistant for both of the
Elm >t. Intermediate, Miss Thereae
above.
Thorndike; Primary, Miss Etta F. Mullen; Mountain st. Intermediate, Miss Lizzie Hosmer; Primary, Miss Itubie A. Could.
Ca

stink.

The North ('astine

Yinai.ii

i

w

n

steamer Pionei

campmeeting open-

Monday, Aug. 17th, Kev. \Y. 1*. Ward well presiding. Presiding Elder Libby delivered the sermon Tuesday afternoon, and Kev. Mr. Haskell,
Searsporl, Wednesday morning. A larger number
present than usual; tents from far east Mlllbridgc,

ed

Ellsworth. The services were continued Wednesimprovements. Few cottage lots are disposed of.
1 !■•• •■lioir favored us with excellent music.
a very imThe growth of the place received a check wlien the day afternoon. They were preceded by
1
I :•» remarks hv Bro.
Bowen, in which he Barbour line was established from Bangor to Bar press!vc baptism. Kev. <J. L. Haskell delivered a
1
the b-Jival at North port to be Sept,
Harbor. Bangor people who were Interested at discourse on the holy spirit, followed by the admin•'‘od 17th. The Ilfth degree was conferred
North port, used all their energies to build up the istration ol the sacrament. Evening services were
nt> duly elected candidates. A song was new line, and resorts have been established at held in the chapel on account of rain. Rev. I>. H.
red ,/ Bro. Alonzo Poland and family. Noon
Islesboro and other points along the line. North- Sawyer,of Penobscot, preached the sermon. Thursp
--.
F. II. Osgood, preached the sermon.
(.range called to order at the usual hour,
port does not now receive much Bangor support, day morning
"i-ters arrie Vose and Maria Mitchell, assisted by
At the afternoon session Kev. A. W. <J. Anderson
its best patrons coining from the direction of
Bro. (. E. Hall, sang and played a song. Brother
preached from the text, “What is Man?” In the
Waterville and the Interior generally. A new
I’artri Ige introduced the question of dividing the
system has been adopted this year which it is thought evening Rev. Mr. Marston, of Surry, preached.
< •unity into two Pomona
Granges. A paper was will increase the revenue. Heretofore people com- Friday morning there was a sermon by Kev. M. G.
rend bv Bro. M. B. Hunt on Grange Economy. The ing in
through the gates from South Shore claimed Prescott, theme, “The Mighty Saviour.” The aftertopic, “Resolved that parents do not take sufficient that they had once paid their admission fee and no noon meeting was addressed by Kev. W. Baldwin,
interest in ascertaining the natural adaptation of money was received from that source. Now the on “The Important Question.” The campmeeting
their children to the varied industries and avoca- officers at the several
gates are provided with closed with the exercises of Friday evening. The
tions of life," was opened by Bro. Hunt, followed by
attendance was lair and very orderly, and thecleripasses containing the day of the week, and when a
Bros. Durham, Bowen, Bellows, Johnson, Pay son,
person passes out a check is given them which cal force very large. It has been the most successMurray, Partridge, Burns, Colcord and sisters Dur- must be presented on their return. The check is on- ful campmeeting held here for several years.
ham, Bellows and Bowen. Song by Sister Mitchell ly good for one day. People without a return check Mr. 11. <J. Williams lately bought in Portland a
and Bro. Hall
Tppic Does washing improve the must pay admission fee. Mr. Ruggles says the South small steam launch to run between his place at
keeping qualities of butter? Opened by Sisters Shore is a source of annoyance to the association. Nautilus island and this village. It is named the Great
Durham and A ver, followed by Sisters Johnson,
; Liquor is sold and drank there and the crowd takes Eastern ...Mr. C. W. Noyes, son of 8. T. Noyes
Bowen and Vose, and Bros. Shorey, Pailridge,
special pains to visit the grounds in the night time, Esq who has been clerk in the store of W. II.
Morey, Bowen, and Coombs. The question of fees destroying property. Frequently lamp posts are Witherle for a long time, has accepted a position
and dues was discussed at some length, and it was
in New York, to which place he will go In a few
pulled up and thrown into the wells and other mis
voted to petition the State Master to ask for a
chief done-The meetings are well attended, and days. He is one of our best and smartest young
change at the next meeting of the U. S. Grange. the usual programme of religious exercises carried men and will he greatly missed;...Mrs. WashingThe Committee on time, place and programme re
out. The meeting is in charge of Rev. W. T. Jew- ton Leach of Penobscot came here on Monday with
ported as follows: Time, Sept. 22d; place, Harvest ell, aided by the clergymen of this conference, and her daughter, who was intending to enter this
Home,Brooks; programme, 1st, opening exercises: ihe music Is in charge of Rev. A. A. Lewis, of Win- term at the Normal School. While unpacking a
2nd, music; ad, report of Granges; 4th, conferring terport, with Miss Frances DeMotte, organist. The trunk at the house of Mrs. Holmes, Mrs. L. was
of 5th degree; 5th, discussion to see what action book used is
“Songs of Joy and Gladness”-Good suddenly stricken with paralysis, rendering her
the Grange will take in regard to dividing the Co. order
prevails during campmeeting week. Howard helpless and unable to speak. I)r. Wheeler was
into two Pomona Granges; 6th, lecture by
Worthy Grant of Wlnterport is chief of police with fif- called and her husband sent for. At present there
Lecturer; 7th, recess; 8th, election of officers ami teen assistants. P. S. Staples, of Belfast, Is one of Is very little improvement In her condition....Hev.
committees; 9, auditing of hills; 10, question : Re- the specials-South Shore Is alive with devices L. J. Thomas, formerly pastor of the Orthodox
solved that we petition the Legislature to have un- 1 usually seen at summer resorts and fairs. The new church,
preached to the people on Sunday last....
iformity of school books throughout the State, aff. bowling alley, the skating rink and swings arc all The Hr pillow business is getting to be quite extensive here. A great many embroidered pillows
bros. Vose and Seavy, neg., bros. Burns ami John- running in full force, which with the restaurants,
have been made this summer, and the fir is being
son; 11, music; 12. topic, who shall have the butter afford ample opportunities for spending money.
shipped by the barrel to various parts of the
money? Opened by sisters Nickerson and Jack- The new road opens up some line scenery and is country—Mr. Lewis, agent for the Maine
Benellt
son: 13, story by Bro. Shepherd; 14th, speeches bv
well patronized—To-day will be the great day at Association was in town last week and organized a
A.
E.
the
local
boaid
here
...Mr.
season
is
has
the
features
this
Ives,
Jr.,
bought
of
grounds....Among
A
vote
thanks
officers elect.
was extended to
a female swimmer, Mis6 Russell, who
jumps from of M. P. Hatch a lot of laud near the brick yard,
Union Harvest Grange for courtesies.
the wharf and disports in the water like a nsh.
on which he will erect a cottage next season.
for

,..

WIN TKKI’ORT.

Still another of

has been taken from

us.

A. L.

our

old citizen*

lvelly, Ksq.,

one

of

the oldest and most prominent residents of the
village died at his home on Wednesday last. We
give a short biographical sketch of his life thinking it will interest not only bis many friends in

town, but also in many other places, as he was
well known in the Slate. Albert Livingston
Kellv was the son of Israel Webster Kelly and
Rebecca Fletcher Kelly. He was born in Bridgewater now Bristol, N. II
He
Aug. 17th, 1*02.

this

a man

remained at home with bis father and attended
Atkinson Academy until be entered Dartmouth
the age of 15, where he took high rank
scholar. After his graduation lie read law with

College
as a

at

Hon.

11.
.'Stephen Longfellow of l*orlland, Me.
1*25, and
in that year was appointed agent of the Ten Proprietor Tract owned by David Sears, Win. Preswas

admitted to the Cumberland bar in

cott and Israel Thorndike. He was recommended
to Mr. Sears by Daniel Webster who was a relative of bis.

He removed to Frankfort, now Win
lerport, Me., Sept. 7th, 1*25, and opened a law
ollice, practicing his profession as well as acting
as agent for the Ten Proprietor Tract.
He was an
active member of the Whig party and his well
known conservative views gave him a large influence outside of his party. He took an active
interest in the Harrison campaign of 1*10 and in
the campaign of 1*4* which elected Gen. Taylor.
He was always courteous to a political opponent,
believing that others had as good.a right to their
opinions as he bad to his. Though Mr. Kelly has
been for many years an invalid and laid aside from
active life, he has always retained a lively interest
in everything pertaining to the public welfare,
especially that of his own tow n. He was always
genial and cheerful and will be greatly missed in
the home circle.

The funeral services

were

held

Congregational church on Friday afternoon,
by Dr. Field of Bangor. The floral decorations were abundant and very beautiful.
Many
friends were gathered to pay their last respects to

in the

conducted

their old townsman ami among them those who
acted as pall bearers were N. H. Hubbard, James

llaley, T. C. Thompson, C. I*. Rich, Rufus Wesi,
Sproul....On Friday morning about two
o’clock a lire broke out in the cooper shop of simp,
son Bros, and the building with its contents, eonsi sting of some 1200 finished barrels, quite a large
amount of stock,tools, &<*,., were entirely destroyed. The loss is estimated at about $‘2,ooo, and was
insured for only $S00.
The Simpson brothers,
Frank ami Herbert, are very worthy, industrious
young men, amt the loss is a very heavy one for
them. They are not easily discouraged, however,
hut will commence work again immediately. They
have the sympathy ami good wishes of the community. The origin of the fire is unknown, as
they ha«l no lire in the building—The Warren
and J. W.

Post G. A. R. made their annual excursion to Islesboro on Thursday last, where they had a grand
dam-hake.
and

a

ra bee

They had a line day, a good crowd
nice time generally—G'apt. and Mrs. Lav-

both very sick. Master Webster Rich
of Boston, who was visiting friends in town was
are

r

made

an excur-

Morris

Aug. 21.
Aug. 22.

feel the debility of the changing
than adults, and they become
cross, peevish, and uncontrollable.
The blood should be cleansed and the system
invigorated by the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Children

seasons,

the bouse for

some

played on the latter’s grounds Saturday
afternoon, resulting in a victory for the \ illage
was

nine in

played

A match game is to be
a score of II to 8.
between the abo\e named dub.- at Twitch-

Corner

next

Saturday

afternoon

when

the

hoys feel sure they can reverse
the above record.V party of four young men
from Clinton with young Say ward of this place
were capsized in a sail boat on the lake Sunday,
about fifty rods from the shore and in 15 feet of
Three of tin* party were unable b> swim
water.

Twitchcll Corner

and would have been drow ned but for the assis-

by Say ward, who got them safely
to shore, and then swam back to the boat, unshipped the mast, threw out the ballast and brought
her in. Fie showed great pluck and endurance.
-Charles Gilmore and Orrin Farrington have
taken a $100 job of Mr. 1. C. Libby. It consists of
plowing, removing stone walls and lowering the
bed of a brook, etc.Unfits Gilmore lias newly
painted his store which has very much improved

tance

rendered

its looks.
Stockton.

Master Albion Goodhue is

building
two cellars on Fort Point, one for 1>- Lancey, Esq.,
President of the Cape Jellison I.and Imp. Co. and
the other for Ex-Gov. ClalUin, of Mass. J. W.
Thompson, Esq., will begin work on the cottages
'"mi as the cellars are
a.
finished. Mr. Thompson
w iit also build a large house for
Capt. Charles SanLed this fall, the foundation for which was laid
last year. There arc now one hundred boarders at
F ort Point hotel... .Some of the inhabitants of our

village

were

very much

surprised at the unexpectfishing schooner Sympathy, after an
absence of only six days.
After some inquiry we
learned the 2d officers pony had died suddenly and
he deemed it his duty to return at once and attend
to the burial of his old and faithful friend... .Capt.
II. XV. Harrimauleft for Mobile last Sunday....Mr.
Luring Cummings has spent a few' days here with
friends and left for Watorville last Saturday to
visit his mother.Miss Almeda Gilmore, the
poetess, left Saturday for her home in Watorville.
....Mrs. Adelhert llirhborn has gone to Boston to
Mrs. Delimta Cook, of Milo,
join her husband
Me., is visiting her brother, Joseph Soger....Mr.
I Frank Colcord and family are in town visiting
; friends and relatives....E. II. Denslow, Esq., has
I closed his cottage, which is for sale, and taken possession of his newly purchased Dickey farm, Lcl| gruden-During the past week E. F. Staples has
done a lively business in horses, lie has lost one,
sold two, bought one and swapped one, and still
i owns two, and is ready to buy, sell or swap any day
except Sunday-Capt. Andrew Dickey and family have moved into the Crockett house which they
j bought last spring, and have put in thorough repair. It Is now' an ornament to Church street.
The young ladles sewing Society held their first
fair last Thursday. It was a grand success, the receipts amounting to $103.
ed

return of

..

Lincolnville.

J. A.

Brewster has sold his

grocery business to A. A. Fletcher, who has taken
the red store at the Trap.Mr. Freeman who
runs the express to Belfast, is doing a large business.

Rev. Theo. Gerrisit is Pastor of the Pine St.
Church, and author of “The Blue and tin?
Gray.” A member of bis family had a severe case
of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tric'd in various

!

to make

over.”

me

J. 1*.

Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.

hair

One

This week he lias

put

on an

extra team for

On Tuesday the
passengers to the Camp-ground
lhth, the steamer Queen City, under the direction

Rami, made an excursion from
Camden ami this place to Bar Harhor. The day
quite suddenly taken very sick last week ami his was one of the best for the occasion ami a delightmother, Mrs, Addle Rich, was sent for. He Is ful sail of five hours brought the excursionists to
better, however, and they have returned to Boston. Bar Harbor, where a stop of two and a half hours
-Mr. Joseph Robinson has been more comfortafforded the party opportunity to ride about the
able for the past few days than for some time beplace and seethe different points of interest. At
fore.... Mrs. C. M. Chase is improving_Among
live o’clock the whistle sounded for the return, and
the recent arrivals in town we notice Mrs. Starely |
with the satisfaction of having seen Maine’s greatj
of Lahaska, Penn., Mr. Edward Kelly, and Mr.
est summer resort, the party made the sail home
Fitzroy Kelly of Boston; Mr. Robinson Grant of
I pleasant by singing and with the music from the
Virginia, Mrs. Bcnj. Doc of Marblehead, Mass., hand the return was as
delightful and pleasant as
Mrs. Adam Grant of Minneapolis, Minn., Mr. ami
could lie askeil for.Judge A. D. Knight of HalMrs. Parsons of Gloucester, Mass., Mrs. George
lowed, formerly of this place, has been in town
R. Condon and family of Georgetown, S. C., Eben
the past week; also Mr. J. Alba Davis of Boston,
Shaw of Florida, Mrs. Isaiah Emery of Rochester,
witli his two daughters-Mr. Minot Crehore of
N. Y., two little sous of Mr. Mathews of Maldeu,
North Creek, N. V., witli Mr. L. YV. Emerson of
Miss Etta Bolan niece of Boston, Mrs. Ashley
Warrensburgh, N. V., are here fora few days....
Deane and daughter of Boston, Mr. Charlie March
Mr. E. M. Coleman has loaded 8ch. .J. Ponder,
Mrs.
John
Atwood
of
of Portland,
Boston, Mrs.
Capt. Bullock, with hay....Rev. T. B. Gregory of
John Nickerson of New York, Miss Augusta JohnBelfast, will preach at church here next Sunday,
Thos. Gushee let one of
son ami niece of Lynn, Mrs. Young of Rockland,
the 30th, at 10:B0 A. M
Miss Lulu Atwood of Minn.W. B. Ricli ami
his teams to some parties and the next day the
family, and Misses Nora and Vlra Lufklns were carriage came in without tho top. The cause was
in town on Sunday-El bridge Fernald, Arthur without doubt too much "lire water.”.Prof.
Stubbs, Augusta Snow, Myra Clement, Andrew Paul Clark gave his popular lecture and stcrthe YTorld
exhibition “Around
in
Nealley, and Lizzie Ilalcy go to Buckaport this eoptlean
week toatleud the fall term of school, and Miss Eighty Days” in Snow’s ludl at the Centre on
The whole audience
Hattie Clement to Castlue....Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Monday eve. Aug. 17.
Coffren, Mr. Win. Rowe, Miss Carrie Haley, and were carried, as it were, on a visit to all the
Miss Wadsworth left for Boston on Monday’s heat. large cities and many other points of interest. j*r.
-Mrs. Coffren has returned from her visit to Clark uses a large double stereopticon and his exYork Beacii-Mr. John Holt lias returned from a hibition is really worth attending. It should not
visit to Lynn.
he confounded with small magic lantern shows.
of the Llncolnvillc
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Carriage Mats,

Trunks. Valises.
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MONUMENTAL. PF'CNZE COMPANY
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Notice of Foreclosure.

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE. H’-11!•:uka**.
If

r. r. dint.,

<>f

I

Bro-p.m, i*v his
I '7

'.

11.

Bcir.l-I. A HR. M, I »•">.— :1

ed 111 .Ilf Walt" Bful-ir- -■! Di.-ds, \ d. IM. Ba.:*'
MNfVf I to 11. 1>.
11 MtUIM.W. laic of BrosIT'.'.
pfft a for. li I, in the ( "i.hl', ot U aldo. oeeeascd,
a
certain pane: of land -it 11 a I. in -aid Brospiit,
1 kinnini; at a maple
and hounded as |.»ilow{ )l K 'L AN T to ;i license from the Non. In lire ol ire.- on the hank >1 tin* Bi :i•
•:
river; thence
!
Probate tor the Counts of Waldo, I mill >eh
.I- P< ■-••■unty
-eventv
;..-v
vvn -i,
north,
at public nueiion. on Saturday, the tilth day of
-id rojoi 2 s
im !- to ;itrh post
road; tlirnef '.y
MUtinM
on
'’clock
premi
September, at
11 •. tin tour dein jiTav e vail Jem’f; thema*
undivided hull >t the house, ell, stalde and lot,
i^reo- west, to northeast ■•rii.-i -t ibe main dwellsituated on the norl hwcs'erly corner a the inter
and -in d !>•
c vva -t, liy -alt i.■ 11-•
them
house;
ing
section of Court and Pearl streets in Belfast, to. vvf-1 end of ftlotievv
all, >aid vvai: heinn about lil'tv
nether with the widow's dower therein, the dime t el tr Mil west end <d -bed. Nfiff -.-ut hvve-K ly
G
E'-vm*-, >l
beiiur the proper!v <>i the late Po>si\ rods; them’** north vv ••-ter I > nine rods, thence
.loil.N
BU<><H\>,
s iid Belfast.
2ft i" l- t" the
t'cime; thence
Ailmr ••-tale of U »>i I G. Lewis. southwesterly,
north, seventv derive- we-: III rods to a cedar
Belfast, Me., \n«f. !-, is,-:..
I.twiu >. Blanchard’?*
stake; tlmm-e northerly,
thence south,
housf lot di* rods to up- Dow Im
The other half of -ai l property will be sold by
seventv decrees fast l.v -ai ! Dow lot, l» rod- to
public, auction at the same time and place.
hank of said riv« r; them-*- i*v -aid river to first
M. A EPMI'NPd
I mentioned bounds, eoniainintf littv -live aeres, more
A' d
By It. F. Pinion, her Ally.
or less; also one hall ol tic main dvvcllimr lumsc
I an*l the shed eomcied l!ur< l". Ami whereas,
Albert Marrininu, «*■ \• •<*nt«»r "f tlm la-f wit and
testament of -aid II. D. Ilarriinau, for uvuluabie
consideration paid by the undorsiirned, as.-dirm-d
In r
I -aid ni"rli;a>re and llie dale Ihep-by secured
*
D 1'".’. ami s:ii I
I -ii the I till lay ot N >v«• iuD<• i, A
of
eorile*!
in
said
Waldo
lo
ui-trv
is
I assignment
A. E. FERNALD, Winfcerport, Me.
Deeds, Vol. 2o4, Bam' -‘.IT. and w If teas the «-omliof said mortmain’ ha- been br< I»• i■, now therelion
Aug. o, ls^r>.—
fore, by rca-on of tin- breach -! the condition
thereof! I claim a foreclosure ot -aid niTtu.'uo
il«>s|. il AKIil.M AN.
Belfast, Alls'. 2 4. iSc.V- tu-t
f.

Notice of Sale.
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■

SPECIAL NOTICE.

[
IMPLEMENTS ON EXHIBITION in
lo
he
at
close
of
Building
Exhibition
shipped
my
j
Fair at SPECIAL PRICES.
Farmers will llnd It for their Interest to call
early and make their purchases as quantity Is
I shall sell the

Iw3f>*

limited.

ATWOOD,

FRKD

FOB

]

WAITED!

■

HAY

FEVER,

CAT ABB II,
AND

Price 50e.
Im3i

a

THROAT

TROUBLES.

CURE NEURALGIA, NERVOUSNESS. HEADACHE AND
SLEEPLESSNESS.
r by Mail.
Box at Druggists
St ml for Pamphlet.
<

ALLEN COCAINE MFG. CO., 1254 Broadway, N. V.
Market.

High street,

WOOLENS!
ave a

v/> s/•:/■:.

j

the LOCKE HOUSE,
Isuttable for a hotel, business puror tenement house.
For
particulars enquire ct
MRS. MARY O. RUSSELL,
At the residence of the late Mrs. E. O. Field.
Belfast, Aug. 27, 1885.—3w35*
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Sale.

a r

lot for

a
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l.oiecsf

perfect Trusn in the market, and the
only one a* lop ted by the 1. s. Government.

scarcity of fresh stock, which
strictly fresh, 18c; eastern, 16®
17c; northern, 150l5)£c.
Potatoes—Potatoes In good supply and It takes
bbl; Bristol
very fancy stock to bring over $1 75
Ferry, It. I., $1 87; Portland, $1 5001 75; native
choice, $1 50ial 75.
Hay ani» Straw—Hay unchanged and steady.
Rye straw is quiet at $20021, with occasionally a
fancy car at $22.

I

\<.

tV«

«•

make

to

carriage

a

romi:

prices.

Belfast

Fi
Mi ...

•

Can cfe? Will

Mr.

the most

wholesale lots.
Egos—There Is a
is firm and higher;

I ;»r**i•

com r:

TO K1TTIV.

perfect- fits guaranteed.

M(‘.

All t.ho-e in want "I

HOSE, Ac.,

ELASTIC

Straw

HKLIASl’.

AT /. i :.ss

Trusses, Abdominal Supporters,

ies, 17013c; selections, 18®20c.
Cheese—Easy; good western, 7®7Kc; northern,
708c; low grades, 606>,c. These prices are for

\ IJKI

<'

prices that I shall

le.-' ami

usual tall iliseounts.

Drugs
reasonable

Colors,

Fancy

VARIETY OF ROODS TOO MMEROIS TO MKVTIOV.

KINK VSSt HJT.MKNT -.f

a
si\

give you

at

aim:

10c. per Quire*
(ircat Itcdnction in
tj( dies' 1'Jcctric Circulars„

Ts floHiineuce Aipst 20tU.

M PERFUMERY
and BEST CrOODS

in

Jerseys

CLOSING SALE I

j

AGENTS.

Church St.,

LTvUJJ.O

E. F. Hinson's

|

j

rare

Boston, Aug. 22d.
Butter—Slightly firmer for good stock; job lots
fresh creamery, 23§25e; fresh western creameries
in round lots, 21022c; fancy, 22023c; northern, 22®
22'jC June creameries, 19g20c; new northern dair-

Children’s

MmK'AKTIIV.

lSIXH'K.

1IAYFOIO)

flfinnci

at

r

AM) A (iUEAT

K.

I,.

CM DIM Stored

Beef, corned, if 1,
709 Lime W bbl,
1.0501.10
20 Oat Meal W tb,
Butter Salt, if box,
509
64 Onions if tb,
Corn ty bush,
3>i®4
Cracked Corn 0 bush, 64 Oil,Kerosene if gal 12015
64 Pollock if tb,
Corn Meal if bush,
2^03
Cheese W tl>,
9010 l’ork if lb,
809
1.50 Plaster ¥ bbl,
Cotton Seed if cwt,
1.00
3
Codfish, dry, if lb, 405>£ Rye Meal V tb,
1.10
Cranberries, if <|t, 11012 Shorts if cwt,
Clover Seed W tb,
12® IS Sugar if tt>
6^07,‘£
Flour V bbl,
40
3.50®7.25 Salt, T. L, if bush,
II. G. Seed if bu, 1.9002.00 S. Potatoes if tb,
4®5
Lard
tt»,
9010 Wheat Meal W tb, 30Sla

Black,

Competition

T1 A ATflV
i AIN L' X

&<•.—iia\dki:i« ini:fs fok

(lilt Kdije Xotc l*ap(

ami If y,-u

Prices Paid Producers.
Produce Market.
30$50 Hav W ton,
Apples if bush,
12.00416.00
dried if tb,
405 Hides tb tb,
540
Sn'.i
Beans,pea,4fl>u, 1.5001.60 Lamb if lb,
medium,
1.4041.50 Lamb Skins,
40460
yellow-eyes, 1.400).50 Mutton ^ tb,
6®7
Butler #■ tb,
16020 Oats if bush,
40045
45 5 50
Beeftf’tb,
709 Potatoes,
tb,
65075 Round Hog
Barley W bush,
040
Cheese if tb,
708 Straw W ton,
6.0008.00
Chicken W tb,
15017 Turkey W tb,
000
Calf Skins tf tb,
10011 Veal if tb,
64;
Duck if tb,
000 Wool, washed tb, 22021
15 Wool, unwashed lb 15017
^
doz.,
Eggs
Fowl & tb,
10012 Wool, hard,
4.0005.00
Geese W lb,
040 Wool, soft,
3.0003.50
Retail Market.

in

Jerseys

HOUSE.

Street

Winterport, Me.

J. H. TAYLOR,

and

za/Iftixi

liosiHitv,

OCALA, -Marion Co. -BELLEVIEW.
We have for sale in Marion, Sumpter, Hernando,
and Orange Counties: Town lots, Lake fronts,
Orange moves. Improved and unimproved lands
in ipiantities and at prices to suit all purchasers.
4ni-,5*
Correspondence solicited.
Address for fail particulars until Oct. 1st, 18S5.
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TAYLOR,

REAL ESTATE

37*xrr,o

Phoenix
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AM) VOI WILL KIM) NKAIlll All KINDS OK
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(ire, HU 1,0 II' CO M I’l.T / TI OX.

ANDREWS,

Low Prices

H. TAYLOR.

J.

0CAL4,

prices

FASHIONABLE

■

BELLAIR.

what yon want at the price you ran afford to 'pay by
for our V/' It STOCK is adapted to the wants

BflARK

—FLORIDA.—
W.

Styles

at our store,

of

The subscriber hereby ten
tiers his heartfelt th,auks tii
those citizens of smith Montville ami Liberty, who
so generously contributed towards the purchase oi
a horse to take the place «*t tin* one burned in tin*
fire at Belfast, July 12th. The kindness will not
soon be forgotten.
W. B. HILLS,
Liberty, Aug. 25, 1885.—lw85*
m
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Child ia this comm anil y with

Latest Fall tfc

In this city, Aug. 21st, E. G. Pennleton,
aged
about 35 years.
In Chicago, Aug. Uth, William E. Speed, formerof
41
ly
Belfast, aged
years.
In Montville, of typhoid fever, Mrs. Carrie B.,
wife of Freeman Doty, aged 23 years, 2 months and
12 days.
In Monroe, Aug. 25th, llosea Emery, aged about
20 years.
In Rock port-, Aug. 12th, Mrs. Harriet L. Small,
aged 52 years.
In Rockland, Aug. Wth, George Gridin, aged 80
years and 10 months.
In Rockland, Aug. 18th, Sarah, wife of Daniel
George, aged 10 years and 7 months.
In Warren, Aug. 18th, Cupt. Edward N'ye.
In Thomaston, Aug. 10th, Adam I*. Levensaler,
aged 40 years, 4 months and 8 days.
In Rockland, Aug. 15th, Blanche I., daughter of
James M.aud Ella Five, aged f months ami 10 days.
in Rockland, Aug. 14th, Frank E. McNamara,
aged 27 years, 7 months ami 7 lays.
In Rockland, Aug. 18th, John McNamara, aged 2o
years, 11 months am! 25 days.
In Thomaston, Aug. UtlT, Eddie B., son of Adelbert Young, aged V) years and s months.
In Ellsworth, Aug. Uth, Mrs. Annie M., wife of
Andrew 1*. Jordan, aged 27 years and 10 months.
In Ellsworth, Aug. lath, Mrs. Hattie Jellison,
aged 31 years.
In Ellsworth, Aug. 18th, Mr. Levi Webber, aged
00 years.

Paint

Iposcs

home

come

WE CAN SUPPLY

married.
Ill Winterport, An,;. 23.1, In- Iicv. A. A.
Lewis,
Mr. lieorjte W. Colson an.l Miss 1,1a M.
simp sen,
both of Winterport.
In .Skow began, Aug. 8th, Fred A. Wood and Ida
M. Stephenson, both of Belfast.
In Thomaston, Aug. 8th, Jerome Bushnell, M. I>.,
ami Mrs. Nancy Davis, both of Thomaston.
In Thomaston, Aug. nth, Wilbert V
Auspland
ami Isabella Woodworth, both of Rockland.
At Ellsworth Falls, Aug. Isth, Mr. Edwin A.
Wesoott, of Bluehill, and Miss Delia Friend, of
Ellsworth Falls.

Trips

1

general debility. Have tried many remedies, and
at last bought Brown's Sarsaparilla.
I am free to
say, that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
best thing fur purifying the blood known.”

anything he ever had
days ago In bought a

by all Druggists for $;.00; (i buttles for $5.00.
lyl

Dollar.

MAY

on

which showed itself in my stomach and mouth
and I had a feeling which I can best describe as

Brown's Sarsaparilla

Eastern & New EiMFair.

property

Pickering

Square, Bangor. “I have had,” said Mr Johnson,
“acaukeror humor about, me for a longtime,

Is sold

1

The
.known

Sarsaparilla

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on
a

If you have any disease
arising from impure blood, no matter how
Brown’s Sarsaparilla will c ire you. If not,
money will be refunded.

shiii No. 17 withdrawn.
>■•11. Nightingale, (treenlaw, from Bangor for New
PURE EXTRACTS, ELiXIRS, &c.,
York, was towed into Gloucester 22d full of wafer, of our own manufacture and warranted of
a
bad
leak
when
*25
miles
east of
having sprung
urd strength.
Cape Ann. She will be pumped out and discharged
&»*Ki’eat<*si cure taken In compounding Prefor repairs.
from
best
materials to be procured.
scriptions,
>hip Commodore, built in 1879 at Yarmouth by
sylvanus Bianchard, who was also the owner, has
UIVE US A CALL.
-20tf
been sold for $40,000, to Ebon York, of Yarmouth,
Capt. A..), lVitlngill, of Portland, and others. She KILGOKK Jfc
WILSON.
is 1U79 tons burden and rates A 1.
set.. Tantamount, of Belfast, from Port .Johnson
TO TIIE
fer Salem, went ashore at II i*. m., I>tli, on Shovelful Shoal, and is a total loss. Crew saved. : Press
despatch. The Tantamount was 1:h> ton-, built iu
South Tbomaston in 1885. She was owned by the
Pendletons, of Isleshoro.
Spoken. June 7, Int. S .32 S.. Ion. 33.37 W., bark
Adolph Obrig, staples, from New York for San
Fraucisco. June 29, N. lat. 7, Ion. 2t>, ship William
MeGilvery, Liverpool, for San Francisco. July 3,
-WILL MAKEini. 34 S., Ion. 51 West, ship Richard P. Buck, Car.
ver, from Cardiff for San Francisco. Aug. 19, lat.
from
to
Two Round
4*, Ion. 34, ship P. G. Blanchard, Antwerp, for New
York.
July IS, lat. lfi N\, Ion. 31 W ship Eliza- next week, giving all a chance l<> visit the Eastern
beth, Butman, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
Will leave Haradaft's
and New England fairs.
A meeting of the Commissioners of the Coasting wharf Belfa-i. Wedm-sdaj and Thursdu) morning,
Trade of Vessel Owners and Captains of the NaSept. 2d and 3d, at 7.30 o’clock, returning on earn
tional Association was held in Boston, Aug. 20. All das after the trotting.
members were present. A report of the vessels
Fare for the Round Trip,
$i 00.
already pledget 1 to the rules of the Association was
E P, WALKER.
read and it was found that fully 05 per cent, of the
coastwise tonnage engaged in the coal carrying
w3‘>*
issf>.—I
Belfast, Aug. 2<«,
trade bad been entered. Reports from different
districts give assurance that this number will be
largely increased within the next 30 days. The
commissioners are well pleased with the encouragement they arc receiving, not only from vessel ownAVISO bougni the -lock and fixtures of C. H.
HOW AIM), carriage painter, I arn now pie
ers, but from shippers and consigners, and all indications seem to point to a successful issue of this pared to paint and varnisit carring* and s.eighs in
An adjournment was bad until Octo- the host p«»s>il)lo manner, and 1 hope l»y good work
movement.
ber, when all returns are expected to be in and de- and close attention to bn.-inr-s to merit a fair .-hart: 1I
cisive action will probably bo taken.
of your patronage. Extra inducements to Livery
Snow & Burgess Freight Circular, New York, men. 4a Shop on Washington street.
CiEdik;E ,L BROWN.
for Aug. 22, does not report any decided improvement In foreign freights. There has been less inBelfast, Aug. 21, lssr,.
quiry for River Platte tonnage, though an occasional vessel is selected for both lumber and general
Bki.iast, Aug. 21, is.'?).
Having sold out to Mr t.Eo. •). BROWN. I take
cargo at about former rates. Brazil freights are
rather quiet, with rates gent-rally quoted steaev.
this opportunity of thanking the public for their
Further inquiry is experienced for medium size patronage in the past and recommend a continuance
vessels (which, at present, are the more desirable)
of the. same to Mr. Brown, as any work intrusted
f >r the West India trade, and as such are not in ex- to him will be done in a workmanlike manner.
L. H. HOWARD.
cessive supply, owing chiefly to seasonable rea4w»5*
sons, full previous rates are obtained without
much difficulty. The Coastwise Lumber trade continues unsatisfactory, while rates undergo little or
no improvement.
Colliers are meeting with rather
more attention, though stocks of fuel are yet quite
The valuable property on the < or
full at the East, and no general improvement has
Jk
v
ner "f church and IVurl streets.
therefore occurred, either as regards demand for
lff||
i.'ol*
know
n a- the "l.oWNEV
tonnage or rates. Other departments remain quiet.
ERTY,” Is now otVered for sale t
We notice the following local charters
Am. Ship
consists
of
about
This
properly
Frederick Billings, (new, to arrive), 95,000 cases close the estate.
Refined to Japan, 22>6&2312' cents, one or two one acre of land .-Runted In one of the m< -t centra!
ports. Sehr. Sallie Ton, 523 tons, from Perth Am- ; and pleasant parts of the city, with nice fruit and
boy to Portland, coal, 55 cents and discharge. Sell. ; shade trees, and garden shrubbery, a large two
Nellie S. Pickering, 23(5 tons, hence to May port, story house, ell and barn, in good ri pair, has fur
stone, $1.87)6. Sell. II. Curtis, 125 tons, from'Perth naee and gas and is om: <>t the most desirable situations in the city. The frontage "ti L'hureh -liver
Amboy to Bucksport, coal, 82 *2 cents.
being 10 rods, is ample for two good lots. The
premises can be seen any week day. during the
forenoon, and parties desiring to purchase can apBELFAST FKICE CURRENT.
ply to MRS. WH1TELY. on the premises, or t->
JOHN 1L RdlMBY, at the Savings Bank, until
Corrected Weekly for the. Journal.
3w33
Sept. 1st.
15v C. H. Saugent, No. S, Main Street.

For

with

man.

Thompson,

began the use of Brown’s SarsaMr. Curtis authorizes the use of his
He is in better health than for years. He say.*

Brown’s
is

Sarsaparilla

and it helped h
W hen he went
an

covered

sot. r

Iyr51

Sch. E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
Seh. Fannie A. Gorham, Welch, Ban-

Boston

a

o it,
face and body
Fie look one bottle

Er own’s

Sarsaparilla

Doses

name.

sailor. From eating
bad case of humor

a

came

blotches.

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOI) & CO., Lowell, Mass.

IOO

parilla.

American Expre ss C’o., and owns a drug store
There was in that town an acquaintance of bis
whose vocation was that of
salt food he had contracted

This caused constant

ceeded when he

the

“Hood’s Sarsaparilla heats all others, and
is worth its weight in gold.” I.
Rauiungton,
130 Rank Street, New York City.

Hood’s

Mouth and Stomach.

stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only suc-

ways to get rt lief, at last bought Brown’s Sarsa"
parilla and wan cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish will eif
dorse the above.
Mu. G. A. I’akcuer, of Ellsworth,-is agent for

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st. the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the pr<^portion; 3d, tho
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood’s Sarsanarilla tones up my system,
purities my blood, sharpens mv appetite, and
seems

Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot at il
shoe dealer in Banger, had trouble with Canker n

M. E.

.-land-!

Bin Nil \.\i. A match game of base > > n 1 i between
the Twitched Corner nine ami the Burnham Village
nine

happiness; bad blood means Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Itheum, Cancer,
Pimples, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and various other difficulties
which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.

Purify the Blood

gor.

time is out

Means health and

even more

“Last Spring my two children were vaccinated. Soon after, they broke all out with running sores, so dreadful I thought I should lose
them. Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured them completely ; and they have been healthy ever
since. I do feel that Hood’s Sarsaparilla
saved my children to me.”
Mbs. C. L.
Thompson, West Warren, Mass.

—
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PURE BLOOD

Care for the Children

ast Mon

Wednesday from this place to Northport and
Aug. 23. Solis. Cnarlotte 'I'. Sibley, Ferguson,
return. Friday the steamer carried our local Dra- Jacksonville; Geo. Bird, Gray, Bangor.
Aug. 25. Sells. Charity, Darby, Provineetown,
matic company to Camden where they played the
Lillian, Wbite, New York; brig Ned White, Dow,
( n toroon... Sioanier tjuc.en City made an excursion
Portland.
from Wititerporl to this place last week... .Some of
AMERICAN PORTS.
Perth Amboy, Aug. IS.
our shore* fishermen arc doing well.
Sell. David I
Sailed sch. Annie it.
Lewis, and Mary, Magee, eastward.
Onier, at one setting of the. trawls Inst week, got Lewis,
San 1’edro, Aug. 14. Arrived ship Brown Bros.,
sixty tuns of fish ...Mr. II. T. Carver is having his
ioodell, Newcastle.
Jacksonville, Aug. 23.
Arrived sch
tore rai-:*d, ami Mr. Crundnl 1- putting his hack on
Florida,
Belfast. Aug. 22. Cleared set:. Prescott
Warren,
a line, making decided improvements....Sell. AbHa/.eltine, French, Baltimore.
bio s. Walker has loaded stone for War, State and
Aug. 21. Cleared bark Edward
J Philadelphia,
Bickmore, Portland.
Navy buildings at Washington; sell. Charlie & Wil- Gushing,
Now York, Aug. 21. Arrived sch. Stella M. Kenlie, stone lor Now York .....Mr. 1 >. II. (ilidden, our yon, Wood,
Bangor; Andrew J. York, Wallace,
Frankfort. Aug. 23. Arrived ship Louis Wal.-h,
now postmaster, does not expect to take charge of
Pendleton,
Sharpness,
29days.
the office until the beginning of the new quarter,
Port Townsend, Aug. *1. Arrived ships lvanhoo,
Oct. 1st.William Lane, a stevedore, while at from San Francisco; Mate of Maine, do.
work in the hold of soli. Ceorge Prescott, on Tups.
Fernandina, Aug. 17. Arrived sch. Lizzie Lane,
Herrick, l’hila.
day, fractured bis right arm by a stone which he
Satilla River. In port 14th, sch. Annie L. M<
was stowing.
Keen, for New York, Mg.
Baltimore, Aug. 17. Arrived sch. Daylight, llodgTii"V. John Berry lias bought the Fugene Win- don, Portland.
Aug. 22. Cleared sch. Daylight,
is
sellat
Fast
M'Cnttslin
gate place
Hodgdon, Portland.
Troy.FT
I). C., Aug. Kb Salted T. H. LivingGeorgetown,
J.
he
next
L. Merrick to
set
ing nursery stock for
ston swell, Boston.
spring, iI<* is a good salesman and Mr. Merrick
Bouton, Aug. 19. Arrived bark J. W. Dresser,
will furnish good -look. Ilis sales last spring Parker, Cadiz; cleared brig Herman, Hirhborn,
Friendship.
Aug. 21. Arrived bark Clara E. Me
amounted to $!.*•,nun. lie is one of Troy’s young
Gllvery, Griffin, Humacoa; cleared brig Sparkling
men who did not go west for a change to make
Water, Hirhborn, Barbadoes. Aug. 22. Arrived
seh. T. II. Livingston, Swett, Georgetown. 25th.
money but went to work at home....Farmers have
Arrived sch. Mary, Magee, Amboy.
harvested most of their grain and a good yield is
Portsmouth, Aug. IS. Arrived sell. Mark Pendleexpected_The busiest place in town for the past ton, Pendleton, Amboy.
month has been the blueberry bog-Miss Carrie
M A RI TIM K M ISC ELL A N V.
Scii. Mary Jane, of Wintcrport, Capt. Arcy, from
Bryant is at home on a visit, from Lowell Mass....
was seized at Provineetown isth, to satisfv
Bangor,
about
the
fair
at
is
talking
great
Bangor
everybody
a claim "f B. Lancy.
and lucre will be a grand rush for Bangor next
>' h.
Catawamteak, of Rockland, while at anchor
week-Mr. Ceorge .Seuvey and wife are visiting in Hog Island Roads 22d, was struck by lightning
and had maiiilopmast slialU'red.
at hi.- father's, F.lias Seavev from Auburn-Mrs.
The Light House Board issues the following no.
Kate Mitchell is so far improved as to be able to tico to mariners: The regular
lightship No. ll has
been
returned to Brenton Reef, li. L, and relief
ride out pleasant days
Mrs. Daniel Shaw who

sion

ed

■

w.t-

Searsport Locals.

cottage, passing the week in boating, etc., having a
delightful time.... Several of our young people left
In uie on Monday to attend school. Herbert
Ellis,
Wilson B. Marden, Bert Morrill and Hattie E. Cunningham for Castine, and Eugene Nickerson for
Maine Wesleyan Seminary, Iteadlield, Me ...Miss
Itosr lloulstone and others arc occupying Hillside
cottage at the Lake. J. II. Lane and family were
at their .sottage Saturday and
Sunday_Uev.T. It.
Gregory preached his farewell sermon here last
>,*nday to a large and appreciative congregation.
1 he discourse was a rich, scholarly efiurt and is
!
highlv spoken of bv our people... .Key. U. I
Haskell,
Scarsport, will preach here >ept. f.th ai
1
>i-Miss Carrie G. Nickerson is teaching
'••bool at Evans Corner, W aldo-Mr. Arthur i.
Brown, of Equity Grange, Belfast, lectured before 1
has been confined
I the members of Comet
Grange Aug. *JL Brother again.
j
j Brown’s subject was Wastes of the Farm, which

■

a

founda-

riling to the position «>f captain, an nlli<*c of great
responsibility, ( apt. Huff was a member "f < o.
U. loth Maine regiment.losio Gilmore, of W orcester, Mass., very acceptably and gratuitously entertained our people Aug. 22. The receipts were
liberal and will be expended in the purchase of a
chandelier fur the meeting bouse. Mrs. Gilmore
merits the thanks of our citizens_Mr. and Mr-.
1 iios. Dowling, of Malden, Mass., are in town for
a few days....Mrs. >usan Hull’, of Brooks, was in
t \vn last week-Misses Florence A.
Smart, Nel
In A. Greeley, Josephine and Grace Nickerson, of

Mrs.

i.orhaui entertained
party of
vv nr i: w
slo per in first In-- sly l*-.
prepare i
lb.Linn
dingc, and dinner at
>*•■
Yell**vv pereh
;.d .t try for lisii in liic * >nd.
Wii l nompson, d V-w
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; iv-cmiv released from prison is in a fair way to
Fred A. ! return to hi*--Id
port, t*i * *i*o. A. (1 os son, same town.
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miking illustration was noticed by those on the t_< lby, Newton,
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;!k-h pgi nir w «*k
meetings la.-t Thurs- Lha-.
Hi.-key Northport, p> F. A Hickey, same
a
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of the best

! promptness in business commended him to tie*
notice of the Boston Protection Dept, in whose employ be has been for seventeen years, gradually

i,

Mitchell, Mrs. Jones, Win.
Modioli, Mr. Howard, IL Stevens and wife, Bd
Mrs. M. a. Dritlin, Mrs. J. D- Lambert, Mrs.
Lancaster, (’apt. i-aa<
I
Mndgett, Mrs. H.
Clias.
Ln..pber, >toekt.m, Mr. Wentworth, Knox ;
M• citvi:ic Fred Thomas Boston; Frank
L 1.,i,,
Drav. Stockton H. W. Thomas and family sears
ni.i,
1- ll. Bia- k, wife and son, Mrs. Mary For-1,
B• -1;i"i Join; Boy d. ." aanville. The following are
The ground has been
!. mp!e Heights notes:
-uido: tor Hi" m w speaker stand and pavilion. It
will be mi feet square am. covered, and built next
,, i;i, part of ttie '.umber being already here.
".
oral lots lane be-, n sol i. and cottages will he
F. A- Dickey, of
I,..ut before another season.
H. Mudg.-it,

V

-i

vV

n•.,■■■

one

an

..

M«mt'. i ;-e del in

laying

He has

Capt. .James II. Hulf, of Boston,
week visiting his old
(
home.
apt. Huff left Swanville twenty years ago
and engaged in Boston, working at his trade, that
>f bri-k mason. His temperate, industrious habits

i,
ami fainiiv. .t.-sias:
lb 11 n-l l)i
.".nd wife, Pr«»::pct. Lovi staph*" and wile,
|
ii,i; !!. Fwllei and wife, "earmn-nt; Mr.-.
Pitcher, Belfast ; Mrs. l> >. Berry, Ch:ule."

ii.-*

face mirror-the Lineoinv ill**

at-

house.

wvu.i.F..

Mass.,

the

picture. 'n
.i-tiogci over a pair <<f bars when ids hands
;
pniid were skirled with r. lies, the whiteble.-.-oiUN
I pi-d and he fell.
! lloating grrtccl ull; on the mi ta**1 while **tl -:•••••*■
\V«- takt hi-' 1 I lowing from the 1 three loons wer<*
.: !"HM
disporting tnemselves and oera/>'
Bre*
a
I
u.al’y uttering then plaintive ry. A ftcr dilitmr,

-■

picturesque

HliKiit

rhnrsdav Inst the 1<*‘ai editor

P*»m>.

pines.

Poor’s Mills, Belfast, broke Ids

Wednesday afternoon,

;n or.

to our

mci.i;

•--

during It unite severely although
Token.Kve.rett, a young son of

It ink-,

i'M-.u

Pi

■

rhe wheel

of Tisdei Shaw,

in

ed tribute

j

coast.

|

run over

wai*

|

b

Mabel,

M-unl.t'

ilighter of Daniel Rowe,

;

laughti-V", Mark "h:l ie* and wile, I', shibles ami
ll. s. lti- -i ami wit- K:nma McManus, Lizzie
accepted no inv itation from Llewellyn -deeper
| wife,
I'normiike. Mrs. K:iza shildo, Mrs. Kale
Klapass tin* *lav at I i- eottagt mi the shore of Tilden’s i
Ni :11, Morrill: .Jarvis shibics ami family, Knox;
1 lie cottage was built last -a.son
Bond, B- lnnmt.
/.ado- "hiules and wife, Morrill; Albert Skidmore
•v < 'harms t
•"in 1 *s and Mr. 'v.eper and i- a model ;
..
wife. I.ihcriv: .John O. Johnson and family,
of nealn*
and comfort. Iti- situated on Inn". «d
(
Morse and
f oaks and | Ml". D. ii.< arg’.ll and children. L.
Caleb Lamb, in a handsome grove
N.
lYml!<Pui, Deo. ami I. T.
:•,nii‘\, Liberty
vv !e -e surIn front ineautiflll
A

both elbow s, slipped while goday last week and iisunited the

lured

cii •;y he docs better. <>f Ml. IVrcival lie says:
where a
"..me four miles away is a iiigh summit
since Darlield ami Blaine stoo-l together
lew a ai
looked upon a scene made of hay and shore
am.
ami ii.wns and country which the lamented Darlield
he luid
pr- miuma-d the most* beautiful landscape
and he iia-1 travelled in the old and new
\. ...
world extensively thus paving a iiigh and deserv-

|

•-

*•

;i<

*•

|

new

—

Carle, tax collector,
of Belfast has paid the state tax for tills city and
j
the following reply from Treasurer Bur
Montville about DO/i. In l.s23 he was united in j received
“Boo'd of F. A. Carle, treasurer of Belfast.
marriage with Futilee t .trier, of Montville. They leigh.
$'.*.2.-»4,tW, -late tax for 1**5, it being the first receipt
moved to Charhston in the spring of 1821 and
P'jrst,

W. H. J. Moulton is

a

—

The

the advanced age ol 80 years, five months and
day. He was born in New Hampshire, March
l is father moved into the town of
19th, 1799.

■

a*,

sion and rendered

one

.Frida>' and the
up to and including

return

Charleston, died

of

was so

that the passengers were obliged to remain in the
The Bangor Band accompanied the excur-

card of

a

The air

saloon.

at

The sale of these

un»rrow

>

-oix| t-

an

correspondent

A

uiiiii .ua.

Hall

trip, and including

grounds.

B. Hill has

Rockland and returned.

as

people of South Montville and
Liberty. (Jew. .1. Burns lias bought the paint
shop of Charles H. Howard, on Washington street,
and invites patronage. Mrs. Isabelle J. Jewett,
Belfast, wants a mahogany table, bee ad.

ers

.^•

about ;>0 years of age

thanks for the

uivni.
.i:

w as

belonged in Nova Scotia.

Attention is called to Mrs. L. h. McCarthy’s ad.
published in another column. Competition has reduced herprie.es.The Locke property so-called, on High street, is advertised for sale. Inquire
of Mrs. Mary O. Bussell, at the residence of the late

money ever seen in Belorgan i- sweet in tone, handsome in its
Mr. Tuttle.
ntirdy new In design.

-i

Little Deer

of passengers were taken on board at Belfast and
Nortliport. The boat steamed down the hay as far

I

Allie Gaj- wem to Taunton, Mass.,
lay, where he will work In the Insane
Fred M. Harris spent Sunday in town.
ilospital—Oscar Scorer resumed his studies at the
farms in Waldo county and when his buildings are
completed will be pleasantly situated-E. S. Ste- | Many of our citizens are spending the week at East Make Conference Seminary this week ...It.
| A. Hatch r.nd family have arrived home after a
vens Is building a new stable.Dr. E. A. Chase
I Northport.
three week’s sojourn at Northport Camp Ground.
and family are \i6iting his father, Harrison Chase
ids
Mass,
is
John M. Norris of Midford
spending
—Sermon at the church last Sunday by Rev. W.
who resides in the village. The Dr. Is a great fishvacation here.
I*. Eldrldge. After the sermon, live “probationers”
erman ami trys the bass in the lake with good reCapt. J. A. Carver has placed a new street lamp were received into full membership in the Methosults.
The bass are plenty and getting to be of
near his residence.
i dist church. The quarterly meeting of this charge
good size-With a small capital invested, our
Recent arrivals.—Amos Carver, Col. L. D. Carver will he held at the church in East Knox, Saturday
village might be made quite a summer resort. It
L. 1). Havener, E. K. Small.
and Sunday, the 20th and 30th Inst.
has the advantage of beautiful scenery and as handPresiding
Elder Plummer will* be present.
some a sheet of fresh water as this section of the
Mr. »J. F. Kidder, of Melrose, Mass., is in town
state can boast of. Nature has done her part, now
looking for milch cows.
Prospect. Dr. Benj. Colson has been absent
the right man is wanted to develop the thing.
II. E. Blothen and wife of Dexter were at the this week with his family at Temple Heights,
Benj. Fogg, treas. of the town, is confined to the Searsport house Monday.
Northport. Mr. Josiah Colson arrived home Frihouse with sickness. He is Improving slowly and
day after a two weeks sojourn at the same place.
Alexander Perkins of Norwood, Mass., a former
will soon be about again_Nothing has been done
....Mrs, William L. Mudgett arrived home last
is making a short visit in town.
with regard to the Post Office. Vandeets has the resident,
week from Waldoboro, where she has been spenda
ladder
II.
fell
from
hint
week
James
Donley
appointment but Rice retains the place as yet.
ing the summer with her jnother_Mr. Leslie
and broke a small hone in ids right foot.
1>. n. Stevens is about again—The potato crop in
Hawes has returned from Brooks where he has
this section promises to he large and of superior
Sell. Albatross discharged a cargo of lumber been employed the last four months... .The N. E.
fair at Bangor is all the talk now, and bow to get
quality.
this week for William Hilberts new house.
there Is an interesting subject. More will go from
Lihekty. J. .1. Walker and family will spend
Mr. Albert F. Sweetser left Wednesday morning
this town than ever went so far for sight seeing
the coming week at Ash Point, Knox county
for Bethel, where he has been engaged to teach in
before. Almost everybody is banking up a little
Mrs. ''haw of Waterville, wife of Rev. Dr. Shaw,
the Could Academy.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Geo. F. Hunt, at this
scrip for the great day of sight seeing ...Last
L. A. Colcord, 1st officer of ship Sea Witch,
Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. Z. L. Downs, of Swanplace.... ( ompany from Boston are visiting at A. commanded
of
Drew
Boston
Journal
by Capt.
A
Brown’s-Miss Stella Rollins is stopping at
viHe, were in town on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Freeshort,
time.
for
a
is
at
home
fame,
man Partridge-Monday morning a young man
Dr. Clough’s... .The tribe of Isaiah returned on
Mr. Edward Harmon, piano tuner from Boston,is called for some breakfast at the writer’s. He said
Sunday from a-pilgrimage to Temple Heights,
Northport, where they had spent a pleasant week in town ami is prepared to do all kinds of work on lie had walked 10 miles that morning and that he
pianos at short notice.
is from Skowhegan. It is a good while since the
on Nickawa Point, with the tribes of Barak, Mark
like lias occurred-Eastman Clark and wife and
and Benjamin-Mrs. Della Rankin of Rockland
Master Bennett w ith a gang is at work on steamMrs. William Clark and numerous others go to
is visiting friends in this village
Frank Mathews boat wharf making needed repairs, intends reof Belfast and
Miss Addle L. Richmond, of piling and recovering the entire wharf.
campmceiing, Northport, this week.
Rochester, N. V. were in town Sunday-A grand
Joel loti for the. westward Saturday, hut finding
picnic was held bt Marshall's shore, West Liberty, business dull in his line returned Tuesday. He
Captain Richard G. Luce, who died at Vinelast Wednesday by the Grangers, Good Templars
says “he guesses no will stay by old Searsport a yard Haven last week, was during his life at
and Sabbath school scholars of Soarsmont, Montsea 310 months, or
little w hile longer
nearly 2*5 years. lie landed
viHe and Liberty. A procession of teams a naif
in New Bedford 38,000 barrels of whale oil,
Capt. A. c. Closson has taken command of sch. 85,000 of sperm oil, and
mile long passed through this village preceded by
383,000 pounds of
in place of Capt. .J. C. Park, resigned. Capt.
whalebone, and he was called the champion of
Bennett’s Band. Wc are pleased to learn that Avon,
Nicholas Parse will succeed Capt. Closson in the the whale fishery.
they had a very enjoyable time-Elias .Skidmore,
command of sell. Empire.
senior, Mrs. Vosc and A. -I. Skidmore aid wife
FT Sargent's horse broke through steamboat
An Offensive Breath
have bjen spending the past week at Temple
distressing, not only to the person a filleted
I wharf Sunday morning, and was badly injured. Isif most
Heights.
lie have any pride, hut to those with whom lie
It was at first feared one hind leg was broken—
comes In contact.
lit KSi’OHT. The Deluge lire engine lias receivIt is a delicate matter to speak
but it proves to be a very bad strain.
of, but it 1ms parted not only friends but lovers.
ed a new coat of paint and varnish and lo ks very !
The ladies of Freeman Metiilvery Relief Corps Bad breath and catarrh are inseparable. I>r. Sage’s
nice. The Union lias been moved from fin* Deluge
Catarrh Remedy cures the worst cases as thouentertained the members of the Post at their hall sands can
bouse to the new house built for it on ihe bill. I is
testify.
of
After
ice
cream
partaking
is a very neat house and the Union is a good lire en- Tuesday evening.
The Boston Journal says: Major Dan Simpthe evening was spent in social converse.
gine ami will be very handy for any lire which may j
sou will reach the age of 95
years September
It was reported in the Journal last week that C.
break out in that part of town.\ large number ;
29, and arrangements are being made for the
W. Vaughn, bridge builder, was in Belfast. We usual
went from here to Phillips Pond on the excursion
reception.
]
would suggest that negotiations he at once opened
last Wednesday and report a very pleasant time-...
Especially to Women.
A party went down river for three or four days on with him fur a bridge between Belfast and Sears“Sweet Is revenge especially to women,” said the
the schooner yacht Fannie Hayden, Monday_The port.
gifted, but naughty, Lord Byron. Surely he was in
The Cong. Sunday school had their annual ex- bad humor when he wrote such words.' But there
camp meeting at Verona Park has been quite a
success. A goodly number have been in attendance
cursion down the harbor Friday. Touching at are complaints that only women suffer, that are
of them down to early graves.
North port some t wo hours were spent on shore. carrying numbers
every day and all arc much pleased with the situaThere is hope for those who suffer, no matter how
tion of the place. Tuesday the meetings were conAll who participated pronounce It one of the events sorely, or
severely, in Dr. R. V. Pierce’s “Favorite
Safe In Us action it is a blessing,
ducted by Mrs. Ahhie Morse both A. M. and i\ m
of the season.
Prescription.”
especially to women and to men, too, for when woWednesday ( apt. H. II. Brown took charge, Thurs
The Post of the (i. A. It. will take their third an- men suffer, the household is askew.
day Dr. 11. I*. Fairfield spoke in the .v. m. and i*. m. nual excursion and picnic to Swan Lake Wednesand in the evening the. Bm ksport cornet band went
The l’all Mall Gazette's recent revelations of
day or Thursday of next week. The bill of fare
London vice have been dramatized at Vienna.
down on the steamer .Josie and Bella and gave a
will consist of clams from the coast anti corn from
The play is In five acts and is entitled “Protect
fine open air concert and Mrs. Adeline M. (Hading the interior.
It is hoped that all tlie comrades ami
Our Daughters."
made a few very appropriate remarks. Friday members of the Relief
Corps v\ iil he present.
* * * *
Mrs. Adeline M. (Hading led the meetings,
la the
Organic weakness or loss of power in either
Charles smith informs us that last Wednesday
( veiling there was a dance in the dining hall which
sex, however Induced, speedily and permanently
afternoon just before the shower, when it shut, cured. Enclose three letter
stamps for book of
was well attended and all seemed to
enjoy them- down so dark, the night hawks came out in the particulars. World’s Dispensary Medical Associaselves. Saturday Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. (Hading
N. Y.
tion,
Buffalo,
of
his
residence
in
numbers.
The
vicinity
large
.-poke at tin* a. m. meeting and Dr. Fairfield at the air seemed full of them. This is
something un**• M.
is reported
Sunday was the big day and
SHIR NEWS.
heard of. Do any of our readers know of such an
there were .'>00 people on the grounds.
Mrs. Glad
instance ?
ing spoke In the a. m. and Dr. II. P. Fairfield in (he
PORT OF BELFAST.
Nellie tjuimby narrowly escaped drowning in the
r. m.
The meetings were closed Monday bv Dr.
ARRIVED.
inst.
last
l'Jtli
she
U. f Ware, President; Mrs. (Hading, Mrs.
afternoon,
Wednesday
Thomp- pond
Aug. 20. Sehs. A. Richardson, Pattershall, Kenson and others.
The weather has been fine and and Laura Packard were at the upper part of the
nebunkport; George Bird, Gray, Boston.
Aug. 21. Solis. Jed Frye, Langley, Philadelphia;
'1'iite a number of lots were sold so tiinl we Icpo p> pond, and in attempting to pull the boat nearer the
Janies Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
shore Nellie took hold of the limb of a tree, which
more cottages going up next season.\
large
Aug. 22. Soils;. Sarah L. Dnvis, Knoeland, New
file balloon pas.-cd overtown Monday cveningabout easily giving away lauded her mi full length backYork; Charley Iiueki, Patterson, New York; Charof
ward
into
the
the
stream.
She
deepest part
ily, Darby, Bangor.
eight o’clock going from west to east. It was well
Aug. 23. Sell. C. J. Willard,-, 'lurk’s Issank twice, but by clear sheer grit, succeeded in
up and traveling pretty fast and looked like a star
land.
.side
ol
the
with
the
of
the
and
boat,
grnsping
help
wlirn last seen....The fall term of the
Aug. 25. Sell. Jncliin, French, Boston.
seminary
1.aura, after several efforts, managed to climb in.
opened Monday and bids fair to be a full school.
SAILED.

UNITY.

tion for

took

wishing
campmeeting should
lake passage on steamer May Field which runs
about every hour between this city and the grounds.
She is fast, safe, and the officers are most accommodating.

our

]

Winslow, in his new yacht Pilgrim,
part in the great regatta at Hull, Aug. 15. The
Pilgrim is now due in these waters.
l)r. W. II.

was re-

low lands In the

to attend the

Those

county correspondents writes: ‘‘1
going to mowing oats. I send letter by tramp.”

One td'

on

Interior.

Agricultural Society Fair will
I'nity trotting Park Sept. 28th and 29th.

The North Waldo
be held

remarkably cold and frost

w as

Wednesday morning

on

WANTED!
Vest & Pants Makers.
All those in want of work call

on me

tf34

QUE

Sale !
HORSE HAY
PRESS,

in

good order.

or

address

For further

partleulars eall

on

F. It. l*A(i(iKTT.

Sandy Point. Aug. !7, iss:>.—:‘>ltf

NOTICE.

Lost.
SATURDAY, AIR. 15th, Retween two and four
miles out of Camden, oil Turnpike road, a
Hie tinder u ill
BLACK SIMM Fit OVERCOAT.
Re suitably To warded by leaving the s.nne at Bay
View House, Camden, or Hotel Windsor, Belfast.
BI.NL LOWE.
Belfast, Aug. 17, IssY— 2w34*

A FEW MORE GIRLS
Can find

employment

Brooks Pants

who failed to

the examination in
for admittance to
the High School, and all others not previously examined, who are not certificated for any of the
grades in the City Schools, are requested' to meet
in the Upper Grammar room, Monday, Aug. 31st,
at!» o’clock, to take their examination.
PER ORDER OF COM.
Belfast, Aug. 27,1885 l\v35

pass
the Upper Grammar School
FJPILS

—

at

the

Factory,

to tend sewing machines running by power. Eels
of work to be put out to I e made. Call on or adtf32
dress
JOHN H. GORDON, Brooks, Me.

Finishers Wanted

as

Wanted to Purchase.
square,
An hoganvfashioned,
table, with leaves folding down.
sell
old

solid ma-

Any
having such a table to
please apply to
Mrs. ISABELLA J. HARRIS, Belfast.
lw35*

one

MM k Co.’s Puts stop.
APPLY AS ABOVE.

!

WALDO SS.
1 h>5.

-Supreme Judicial (thirl. April Term,

rs.
Hebert U. .lines atul
i.Uslui JIe/>l:i it '.
ND now mi -uui.' -lion lo the Court. that lit> 11
.\ KliT t; AMI->. one of the Defendants. at millie writ, was not an inhabitant of
ll me. of servlet*
this State, ami had m» tenant, agent, or attorney
within the same, that his goods or » slate have been
attached in this action, that be has had m» notice of
said suit and attachment, if is Ordered, that notice
of the pendency of this -nit be given to the said
Defendant, i>y publishing an attested eopv of this
Order, together with an abstract of tin- 1’laintitrs
writ, three weeks successively in the Republican
'Journal, a newspaper printed it Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication to be not le.-s
than thirty days before the next term of this Court,
to be holdun at Belfast, within and for the County
of Waldo, on the third uesday of < Jrtoher, iss*>, that
said Defendant may then ami there appear, and answer t
said suit, if he shall see eause.
AttestW I LI. 1AM I’.KUKY, C ler k.

Searspert

Savings Han!:

4

ami I will

good work at good price. (Jail at
W. M. PRIEST,
3 Phcenlx Row, Belfast, Me.

load you lip with
once.

For

tfl5

(Abstract of Pljf.'s U'rit.J
Action to obtain possession under a mortgage on
real estate given by .-aid Robert t». Ames lo the
plaintiff, dated November third, A. D. lsSl. For
one thousand dollars payable in six months from
the day of the date of said deed of bargain and
sale and of mortgage, and Interest on said sum at
the rate of six per centum per annum, payable
seml-annuullv In advauee.
Returnable to April term, ISSa.
Ad damnum fifteen hundred dollars.
W. T. C. Ui'NKELL8, IMff.’s Ally
Starsport, Me.
A True Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract
of writ.
AttestWILLIAM BKKltY, Clerk.
.,

ECZEMA
And

Every Species of Itching
and
Burning Diseases
Cured by Cuticura.

A

Lesson

to

Lovers.

ing.
“Bessie,” he said.

Fifteen to

THE CAMP GROUND OF THE SPIRITUALISTS—
GRANDEUR OF THE LOCATION—STEPS TOWARDS IMPROVEMENT—THE PRETTY GIRL
—COTTAGERS AND HOARDERS.

Take all in All.

Forty

At a Probate Court hold at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of August, A. 1>. 1S85.

Medicines.
—Take all the Blood purifiers,
—Take all the Dyspepsia ami Indigestion
cures,

tate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Charlotte give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal printed at Belfast,that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of
next, at ten of the clock before noon
and snow cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not he granted.
geo. e. Johnson. JudgA true copy. Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.

specifics.

atmosphere otherwise at boiling heat with
a shadowy coolness, delicious and
grateful.
Guiding the skiff to the lower side of the wharf,
an easy landing was made by means of a wide
flight of steps which extended to low water
mark. Going up the hill toward the encampment the party was met by a gentleman from
Oldtown, Mr. K. O. Gould, with whom it was
our happy
fortune to be acquainted.
This
young man in compauy with his father, Mr.
Jas. II. Gould, are the proprietors of one of
the most tidy and comfortable summer restau-

I desire closing out my entire stock of Cloths, !
Clothing, Hats. Caps, Furnishing Goods, Carpets,
Oil Cloths and Window Shades during the months of
August and September, and in order to do so know
that I must oiler extraordinary inducements. After
deliberating whether to sell at auction or not, I am
of the opinion that the goods can he sold over the
counters in the regular way much more satisfactorily to the purchaser.
At this time, when so much advertising is done
by parties who have no thought of living up to
what they promise through their advertisements, 1
know what many will say, “Well, this is only another dodge to draw trade.” To all I will sav.eome j

|

(1HARLOTTE P. GOULD, widow of TOBIAS
U GOULD, late of Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that an
allowance may be matte tier from the personal es-

—Take all the Ayue, Fever, and bilious

the

:

PROBATE NOTICES.

—Tab all the Kidney and Liver

Per Cent. Saved by Pnrchasini

Your correspondent sailed down to Temple
Heights ou one of the late pleasant afternoons.
The surrounding high hills and bluffs intercepted the rays of the declining sun and tempered

the sound she turned,
Her blue eyes full of childish wonder.
“My mother is feeble and lame and old—
I need a wife at my farmhouse yonder.
At

VZKMA or Salt ltheuin, with its agonizing itehing ami burning, instantly relieved by a warm
bath with Ci THTKA Soak, and a single application
heart is lonely, my home is drear,
of O Tin ka, ilio great skin Cure. This repeated “My
j
! need your presence ever near me;
daily, with two or three doses of Cl tktka Reholy en"i the New Blood Purilier, to keep the blood 1 Will you be my guardian angel, dear,
cool, the perspiration pure, and unirritating, the |
Queen of mv household, to guide and cheer
bowels open, the >iver and kidneys active, will
me?”
speedily cure Eczema, 'l etter, Ringw orin. Psoriasis, j
Lichen, Pruritus, sea 11 Head, Dandruff, and every j “It hath a pleasant sound,” she said:
“A household queen, a guiding spirit,
species ot Itching,Scaly and Pimply Humorsof the !
Scalp and Skin, when the oest physicians and all : To warm your heart and cheer your home
known remedies fail.
And
I

Temple Heights.

She, with a milk pail on her arm,
Turns aside with her young cheeks glowing.
And sees down the lane the slow, dull tread
Of the drove of cows that are homeward go-

—Take all the Brain aud Nerve force
revives.
—Take all the Great health restorers.
In short, take all the best qualities of all
these and the—best,
—Qualities of all the best medicines in the
world, and you will find that— Hop
—Bitters have the best curative qualities and
powers of all—concentrated in them,
—Aud that they will cure when any or all of
these singly or—combined. Fail 1!!!

Boston and

Bangor
Co.

Steam.sliip

Summer

j

September

Arrangement

Comnuitcitftj

Jum

Hifh.

steamers will leave Belfast for Camden, Itncklam!
and Boston, daily,
xeept >uniiav-i at ai»>ut 1
o', lo.-k P. M., or upon arriv al from Bangor.
For Searsport, Bueksport. Winterport, Hampden
and Bangor every day ex.-ept Monday at ahnui
oVloek, or upon arrival «d .-learner from if .-ton.

keep the sunshine ever near it.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
But 1 am only a simple child,
BOSTON.
the County of Waldo, on the .second Tuesdav of
McDonald, -542 Dearbon st-, Chicago, grate- j
So my mother says in her daily chiding.
cure
of
a
or
Salt
Eczema,
fully acknowledges
August, A. D. 18Sf>.
And what must a guardian angel do
Rheum, on head, ne k, face, arms and legs for sevitrit i:mn«. to uia.i vst.
fJLlSfl
A C. AREA of Wihtorport, a ered'i v
t
on
the
rants
coast.
In
some
sense it is a well
When sin first begins her work of guiding?'*
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